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8.1. Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to define the general stratigraphy of part of the near shore 

study area (Fig. 4.1) by studying the available seismic data (Appendices I-IV) using 

the methods described in Chapter 3. The entire offshore seismic survey area lies on 

the continental rise of the southern Tanzanian coastline containing approximately 

2,000km of original 2D seismic data (Fig. 4.2).

The entire study area is quite structurally complex, therefore the stratigraphy of 

individual ‘structural zones’ or areas are described in separate chapters (Fig. 4.3) 

relating to seven zones:

1) Davie Ridge (DR), [Chapter 4]

2) Davie Ridge Inner Extensional Zone (DRIEZ), [Chapter 4]

3) Kerimbas Basin (KB), [Chapter 5]

4) SeaGap Zone (SG), [Chapter 5]

5) Coastal Basin (CB), [Chapter 8]

6) Shelf and Slope (SS), [Chapter 8]

7) Kitunda Block (KTB), [Chapter 8]

This chapter shall establish the seismic stratigraphy for the Costal Basin, Shelf and 

Kitunda Block Areas (Fig. 8.1). However, the stratigraphy of this ‘transition zone’ is 

somewhat more difficult to resolve using the same techniques as applied in Chapters 4 

and 5. Therefore sequence stratigraphic principles were employed where necessary to 

extend the excellent control of the field geology into the transition zone. The range of 

previously published data discussed in Chapter 7 is also introduced here. By 

establishing the correct stratigraphy and estimating the age of horizons tectonic and 

sedimentological information is extracted in subsequent chapters.

Seismic reflection configuration, seismic features and distinct surfaces were used to 

divide the stratigraphy of each zone into distinct seismic units. Sedimentary processes
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and sedimentological evolution for each seismic unit are described and 

palaeogeographic maps produced.

Kitunda Block 

600000 650000

Kilometres

CD Kitunda Block 

Coastal Basin 

□  SeaGap Fracture Zone 

Shelf & Slope 

— — Fault inferred

   Faults observed

Survey bounds 

G1 GLO W Line No.

600000 650000

Figure 8.1: The Coastal Zone, incorporating the shelf and slope, the coastal basin and their 

lateral extension, the Kitunda Block Area and CL O W  Lines that traverse it.
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8.2.The Coastal Basin (CB)

The Coastal Basin is located on the Tanzanian Continental Slope in the northwest of 

the study area (Fig. 8.1). The basin axis runs approximately in a N-S direction and has 

a smooth, slightly convex surface morphology. The SeaGap Fracture Zone forms a 

prominent structural high behind which sediments transported in the numerous 

submarine canyons from the shelf to the slope are ponded in a gentle synform. Within
■y

the study area the coastal basin area encompasses approx 2,000km . It is imaged by 

GLOW Lines 4, 9, 20, 21 and 31. A maximum interval of 0.3s TWTT of sediment 

accumulation is imaged (approximately 250m).

8.2.1. Coastal Basin Seismic Stratigraphy

Parallel, continuous, high frequency reflectors (Fig. 8.2) extend from the shelf and 

diverge into the coastal basin (GLOW Lines 20, 21 and 22-23). They form a slightly 

lobate geometry in plan view. The basal reflectors bow in a concave upwards fashion. 

The remaining fill above is an interfmgering of sediment derived from the shelf and 

gently onlaps from the east. Similarly, reflectors onlap the SeaGap structure to the 

east of the Coastal Basin, though no sediment appears to be derived from the SeaGap 

Fracture Zone directly. Some internal facies are slightly transparent and channels can 

be seen on the seafloor (Lines 22-23).

Beneath the ponded fill, there is some evidence of normal faults, with the 

downthrown side to the east. However, the seismic data is unable to fully image these 

structures. In both GLOW Lines 4 and 9, semi-transparent -  transparent mounds are 

visible on the seabed on the west side of the Coastal Basin (Fig. 8.3). On GLOW Line 

4, no internal reflectors are observed within or beneath the pinnacle-shaped mound. 

There is also a marked change in seismic character on either side indicating it is 

possibly located adjacent to basin bounding faults. Due to the lack of internal 

structure, shape and the circular profile on the multibeam profiles, it is likely it is a 

reef or mud mound.
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On GLOW Line 9, there are some internal reflectors indicating some sediment 

property variations within (Fig. 8.3). On the multibeam profile it is also clear that this 

feature may be a spur of sediment located between two adjacent channels, rather than 

the likely reef mound feature on Line 4.
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Figure 8.2 : Combined GLOW Lines traversing the Coatstal Bains area, located between the slope and the SeaGap Fracture Zone. Coloured lines are highlighting 
the traces of reflectors
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Figure 8.3: Transparent mound shapes on the edge of the coastal basin were thought to be 

potential reefs. However, the feature on G L O W  Line 9 is a channel levee, while the mounds are 

clearly displayed on the multibeam data for G L O W  Line 4.
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8.2.2. Sedimentological Interpretation of the Coastal Basin 

Seismic Facies.

North-south trending, shelf-parallel normal faults created accommodation space 

between the shelf and the SeaGap Fracture Zone. Sediments derived from the coast 

were able to travel further than the shelf and become deposited in the newly available 

space. There is some evidence of sediment onlapping in a westerly direction towards 

the slope. This indicates a separate sediment source than a direct shelf source to the 

west. It is possible these are silty-sandy turbiditic flows which originate elsewhere on 

the shelf, are transported through the numerous submarine canyons and are prevented 

travelling further downslope due to the SeaGap forming a structural barrier. Thus, 

though there is evidence of sediment transport through the mid SeaGap Channel, 

some of these turbiditic flows pond and accumulate within the coastal basin up to a 

maximum interval of 0.3 s TW TT of continuous, parallel reflectors.

In Chapter 9, it is proposed that the uplift of the SeaGap Fracture Zone results in a 

downwarp of the adjacent coastal basin, thus creating both the structural relief of the 

SeaGap and the accommodation space for the basin sediments to accumulate. This 

large scale transpressional flower structure of the SeaGap Fracture Zone will be 

further discussed in Chapter 9, and the ages ascribed to the reflectors within the 

coastal basin give an indication of the timing of the uplift and associated downwarp. 

Possible reefs are located on the shoulders of other tilted fault blocks, visible on Lines 

4 and 9. To the east the sediments simply onlap onto the pre-existing SeaGap 

structure.
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8.3.The Kitunda Block (KTB)

The Kitunda Block (KTB) is the name given to an offshore fault bound zone of 

remarkably homogenous, well stratified stratigraphy. Although adjacent to the coastal 

basin area, horizons cannot be traced across canyons that are probably exploting 

major faults. Unlike other shelf and slope areas, the slope gradient is relatively low 

and the sediments are not coated in slumps and turbiditic flows from the submarine 

canyons. Named after the nearby village located to the south of Lindi, it is bound by 

the coastline, the Lukuledi Fault, the Mikindani Bay Fault and the SeaGap Fracture 

Zone to the east (Fig. 8.1).

It encompasses an area of ~2,000km within the GLOW Survey. Good seismic 

coverage was obtained in this zone. Seismic data were recovered for depths of up to 

2.2s TWTT (approximately 1.9km) but basement was not imaged. The GLOW Lines 

that cross the Kitunda Block and will be discussed here are GLOW Lines 25, 27, 29 

(Dip), 28, 30 and 8 (Strike parallel). In the following section a description of each 

seismic unit and seismic marker will be given.

8.3.1. KTB Unit I

KTB Seismic Unit I is wedge shaped,thickening to the east. It reaches a maximum 

interval of 0.55s TWTT near the coastline and pinching laterally out towards the edge 

of the shelf. It is bound above by the seabed and below by the seismic marker KTB 

SM 01 (blue). It comprises three subunits; KTB I/l, 1/2 and 1/3 (Fig. 8.4)

All three seismic subunits of KTB I consist of smooth continuous, high frequency, 

high amplitude reflectors that laterally gently downlap onto a basal high amplitude 

reflector. In strike-parallel lines there is significant erosion with divergent and chaotic 

high amplitude fill observed, particularly Line 28, closest the coastline. The Unit 

thickens towards the SE as seen in Line 8.
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KTB I/l and 1/3 exhibit little or no internal geometry whereas KTB 1/2 exhibits some 

sedimentary wave facies, with the axes climbing gently west.
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LEGEND

GLOW Line 29

GLOW Line 29GLOW Line 8

GLOW Line 28
GLOW Line 27

GLOW Line 25 GLOW Line 30

Figure 8.4: A compilation of the seismic characteristics of seismic unit KTB I. KTB SMOl is the 

blue continuous line. Dashed line separate KTB I/l, 1/2 and 1/3.
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8.3.2. KTB SM 01

The horizon KTB SM 01 is picked on a black continuous reflection (peak, positive 

reflection coefficient). It is represented by a continuous blue line in Fig. 8.4. The time 

map of surface KTB SM 01 is shown in Fig (8.5) and occurs between times 0.79 and 

2.5s TWTT. Continuous and laterally traceable, this seismic marker is defined by the 

downlap of the overlying reflectors of KTB I and the presence of a very high 

amplitude triplet of reflectors, which is slightly chaotic in strike section.
N

589900 594900 S99900 604900 609900 614900 $19900 624900 629900 634900 639900 644900 649900 654900

10km
TWTT Map of KTB 5M 01

8914900- 8914900
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S99900 604900 609900 614900 619900 634900 639900 644900 654900

Figure 8.5: TWTT(s) map of KTB SM 01 below sea level.
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8.3.3. KTB Unit II

KTB Seismic Unit II (KTB II) has an interval of 0.2-0.45s TWTT but is 

predominantly approx 0.25s TWTT. It is bound above and below by (blue) KTB SM 

01 and (pink) KTB SM 02 respectively. It comprises three seismic sub-units; KTB 

II/l, II/2 and II/3 which are highlighted in Fig. 8.6. In general, KTB II comprises high 

amplitude, high frequency, smooth, parallel reflectors with intermittent semi

transparent facies and minor internal disconformities. Variations in morphology occur 

to the south of the KTB Area.

KTB II/l consists of high frequency, parallel reflectors which are largely 

conformable. In some cases reflectors diverge into nearby channels (GLOW Line 27 

in Fig. 8.6). Elsewhere internal reflectors are truncated by the overlying KTB SM 01 

(GLOW Line 29/30 in Fig. 8.6). KTB II/2 is similar to the overlying KTB II/l, but 

has developed more internal morphologies. Minor mounds and lens shapes both 

truncate and onlap onto previous mounds. To the south of the area it is quite variable 

though it is largely conformable and undisturbed to the north (GLOW Line 27). 

Lateral variation of thickness within KTB II occurs near channels but overall, 

thickens gently towards the south. KTB III is a thin package that onlaps onto the 

underlying KTB SM 02 and is present to the east of the area (GLOW Line 25).
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Figure 8.6: A compilation of the seismic facies of unit KTB II and III. KTB II is located between KTB SM 01 (above-blue) and KTB SM 02(pink). KTB III lies 
beneath KTB SM 02 and its base is beyond the limit of seismic resolution.
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8.3.4. KTB SM 02

The horizon KTB SM 02 is picked on a black continuous reflection (peak, positive 

reflection coefficient). It is represented by a pink continuous reflector on Fig. (8.6). 

The time map of surface KTB SM 02 is shown in Fig (8.7) and occurs between times 

1.4 and 1.84s TWTT. Continuous and laterally traceable, this seismic marker is 

defined by the significant high amplitude basal reflector. In strike parallel sections 

this reflector is erosional, scouring into the reflectors beneath. In some sections there 

is onlap of the overlying reflectors onto this seismic marker. Beneath there is a 

significant change in seismic facies to more chaotic and transparent.

25kmTWTT Map of KTB SM 02

Figure 8.7: TWTT(s) map of KTB SM 02 below sea level.

8.3.5. KTB Unit III

Extending to the limit of imageable data, KTB Seismic Unit III has an interval of at 

least 0.6s TWTT and is bound above by KTB SM 02 (pink-purple). Immediately 

beneath KTB SM 02 the seismic facies is well stratified and parallel before passing 

downwards into a chaotic unit. This chaotic unit has a discontinuous, irregular 

morphology with the overlying well stratified reflectors often onlapping and
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appearing to fill in the palaeotopography (Fig. 8.8). In turn the semi-transparent, mid 

amplitude unit cuts through underlying discontinuous, medium amplitude, medium 

frequency reflectors, with some high amplitude patches with concave upwards 

geometry. This slightly chaotic section is underlain once more by well stratified 

facies. It is a highly variable unit with major lateral variation in facies.
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8.3.7. Sedimentological Interpretation of the Kitunda Block 

seismic facies.

At the time of deposition of KTB Unit III, the Kitunda Block was located at some 

distance from the coastline. The environment of deposition is inferred as relatively 

quiet, accumulating silts, clays and fine grained carbonate from suspended material in 

the water column. Passing upwards within the unit, the reflectors become 

discontinuous and are no longer parallel. This is interpreted as a large amount of 

unconsolidated sediment that was suddenly deposited and looks chaotic in seismic 

data towards the top of KTB III.

At the time of deposition of KTB SM 02 a distinct sand lobe/wedge is deposited 

locally, and is not imaged throughout the area. Above this localised lobe, KTB Unit II 

consists of predominantly well stratified, high frequency reflectors with minor 

discontinuities. This is interpreted as a deeper water environment than KTB III, 

perhaps as a relative rise in sea level. The geometry of the facies indicates a sheet 

plastering the slope with a very slight lobate geometry.

KTB SM 01 marks the sedimentological transition to a high frequency parallel 

reflector set that accumulates in a wedge shape, thickest closest to shore, with series 

of downlaps onto small scale regressive surfaces. There is also significant channel and 

infill towards the coast. The fill however is more of a drape and the reflectors are seen 

to continue on either side of the channel as they drape inside and over the channel 

edges.
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SA.The Shelf and Slope (SS)

The continental shelf and slope zone of the study area is located between the 

coastline, Lukuledi Fault and laterally extends eastwards into the coastal basin (Fig. 

8.1).The southern Tanzanian continental shelf narrows rapidly from 24km wide north 

of Kilwa to less than 3km wide in the study area. To the south of the study area the 

Kitunda Block exhibits a different, distinct stratigraphy, discussed above. Due to the 

extremely shallow nature of the seismic data (due to multiples) close to shore, the 

depth of seismic penetration and resolution is poor in the shelf and slope region. 

Seismic data was recovered for depths ranging from 0.5 near the coast to 2.5s TWTT. 

Within the survey area the Shelf and Slope Area encompasses 4,400km . The GLOW 

Lines that traverse the SS Zone are 31, 20, 21, 22-23, 24, 4, and 9. The seismic 

stratigraphy of the Shelf and Slope Area was assessed primarily using sequence 

stratigraphic principles and applying the information on bounding surfaces obtained 

by onshore fieldwork in Chapter 7.

8.5. Correlating the onshore field geology to the transition 

zone GLOW seismics.

As there are no wells in the offshore realm, a range of data was incorporated to assign 

ages to the GLOW seismic stratigraphy (Chapter 7). However, the seismic profiles 

that extend closest to the coast exhibit very different stratigraphy and the depth of 

seismic resolution is often much lower. Extending the detailed geological mapping 

enabled ages to be assigned to key seismic markers identified in the transition zone 

and hence deeper offshore.

The transition zone may be defined as the coastal environment which continues 

offshore with shallow marine environments up to the shelf edge which defines the 

‘boundary’ between shallow and deep-water settings. It incorporates the very shallow 

onshore, beach, shelf and upper slope environments. Correlating onshore geology to
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the offshore realm across this zone is often problematic as by the nature of the land 

surface, one type of survey does not encompass both on- and off-shore realms easily. 

At this location the link between the marine and the non-marine portions of the study 

area may be made using sequence stratigraphic principles as described in Chapter 3. 

Coastlines and the shelf environment are more sensitive to the fluctuations in base 

level that lead to transgressions and regressions than the offshore realm. Hence, the 

main switches that control sediment supply to the deep water marine setting provide 

the transition zone with particular importance.

The onshore geology was extended to the transition zone in several areas; (1) Kilwa, 

(2) Pande, (3) Kiswere, (4) Lindi, (5) Kitunda and (6) Mnazi Bay (Fig. 8.10). The 

principal bounding surface identified onshore that could be correlated offshore were 

Base Pliocene, Mid-Upper Miocene, intra Mid Miocene, Upper Oligocene-Lower 

Miocene, Eocene-Oligocene, Paleocene-Eocene, Top Cretaceous and Mid Cretaceous. 

These surfaces are identified in the Tipuli unit, the Kilwa Group and the Kihuluhulu 

Fm.

Each depositional sequence and bounding surface will be described in the following 

sections (Fig. 8.11). Using the sequence stratigraphic model of Catuneau e t  a l .  (2006), 

and considering the margin as a whole, predictions of the age equivalent facies 

deposited in the deeper waters are suggested. An example of the sequence 

stratigraphic interpretation is shown in Fig. 8. 13. Finally, ages are assigned to the 

shelf stratigraphy (Fig. 8.14) and the KTB seismic stratigraphy. In Chapter 11, these 

results are incorporated with the offshore seismic interpretations and structural 

evolution to describe the geological evolution of the margin as a whole.
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The principal bounding surfaces and systems tracts
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Miocene
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Base Pliocene Regressive surface 
Mid-Upper Miocene BSFR 
intra Mid Miocene MFS 
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CC: correlative conformity h j ,-. nighstand Systems Tract
MRS: Maximum regressive surface eTSST:earlyTransgressive Stage Systems Tract
MFS: Maximum flooding surface IFSST; late Falling Stage Systems Tract
BSFR: Basal surface of forced regression eFSST; early Falling Stage Systems Tract

Figure 8.11: Schematic summary of the sequence stratigraphic surfaces and tracts extended from 

onshore geology to the shelf and slope seismics of the transition zone as discussed below.

The early falling-stage systems tracts (Eocene); (eFSST)

During the Eocene, base level began to fall as evidenced in the onshore Kivinje 

Formation of the Kilwa Group (Nicholas e t  a l .  2006; Cotton & Pearson 2010). . It is 

likely that most of the sand and carbonate mixed facies accumulated in the shoreline 

area became trapped at the shore or shoreface. From the seismic data it can be seen 

that carbonate ramps were not subaerially exposed and appear to continue in some 

places. It is predicted from the sequence stratigraphic model proposed by Catuneau e t  

a l .  (2006) that fine grained sand begins to accumulate in the deepwater environment 

as mudflow deposits. This tract is bound by the surface formed as the shoreline 

regression continues to develop and the subaerial unconformity gradually expands 

basinward.

Eoeene-Oiigocene (Yellow) Basal Surface of Forced Regression (BSFR)

The Eocene-Oligocene is a major climatic interval corresponding with a rapid drop in 

base level. Onshore it marks an unconformable surface though quite often it extends 

into the Lower Oligocene of the Pande Fm. (Nicholas e t  a l .  2006). In the transition
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zone the Eocene-Oligocene (yellow) is the basal surface of forced regression anc 

marks the base of all marine deposits that accumulate during the forced regression of 

the shoreline (Catuneau e t  al .  1998). Erosion in the shelf generates the regressive 

surface of marine erosion (energy flux > sediment supply). The top of this regressive 

package is generally recognisable by three features; (1) its high amplitude slightly 

chaotic seismic facies below (2) irregular morphology; considerably higher elevation 

towards the shelf and (3) wedge shaped regressive shelf sediments above. The falling 

stage shallow marine facies generally have a low preservation potential but as there 

are some evident in this locality, sea level seems not to have fallen below the shelf 

edge.

Only in the Kitunda Block area is there no significant unconformity found. In the 

Kilwa area, a high amplitude, relatively flat-lying reflector with minor seals 

extensional faults is present on Glow Line 4. It overlies a thin erosive channel feature 

in Glow Line 20. Eocene-Oligocene carbonate ramp facies dominate the geology 

onshore Pande and these may be traced into the transition zone in Lines 22-23. A 

mounded, transparent seismic facies is interpreted as reef mounds beneath the BSFR 

surface. Parallel relatively high amplitude reflectors are visible in the mound-lows. 

These may represent the inter-knoll environment and may have been carbonate debris 

that was being shed from the reef mounds and infilling this space. Pande may have 

been a relative high in the Eocene which enabled the development of significant 

carbonate reef mounds. Similarly, the Eocene-Oligocene BSFR is very well formed 

offshore Kiswere marking significant base level fall.

During an early forced regression, the shelf environment shrinks rapidly as a result of 

the high-rate shoreline regression and is generally subject to sediment reworking due 

to the instability induced by the lowering of the storm wave base. Onshore there is a 

major unconformity in the mid Lower Oligocene that corresponds to period of base 

level drop that initiated in the late Eocene. Thus this surface represents the basal 

surface of forced regression. Offshore the sequence stratigraphic model predicts 

mudflows.
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LINE 20

Pliocene
Base Pliocene Regressive surface 
Mid-Upper Miocene BSFR 
intra Mid Miocene MFS 
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efSST
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CC: correUiive conformity 
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MfS; Maximum flooding surface 
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eTSST: early Transgressive Stage Systems Tract 
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UNE04
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LINE 29LINE29

Figure 8.12: A selection of the coastal seismic lines interpreted for sequence stratigraphy. The 

location of these lines may be found in Figure 8.10. The stratigraphic nomenclature is included 

and features such as reefs, onlap (green arrows), downIap(red arrows) and chaotic setions (blue 

arrows) are highlighted.
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Lower-Upper Oligocene; Late falling stage systems tract; (IFSST)

It was established in Chapter 7 that there is a major regional unconformity at the base 

of the Upper Oligocene that marks the top of the Kilwa Group and the base of the 

Tipuli unit. It was hypothesised to be equivalent to the Mi-1 global warming period 

and marked a major drop in sea level. Thus the Lower to Upper Oligocene records the 

period after base level fall has stopped and before it begins to rise again. These forced 

regressive shelf deposits were preserved between the basal surface of forced 

regression (below) and a composite surface of marine erosion and the correlative 

conformity (above). Regressive shelf deposits primarily include backstepping sands.

Offshore Pande, the Lower Oligocene regressive shelf deposits (bound by pink 

horizon) bounds a divergent package of relatively thick, high amplitude reflectors that 

mimic the underlying mound topography.

In the north of the study area this tract becomes very thin close to the shore. However, 

it is inferred that the shoreline was slightly more inland of its present location at 

Pande as lower Oligocene facies are located on Pande (Nicholas et al. 2006; Cotton & 

Pearson 2010) and indeed there are Lower Oligocene facies recorded inland as far as 

Lake Kitere in the south of the study area (Chapter 7). Reflectors in this package near 

Kilwa are parallel and stepping towards the coast. Near Pande, it seems to have 

developed a local hardground and may have been subaerially exposed. After 

significant base level fall in the early Oligocene reefs developed offshore Pande. This 

may be as a result of their location now being within the photic zone and they 

appeared to thrive at this locality. There is one potential similar reef imaged in the 

Kitunda Block in the Oligocene and identifiable by the drape of younger reflectors 

over its distinctive transparent facies and mound geometry.

Upper Oligocene-Lower Miocene (brown); Maximum Regressive Surface 

(MRS)/Correlative Conformity (CC)

The brown Upper Oligocene-Lower Miocene surface is the correlative conformity, 

bounding the top of all marine deposits that accumulate during the forced regression
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of the shoreline. It is readily identifiable across the shelf because of the onlap 

relationship of the overlying reflectors. After regression has reached its maximum, the 

end-of-regression surface sits on top of regressive strata and is onlapped by 

transgressive ‘healing phase’ deposits.

The Upper Oligocene-Lower Miocene surface is only identifiable in Kitunda Block 

because of the gentle almost indiscernible onlap of the overlying reflectors. Offshore, 

the sequence stratigraphic model predicts a massive switch to offshore sediment mass 

balance. Deep sea sand deposits would be expected to capture most of the sands 

deriving originally from the hinterland which would bypass the subaerially exposed 

shelf at this time to the deeper water .This surface marks the end of the regressive 

sequence.

Lower-Mid Miocene Early transgressive systems tract; ‘healing phase’ and late 

transgressive deposits

Sedimentation in a transgressive marine environment tends to ‘heal’ the seascape 

profile by smoothing out the breaks in the seafloor gradients. The latter process leads 

to the formation of ‘healing-phase wedges’ in an attempt to re-establish a seafloor 

profile (Posamentier & Allen 1993). The Lower-Mid Miocene facies are transgressive 

onshore above the Upper Oligocene-Lower Miocene unconformity. Offshore the 

Lower-Mid Miocene clays onlap the BSFR (Upper Oligocene-Lower Miocene 

(brown)) and continue to transgress beyond the BSFR. At the top of their 

development is the Maximum Flooding surface (MFS).

Some Lower Miocene clays are reported onshore Kilwa Creek (Kent e t  a l .  1971), 

probably representing the most landward extent of the MFS in this area, a 3-4 km 

from its present position. As there has been no reported Miocene onshore Pande it 

confirms that this transgression did not extend onshore in this area. Miocene clays 

similarly transgress upslope offshore Kiswere (GLOW Line 9) but also display 

climbing sediment wave or contouritic facies. Not all the underlying inter-reef spaces 

were filled in during the Miocene and these clays are truncated at the reefal mound
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surface. Inland of the Kitunda Block the Lower -Mid Miocene transgress significantly 

onshore.

Intra Mid Miocene (dark blue) Maximum Flooding Surface (MFS)

Onshore there is a marked unconformity in the Mid Miocene that may be correlated 

with the Mid Miocene climatic optimum, in which the Lower-Mid Miocene warm 

phase peaked at 15-17Ma (Zachos e t  a l .  2001) and was followed by a gradual cooling 

Chapter 7). The blue intra Mid Miocene surface (Maximum Flooding Surface) bounds 

the transgressive shelf clays (including healing phase) that onlap the basal lowstand 

(Upper Oligocene -  Lower Miocene (brown)) in the transition zone.

Continuous parallel reflectors onlap the brown Upper Oligocene-Lower Miocene in 

first a healing phase deposit and then transgress beyond the BSFR and onshore further 

south of Kiswere and indicate a continuous phase of relative sea level rise. Thus this 

sequence represents an early to late transgression and the top surface is the maximum 

flooding surface (MFS).

Offshore the sequence stratigraphic model predicts deep mudflows and slumps due to 

instability on the shelf. As base level rises rapidly hydraulic instability on the shelf 

generates mudflows in the deep water environment. The upper surface of the 

transgressive deposits is the maximum flooding surface (MFS).

Mid-Upper Miocene Highstand Systems tract (HST)

The Mid-Upper Miocene is a highstand systems tract which formed during the last 

stage of major base-level rise, after which the rates of base-level rise drop below the 

sedimentation rates, generating a normal regression at the shoreline and a mix of 

aggradations/ progrodation processes further offshore (Catuneau e t  a l .  2006). The 

base of the Mid-Upper Miocene (HST) is the maximum flooding surface (MFS) and 

the top is bound by the Mid-Upper Miocene basal surface of forced regression 

(BSFR). The highstand prism is a condensed section located close to the shelf margin. 

The deposits of this stage overlie and downlap the MFS.
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Offshore the sequence stratigraphic model predicts a hemipelagic/pelagic sedimentary 

regime with no significant flows. Shelf edge stability, coupled with the lack of 

sediment supply to the outer shelf-upper slope area, results in a paucity of gravity 

flows to the deep-water environment.

Mid-Upper Miocene Basal Surface Regression (BSFR) and the 

Base Pliocene early Falling Stage SystemTract (ePSST)

Both these tracts and bounding surfaces occur quite close together in the transition 

zone seismic profiles and are probably related to the same regressive event. It is 

broadly similar to the Eocene-Oligocene BSFR although the marked onlaps of 

subsequent transgressive facies have not been observed, probably because the area is 

still in a transgressive phase. The green Base Pliocene surface marks the beginning of 

early forced regression. Small scale offlapping lobes and flows can be seen. The 

Pliocene and younger sequence is quite thick in the coastal basin in G20, indicating 

there has been significant accumulation there since the base Pliocene. Unusually at 

Pande, there is no major Base Pliocene regressive surface observed, which may 

indicate the accommodation space and sediment supply were both sufficient for clays 

to continue accumulating.

Offshore the sequence stratigraphic model predicts slumps and mudflows.
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Summary of ages assigned to seismic surfaces via onshore-offshore correlations

The extension of the sequence stratigraphic surface and tracts described above to the 

Kitunda Block seismic stratigraphy is shown in Fig. 8.11. Interpretations of the

seismic profiles that traverse the shelf and slope are also shown in Fig. 8.12.

Kitunda Block

Pliocene
Base Pliocene Regressive surface _

KTB 1/1
eFSST ”  KTB 1/2Mid-U p per Miocene BSFR —
HST ”  KTB 1/3

Miocene intra Mid Miocene MFS _
eTSST

Up per Oligocene-Lower Miocene MRS/CC— .-KTBSM02
Oligocene IFSST

KTB III

Eocene eFSST Eocene-Oligocene BSFR

CC: correlative conformity HST: Highstand Systems Tract
MRS:Maximum regressive surfaceeTSST: early Transgressive Stage SystemsTract
MFS: Maximum flooding surfaceIFSST:late Falling Stage SystemsTract
BSFR: Basal surface of forced regressioneFSST: early Falling Stage Systems Tract

Figure 8.13: Correlating between sequence stratigraphic se quences and tracts and the Kitunda 

Block stratigraphy (KT B ).
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GLOW Line 4

It___________________________________________L
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Figure 8.14: An example of the sequence stratigraphic analysis performed to interpret the 

transition zone seismic profiles. Pictured is a 5km profile of G L O W  Line 4, offshore Kilwa. The 

colours on the legend correspond to the surfaces shown.
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8.6.Incorporating previously published data and new box-core 

data.

In Chapter 7, a detailed analysis of disparate pre-existing data and its correlation to 

the Davie Ridge (DR), Davie Ridge Inner Extensional Zone (DRIEZ), Kerimbas 

Basin (KB) and SeaGap Fracture Zone (SG) was discussed. In this section a similar 

analysis for the shelf and slope, Kitunda block and coastal basin is produced. This 

area is intersected by the Lamont-Doherty seismic lines LD 100 and LDlOl, and the 

TZ AGIP Lines TZ 1, 2.1 and 3. New box-core data with biostratigraphic control was 

retrieved during the GLOW 2009 survey, targeting outcropping reflectors in the 

Kitunda block Area and a slope transect offshore Kilwa. The integration of these data 

complements the sequence stratigraphic age-model for the onshore-offshore 

correlations previously discussed.

The seismic markers extended into the transition zone stratigraphic scheme were Base 

Pliocene, Eocene-Oligocene, Top Cretaceous and Mid Cretaceous. There was 

excellent agreement between the sequence stratigraphic interpretation of the Base 

Pliocene SB and the intersections with the LD and TZ lines. Similarly in the Kitunda 

Block, box core sediments as old as Lower Pliocene confirmed the age correlation of 

Base Pliocene to the base of KTB I/l. The Eocene-Oligocene seismic marker at the 

base of KTB III was also in agreement with the intersection of lines. The 

complementary technique of applying sequence stratigraphic principals to extend the 

onshore geology was highlighted, particularly in an area where pre-existing data is 

limited
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8.6.1. Coastal Basin (CB)

Lamont Doherty

LD 100 intersects with GLOW Line 4 in the Coastal Basin Area (Fig. 8.15). The LD 

‘Green’ Eocene-Oligocene horizon occurs at ~4.55sTWTT and is below the limit of 

seismic resolution, thereby indicating the imaged fill of the coastal basin is younger 

than Eocene-Oligocene. Similarly the base Pliocene regressive surface traced from 

onshore-offshore correlations bows significantly into the coastal basin indicating an 

interval of at least 0.3s TWTT is younger than Base Pliocene.

8.6.2. The Shelf and Slope Area

The shelf and slope area offshore Kilwa is traversed by Lamont Doherty Lines LD

100 and 101, and several box cores were retrieved in a west-east transect along 

GLOW Line 4.

LD 100 and LD 101

LD 100 is located very close to and parallel with GLOW Line 22-23 offshore Pande 

and intersects with GLOW Line 31 and 4 (Fig. 8.15). As discussed in Chapter 7, LD

101 may be correlated with Songo-Songo-1 well and it subsequently traverses GLOW 

Lines 31, 20 and 4 (Fig. 8.16).
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Figure 8.15: The interpreted Lamont-Doherty Line LD 100 and the extension o f the assigned ages into intersecting GLOW Lines in the transition zone.
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Figure 8.16: The interpreted Lamont-Doherty Line LD 101 and the extension of the assigned ages 

into intersecting GLO W  Lines in the transition zone.
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Offshore Kilwa Box Cores

Box cores were retrieved from the narrow shelf and steep upper slope of the area 

offshore Kilwa. GLOW Box cores 15, 16, 17 and 18 were sited along GLOW Lines 

31 (GBx 18) and 4 (GBx 15, 16, 17) (Fig. 8.17, 18). The objective of coring is this 

area was to locate a site for potential future coring expeditions with an interest in the 

Plio-Pleistocene. Outcropping reflectors weren’t necessarily targeted therefore, 

although the age constraints may still be incorporated.

X/Y
Meters

564900 S69900

9014900

9039900

8999900- 8999900

564900 569900 574900 579900

Figure 8.17: Location of GLO W  Box cores (GBx) 15, 16, 17 (located along the profile of GLO W 

Line 4 Fig. 8.17) and GBx 18 located on the profile of GLO W  Line 31.
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Figure 8.18; Location of Box Cores 15-18 on GLOW Line 4. Also shown are the sequence 

stratigrap hic surface interpreted from the onshore geology.

GLOW Bx 16 and 18 were both Late Pleistocene; 0-0.65Ma in age (PTlb/NN20-21). 

GLOW Bx 17 was younger however, with a Pleistocene age; 0-0.65Ma ((PTlb/NN 

19) as would be expected for a more proximal shelf location. The Pleistocene ages 

confirm that the box cores sampled the stratigraphy above the Base Pliocene seismic 

marker.

8.6.3. Kitunda Block (KTB)

The Kitunda Block is traversed almost entirely by TZ-1 and additional box cores have 

aided in age correlation within this zone.

TZ AGIP

TZ-1 and TZ-3 are west-east seismic profiles that intersect with several lines on the 

Kitunda Block. Compilation figures of the intersections of interpreted lines with
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GLOW lines are shown in Figs.8.20-22. These intersections verified the age ascribed 

to the Kitunda Block stratigraphy via correlations to the onshore (Fig. 8.18 - 20).

u  u  n M i I r m  s n n 1 1

I i i i i i ii i i i i if s s n u i 11

Figure 8.19: Correlating TZ-1 to GLOW lines 24, 28 and 8 in the Kitunda Block Area.
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Figure 8.20: Correlating from TZ-1 to GLOW Line 27 in the Kitunda Block. The Eocene- 

Oligocene seismic marker is located in mid KTB III, at the base of a slightly chaotic package 

beneath KTB SM 02 (U p per Oligocene-Lower Miocene).
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Figure 8.21: Correlating TZ-3 to GLOW Shelf and Slope and Coastal Basin Lines 9, 24 and 31.
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Kitunda Block Box cores

GLOW Box Cores 19-22 targeted reflectors outcropping within the V-shaped canyons 

of the Kitunda Block (Fig. 8.21).

614900 619900 624900 629900 634900 639900 644900 649900 654900 669900 664900 674900 679900 684900 694900Melars

0924900- 8924900

8919900-

8914900

8909900- 8909900

8004900- 8904300

8684900-

8879900- 8879900

674900 679900 684900

Figure 8.22: GLOW Box cores located in the Kitunda Block Area.

GLOW Bx 19 was located within the Likonde Canyon on GLOW Line 8 where a 

substantial ledge or bench was observed stepping into the canyon (Fig. 8.22). This 

‘bench’ had no obvious slumps and was interpreted as perhaps having a top that was 

more resistant to erosion, and one that continued laterally into the Kitunda Block. The 

age assigned to GBx 19 was Pliocene (1.78-3.1 IMa). This assigns an age of base 

Pliocene to the base of KTB I/l.

GLOW Bx 20 and 21 were located on GLOW Line 28 (Fig. 8.23), also on the 

southwestern wall of the Likonde Canyon, targeting reflectors that seemed to be 

laterally continuous into the canyon sides. The results are in good agreement with the 

GBx 19 Pliocene age as both the overlying GBx 20 and 21 yielded ages of Pleistocene 

(0 -1.88Ma (PT1/N22)) and Pleistocene (0-0.8ma) respectively to the upper section of 

KTB I/l.
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GLOW Box 22 was located within the fault zone that extends south from the SeaGap 

Fracture Zone and abuts the Kitunda Block (Fig. 8.24). Both GLOW Lines 26 and 31 

intersect at this location, where a tilted fault block has been eroded by a channel. A 

piston core was also located at this site with greater penetration of 3.4m. The ages 

assigned to the outcropping reflector sampled is Lower Pliocene; 4.39-5.49Ma (PLl). 

This correlates with the Base Pliocene age assigned to the base of KTB I/l.

0L0W_BX_19

30000Offset 20000

Figure 8.23: GBx 19; Pliocene (1.78-3.1 lMa).on GL O W Line 8
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Figure 8.24: GBx 20 and 21 in GLOW Line 28. (Pleistocene 0-1.88IVIa and 0-0.8IVIa respectively). 

These ages are ascribed to the upper part of K TB I/I.
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Figure 8.25: GBx 22 located on GLOW Line 26. (Lower Pliocene). This age is ascribed to the 

base of K TB I/l.
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8.7.The ages of the Kitunda block seismic markers

Correlations were undertaken firstly from the well constrained onshore geology, via 

sequence stratigraphic principles (Fig. 8.14) and subsequently verified by analysing 

intersecting surveys and new box core biostratigraphic control. A summary of the 

ages ascribed to the Kitunda Block stratigraphy is shown in Fig. (8.25).

The nearby field geology is described in detail in Chapter 7 and the onshore 

chronostratigraphic Tipuli unit (Tu) dominated by Lower and Mid Miocene shallow 

marine facies is the principal outcropping lithology in the coastal Ruvuma Basin area. 

There is a distinct lack of Upper Miocene-Pleistocene facies shelf wide onshore. The 

Base Pliocene regressive surface is correlated on the bases of the box-core control to 

the base of KTB I/l. This indicates that the shoreline has probably not moved much 

since the Base Pliocene to aggrade this continuous chelf clay facies.The intra Mid 

Miocene maximum flooding surface (MFS) is correlated to KTB SM 01, which marks 

the maximum transgression during the Mid Miocene. Above this surface the parallel 

continuous reflectors gently downlap onto the surface and form a proximal wedge 

shaped geometry. KTB SM 02 is correlated with the Upper Oligocene-Lower 

Miocene maximum regressive surface/ correlative conformity (MRS/CC). Beneath 

the Upper Oligocene-Lower Miocene MRS/CC, KTB III indicates a relatively 

continuous steady deposition though with increasing amounts of chaotic debrs laden 

facies, which may be approximately correlated to the Eocene-Oligocene basal surface 

of forced regression, which shows the basinward extent of marine erosion during base 

level fall. The location of the E-0 in the upper part of KTB Unit III is also supported 

by the depth of the E-0 on intersecting surveys.

Indeed there is a marked difference in the sedimentological interpretation of the 

seismic facies between the Kitunda Block and the shelf and slope area further north. 

Regional hiatuses are barely discernible and the sedimentation is remarkably 

consistent. This indicates that contrary to the shelf offshore Kilwa and Pande, this 

area was continually accumulating sediment. Therefore there must have been a
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continuous supply of sediment, sufficient accommodation space and a location at 

some distance from the shoreline. These observations indicate that sedimentation in 

the Kitunda Block has a strong structural control. One possibility is that south facing 

extensional faults were active south of Lindi pre-Oligocene in order to accumulate the 

seismic facies observed here. Though there are no major syn-sedimentary features 

observed, it is possible that extension on these faults was very slow, almost keeping 

pace with sedimentation. The seismic units KTB I and II both display a slightly 

thicker geometry towards the southeast which supports the idea of accommodation 

space creation towards the south. Indeed the onshore geology youngs consistently to 

the south in the Ruvuma Basin. The concept of the Ruvuma River marking a major 

transform fault reactivated as a normal fault will be discussed in Chapter 10. Thus 

continuous subsidence and aggradation in the Kitunda Block compared to the shelf 

and slope and coastal basin areas means it has a very homogenous thick accumulation 

of Paleogene and Neogene facies.

Nearby onshore, the Mnazi -1 well and Mtwara no. 1 wells record 848m of Middle 

Miocene facies and 1785m of Lower-Upper Miocene facies respectively. It is also 

worth noting that there is 41 Im of Pliocene recorded in Mnazi Bay-1 so the presence 

of Pliocene in the Kitunda Block when there is none recorded directly adjacent 

onshore, probably indicates again, more accommodation space towards the south and 

a shoreline that transgressed inland to the south of the Ruvuma Basin over the present 

day shoreline position.

8.8.The GLOW Seismic Stratigraphic Scheme

Compiling the results of Chapters 5-9, the GLOW Seismic stratigraphic scheme is 

erected which defines the stratigraphy for the entire offshore area in terms of key 

principal bounding surfaces.These results were used to a) construct a 

chronostratigraphic diagram (Fig. 8.26), b) interpret the seismic data available using 

surfaces that have been correlated from one ‘zone’ to another (Appendix 3), c) 

interpret the margin scale structural evolution (Chapter 9), d) interpret the 

sedimentological evolution of the margin (Chapter 11), e) produce palaeogeographic
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8.9.Summary

The seismic stratigraphy of the coastal basin and the Kitunda Block was established 

and a sedimentological interpretation of the seismic facies provided. Using sequence 

stratigraphic principles the principal bounding surfaces and systems tracts established 

onshore (Chapter 7), were extended onto the transition zone and finally into the 

offshore realm.

Furthermore, previously published data was incorporated which assigned ages to the 

stratigraphy of the shelf and transition zone. This multidisciplinary method was 

successful in assigning ages to the stratigraphy of the highly variable shelf, transition 

zone and Kitunda Block areas. Finally, the complete GLOW stratigraphic scheme 

(Fig. 8.27) was erected incorporating the chronostratigraphy of the entire survey area 

(Chapters 6 and 8).
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9. Offshore Structural Regime; A partitioned 

transpressional strike-slip system in an 

extensional rift setting.
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9.1. Introduction

The Cenozoic tectonics of the southern Tanzanian continental margin are poorly 

understood. Most publications focus on the initial breakup of Gondwana and the post- 

Gondwanan tectonic and structural evolution has yet to be documented with the same 

level of detail. In this chapter an overview of the structural elements offshore 

Tanzania will be presented for the first time. A comparative analysis of the structural 

features, tectonic styles and sedimentary records of the GLOW 2009 seismic survey 

will be discussed. The main controlling factors in the Cenozoic tectonics of this 

margin are shown to be an E-W extensional event overprinted by a later 

transpressional event.

9.1.1. Previous work and aims

Previous work (discussed in more detail in Chapter 2) has shown that the Tanzanian 

margin has been (1) an Upper Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous strike slip fault zone; (2) a 

Mid Cretaceous-Oligocene fossil transform margin (Mascle & Blarez 1987; Coffin & 

Rabinowitz 1987) and more recently (3) a part of the southeastern branch of the 

Oligocene to Recent East African Rift System (Mougenot e t  a l .  1986; Grimison & 

Chen 1988; Chorowizc 2005; Nicholas e t  a l .  2007). Furthermore, geodetic studies of 

the microplates forming as a result of the East African Rift System (EARS) indicate 

that the Rovuma Microplate is rotating clockwise with respect to the Nubian plate and 

that the relatively thick Tanzanian margin is accommodating the shearing and 

shortening that accompanies that rotation (Stamps e t  a l .  2008). However, the major 

faulting in this area appears to be predominantly extensional as indicated by the 

earthquake focal mechanisms (Grimison & Chen 1988). The nature of this 

discrepancy has not been dealt with in the literature. Indeed it is possible that a 

combination of the two exist. Onshore field evidence indicates the coastal belt of 

Tanzania has been experiencing transpression post- Mid Cretaceous (Nicholas e t  a l .  

2007; Reuter e t  a l .  2009; Hudson 2011). These studies suggested the same 

transpressional regime may also be dominant in the offshore realm also. Hence, this 

study aims to give an overview of the structural features imaged by the GLOW 

seismic survey in order to test this hypothesis.
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9.1.2. Structural Features

The structural features of this complex margin include elements of strike-slip faulting, 

transpressional inversion of normal faults, transfer faulting which offsets the main 

structural trends and extensional tectonics. The structural features of the East African 

margin are strongly influenced by the initial structural elements formed during 

Gondwanan breakup. In Tanzania, the initial breakup up kinematics and subsequent 

right lateral movement along the Davie Fracture Zone (DFZ) are thought to provide 

the structural fabric that controls the post-Davie drift tectonics. Clearly this study can 

only make inferences about a segment of the overall Tanzanian and East African 

margins. The DFZ is over 1200km long, extending from Kenya to Madagascar in an 

approximate NNW-SSE strike. Overall, it is proposed here that the south Tanzanian 

segment of the East African margin is classified as a >200km long, mature strike-slip 

fault zone which is undergoing active partitioned transpression. This results in 

elements of compressional uplift and extensional downthrows within the same 

system. The elements included therein are the Kerimbas and Coastal Basins which 

represent releasing bends whilst contemporaneous transpression primarily represents 

inversion of the SeaGap Fracture Zone and possibly the Kitunda Block Area.

The stratigraphic framework for this seismic analysis was provided in Chapters 4-8. 

As the depth of seismic resolution is generally relatively shallow, this study will 

concentrate on the structural geology expressed in sediments younger than the 

Cretaceous. As there are generally four phases of movement identified on this margin; 

(Gondwana Breakup, Madagascar Drift, Stabilisation and Neo-rifting (Salman & 

Abdula 1995)) this study concentrates on the youngest phase of activity. The Neo- 

rifting phase initiated in the Oligocene, 35Myr ago (Salman & Abdula 1995) and has 

been considered a secondary response to the uplift of the hinterland and evolution of 

the EARS onshore. Thus, the interpretation of high frequency seismic data, multibeam 

bathymetric data and seismic stratigraphic framework provides an excellent 

opportunity to examine the recent reactivation of a major fault system on the East 

African margin.
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9.2.Basement Configuration

It was important for this study to establish the basement configuration of the study 

area, particularly in relation to establishing pre-existing zones of weakness within the 

continental crust. The identification of basement highs and lows enabled both the 

inherited structures related to Gondwana breakup and the sedimentary depocentres to 

be identified. As the GLOW data only images the top 2-3km of sediment it was 

possible that there were deep seated older faults present that offset the basement at 

depth and possibly influence the present structural regime.

Major strike-slip fault zones, such as the Davie Ridge strike slip fault zone, tend to 

undergo reactivation in preference to the formation of new tectonic structures during 

regional deformation episodes (Thatcher 1995; Holdsworth e t  a l .  1997). Zones of pre

existing weakness are essentially ‘locked in’ and can be reactivated may times. A 

review of Palaeozoic to Recent strike slip zones by Stern & McBride (1998) led to the 

conclusion that major strike-slip faults penetrate all or most of the crust. Offsets of the 

Moho are evident, particularly at young and active zones with a component of 

compression, such as the Alpine Fault of New Zealand where a change in crustal 

thickness of about 20 km is observed (Barnes e t  al .  2005).

The configuration of the basement was established by incorporating a range of 

datasets as shown in Table 1. The datasets include previously published or 

unpublished gravity maps, magnetic maps, depth to basement maps and well 

completion reports which are found in Appendix 6. Datasets relating to both the 

onshore and offshore realm were compiled in a GIS database. Onshore wells 

traversing the coast in a fence diagram were interpreted to provide a N-S profile of 

basement (Figs. 9.1 and 9.2). A diagram of relative basement highs and lows and 

lineaments was then inferred (Fig. 9.3).
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Table 1: Data integrated into the basement configuration interpretation. The data type, details 

and author are indicated. Georeferenced images can be seen in Appendix 6.

DATA TYPE

Detail Author

Regional Bouguer Gravity Extends the East African Margin OffshoreARK Geophysical

75-150km band pass filter of Bouguer Gravity Regional scale onshore 

Tanzania

Kidson e t  a l .  1997

7.5-32.5km band pass filter of Bouguer Gravity Onshore TanzaniaKidson e t  a l .  1997

Free Air Gravity Anomalies of the West Somali 

Basin

Gondvvana separation studyEagles e t  a l .  2008

Gravity anomaly map of the Mandawa Basin Hudson (2011)

Combined aero and marine total magnetic intensity Kidson era/ 1997

Combined magnetic dataset with 7.5-50km band pass Kidson a/. 1997

Depth to basement map 

(Mandawa Basin)

Hudson (2011)

Depth to basement map 

(Ruvuma Basin)

Texaco(1991)

Depth to basement map 

Coastal Tanzania

Kidson e t a l  (1997)

Wells Various
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Figure 9.2: The basin configuration of the coastal area of south Tanzania based on wells shown in 

Fig. 9.11. The basement highs are located on the ‘Ruvuma Saddle’ and the Pande/Kizimbani 

High’. The location of the Ruvuma, Mandawa and Coastal Basins (M panda, 1997) are shown. 

(N.B. This a largely schematic illustration of the locations of basement highs and lows onshore 

the coastal study area. Vertical exaggeration is ~40x).
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Figure 9.3: Interpreted basement highs and lows both on and offshore Tanzania based on 

integrating geophysical and well data (Table 1 and Figs. 9.8 & 9.9). The basin-bounding faults 

are interpreted as major regional controlling faults. It quite possible that the current structural 

framework of the study area is probably controlled by pre-existing faults. To the east of the 

inferred continent-ocean boundary oceanic crust is inferred rather than continental basement, 

based on Eagles e t  a l.  2008.
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9.2.1. Interpretation of Gravity Datasets

The gravity processing method as described in Chapter 3 was employed to analyse the 

images obtained for use in this study (Table 1, Appendix 6). The gravity method was 

employed with great success in identifying basement highs, lows and inherited 

structures in the study area, particularly where sediment cover may obscure these 

features on bathymetric maps and where the seismic data does not extend to 

basement. The gravity anomaly maps from various sources (Table 1) were compiled 

in a GIS database and a broad summary interpretation of the basement highs and lows 

is presented in Fig. 9.3. A more detailed interpretation of the ARK Bouguer gravity 

map was completed to highlight the basin bounding lineaments (Fig. 9.4).

Positive gravity anomalies correspond to areas of relatively shallow basement, which 

exert a stronger gravitational attraction. Conversely, negative anomalies relate to areas 

of thick sediment accumulation, exerting a weaker gravitational attraction. Strong 

positive anomalies (up to +30mGals) characterize the SeaOap Fracture Zone, the 

Davie Ridge and the basement onshore (Fig. 9.4). Localised highs include the 

‘Ruvuma Saddle’, the name ascribed to the basement high that forms the boundary 

between the Ruvuma and Mandawa Basins (Fig. 9.3). These observations are 

consistent with exploration wells drilled in the area (Fig. 9.3) and those described by 

Hudson (2011). Negative anomalies (up to -30mGals) characterize the Kerimbas 

Basin, the coastal transition zone, the Ruvuma and Mandawa Basins.

There are several distinct basement features offshore, established on the basis of their 

gravity anomalies (Fig. 9.4). These features are located in similar areas to the 

structural ‘zones’ discussed in Chapters 4-7. Thus, similar names are used in 

describing their gravity response and this strongly indicates that the basement 

structures exert a strong structural control on recent tectonics.
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The Davie Ridge

The Davie Ridge basement high is approximately 200km long and 15km wide (Fig. 

9.3 & 9.4). It is strongly asymmetric with a steeply dipping western flank and 

shallower dipping eastern flank. Within the study area it becomes discontinuous east 

of Kilwa and does not appear to regain its strongly linear nature further north. To the 

east of the Davie Ridge the gravity anomalies are mostly mixed but indicate the 

presence of oceanic crust with occasional seamounts and oceanic islands (Comores). 

Thus the Davie Ridge marks the boundary between continental and oceanic crust (as 

discussed in Eagles & Konig (2008)). To the west of the Davie Ridge structure there 

is a strong contrast with the gravity low of the Kerimbas Basin. Small fault splays 

(NW-SE and NE-SE orientation) occur westwards off the Davie Ridge linear feature 

and become more prevalent to the north of the study area. The area with the largest 

gravity contrast occurs in the south of the study area between the Davie Ridge and the 

Kerimbas Basin. The asymmetric cross section of the ridge is indicative of a normal 

fault located along the western flanks of the ridge and an east-dipping footwall block.

The Kerimbas Basin

The Kerimbas Basin is very distinct in the study area due to its strongly negative 

gravity anomaly with closely spaced contours occurring in an N-S linear fashion 

between the positive gravity anomalies of the SeaGap and Davie Ridge structures 

(Fig. 9.4). The gravity anomaly signal becomes slightly less pronounced to the north 

of the Ruvuma River. This coincides with the area where more fault splays off the 

Davie Ridge and SeaGap structures occur. This indicates that to the south, a narrow 

basin was created and filled with a thick accumulation of sediment, while to the north, 

less accommodation space was created with shallower basement.
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The SeaGap Fracture Zone

The SeaGap Fracture Zone is the most prominent positive gravity anomaly and 

inferred basement high on the gravity anomaly map of southern coastal Tanzania. It 

extends in an approximate NNW-SSE direction (Fig. 9.4). Its northern and southern 

extents are not mapped. Its width varies from 15km to 50km at its widest point but on 

average is approximately 25km wide. In contrast with the Davie Ridge feature, it is 

very symmetric, though possibly steeper on the eastern side. This may indicate 

western and eastern bounding faults of relatively equal displacements. It comprises a 

series of ‘knolls’ that possibly relate to individual fault bounded blocks that are 

juxtaposed against one another in this linear fashion. The feature bifurcates into two 

north east of Pande and becomes a major feature once more to the north of Mafia 

Island.

The Kilwa-Mafia High

The Kilwa Mafia gravity high is a broadly linear NE-SW trending feature that extends 

from the Kilwa Peninsula northeast to Mafia Island (Fig. 9.4). It appears truncated by 

a fault that extends approximately W-E from north of Mafia towards the continental 

rise. It is either truncated at this point or abuts the SeaGap Fracture Zone feature, 

where it appears much larger than further south.

The Coastal-Transition Zone

The coastal transition zone is located to the west of the SeaGap fracture zone and the 

western extent of the offshore gravity data on the coastline (Fig. 9.4). It is marked by 

a largely negative gravity anomaly and reaches its maximum offshore Pande. There 

appear to be SW-NE trending fault bounded basement highs jutting out into the 

coastal transition zone in the between Lindi and the Ruvuma River. The presence of 

these gravity highs and the Kilwa-Mafia High adjacent to the coastal transition gravity 

low indicates that there is a broadly SW-NE trending coast-parallel extensional fault 

creating a zone of high sediment accumulation.
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9.2.2. ‘Old’ inherited structures

Pre-existing older structures were identified in previous sections that may influence 

the structural style of the Cretaceous and younger geology imaged by the GLOW 

seismic data. The location of the major N-S faults bounding the Davie Ridge and 

SeaGap Fracture zones and the secondary E-W transfer faults that transect them (Fig. 

9.4) are of particular relevance to this study. In the following sections the Cretaceous 

and younger structural geology will be examined.

9.3.Fault ArchitecUire and Structural Setting Offshore 

Southern Coastal Tanzania.

The interpretation of MCS and bathymetric data has led to the creation of a structural 

map of offshore coastal Tanzania (Fig. 9.5). Principally, major offshore dominant 

faults and fault zones have been identified.

Active faults were traced to the seabed on seismic data and the orientation plotted 

using the available bathymetric data. Active faults are interpreted as those exhibiting 

seafloor expression. In areas with limited or no data, faults were inferred. In many 

cases channels on the seafloor seem to exploit the structural trends of underlying 

faults interpreted from the gravity data in the previous section. Most of the faults 

shown in Fig. 9.5 have not been noted by other authors, so all available data is 

incorporated to constrain their characteristics; physiology, orientations, depths, 

positions, displacement and connectivity.

Chapters 4-6 described the stratigraphy of individual structural zones (Davie Ridge, 

Davie Ridge Inner Extensional Zone, Kerimbas Basin, SeaGap Fracture Zone and 

Coastal Transition Zone) as they are bordered by distinct segments. Using the ages 

ascribed to the sedimentological history of these zones and a depth conversion 

method, quantitative values may be ascribed to the sedimentation rates and 

movements on the distinct faults.
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between the basement offsetting features and the post-Cretaceous active faults.
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The Davie Ridge Area is separated from the Davie Ridge Inner Extensional Zone 

(DRIEZ) by the Main Davie Ridge Fault (MRDF) (Fig. 9.5). The MDRF is 

considered the eastern boundary of the DRIEZ for the purposes of this study. It is an 

extensional fault, dipping steeply NW for at least 200km long in a slightly curved 

orientation in an approximate SW-NE direction. There are a number of profiles 

traversing the DR and the DRIEZ in a W-E orientation, their location is shown in Fig. 

9.6, a summary figure in Fig. 9.7 and the seismic profiles are imaged in more detail in 

Figs. 9.8-9.9.
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Figure 9.6: Location of seismic profiles shown in Figs. 9.1-9.9.
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Displacements decrease towards the tip of the MDRF in the northeast. There is 

remarkable agreement between the active surface expressed by the MDRF in the 

seafloor and the basement bounding fault interpreted using the gravity method (Fig. 

9.5d). Thus, it is inferred that this fault is either a)reactivating almost exactly an older 

fault or b) is the surface expression of a deeper fault that has been active for some 

time. Based on the interpretation of the gravity dataset the older structure was 

interpreted as a gently curving N-S trending west dipping normal fault. The dip 

direction was further supported by the seismic data.

All the strain related to the MDRF appears to be accommodated along this fault as 

illustrated by the series of W-E faults traversing the MDRF (Fig. 9.7).The 

displacement of the MDRF in the south at GLOW Line 7 is > 1.1km (Fig. 9.8), which 

decreases to 0 as it traverses GLOW Line 5 (Fig, 9.9). There is however some 

component of strike slip movement on the fault at this point. In the south it forms a 

prominent bathymetric scarp and forms an asymmetric horst feature with a steeper 

face dipping west and a shallower easterly dip on the dip slope. There is no evidence 

of any active fault network east of this major fault, although this survey does extend 

as far east as the eastern bounding fault of the Davie Ridge as interpreted from the 

gravity dataset in Fig. 9.5. However, these faults may exist below the depth of seismic 

resolution on these lines and be experiencing reactivation beneath the Eocene and 

younger sediment accumulated. There is a small element of inversion on the 

northeastern side of GLOW Line 19 that might be related to this, however, further 

work needs to be done to further examine this issue. Thus only the western Davie 

Ridge bounding fault is being actively reactivated so as to affect the seafloor 

morphology and sedimentation pattern as observed in the GLOW seismic data.
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Figure 9.7: West-East Profiles across the Main Davie Ridge Fault (MDRF) which separates the 

Davie Ridge Inner Extensional Zone (DRIEZ) from the Davie Ridge (DR) Areas. The G L OW 

seismic stratigraphy is illustrated to indicate the degree of offset which is significantly larger in 

the south (1.1k m ) than in the north (0k m). Location of figures is shown in Fig. 9.6.
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Figure 9.8: Interpreted GLOW Line 7 (part thereof, location shown in Fig. 9.6) which traverses 

the DRIE Z and Davie Ridge. The raw multibeam data is also shown and the interpreted fault 

orientations are shown based on their seafloor expression in the bathymetric image. The 

displacement of the yellow (GSM03) seismic marker on the MD RF is > l.lk m  at this point.
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Figure 9.9: Interpreted GLOW Line 5 (Location on Fig. 9.6). There is some indication of strike 

slip motion interpreted between the GLOW Snake and the Tanzania Channel, but displacement 

cannot be measured.
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9.3.1. The Davie Ridge Inner Extensional Zone

The Davie Ridge Inner Extensional Zone is an active fauh zone, containing plentiful 

minor faults located between the MDRF and the Kerimbas Basin (Fig. 9.5, 9.6, 9.7). It 

has a slightly triangular outline in plan view, being, wider to the north and pinching 

out against the MDRF to the south.

The DRIEZ stratigraphy is broadly similar to that of the Davie Ridge (Chapters 4 and 

6). As noted previously however, the strain of motion along the MDRF has resulted in 

large displacement (up to 1.1 km) whereas the series of NNW trending extensional 

faults, that have dissected the DRIEZ have much smaller displacements, as shown in 

GLOW Line 7 (Fig. 9.7 and 9.8). Based on the identification of syn-rift packages, the 

age of initiation of the extensional faulting in the DRIEZ was Mid-Upper Miocene. 

The dip of the fault is near vertical, however the syn-sedimentary wedge thickens to 

the west therefore east-dipping, NW-SE trending Mid-Upper Miocene normal faults 

are interpreted. However, in the area closest the MDRF, both the bowed nature of the 

reflectors (GLOW Line 9, 19; Fig. 9.7) and the juvenile bathymetric expression of the 

resulting scarps support an interpretation of inversion on the originally extensional 

faults with near vertical motion in the newly contractional faults. This phase of 

compression is interpreted as occurring post-Base Pliocene, and more likely very 

recently as there are only minor amounts of fill in the synclines formed as a result.

To the west of the DRIEZ, a curved NW-SE extensional fault is crosscut to the south 

by a SW-NE trending strike slip fault (Fig. 9.5, 9.6). It is this west facing extensional 

fault that marks the boundary between the DRIEZ and the Kerimbas Basin.
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Age of uplift activity on the MDRF?

A number of lines of disparate evidence are incorporated to establish the timing of the 

uplift of the Davie Ridge footwall. In Chapter 4, the seismic stratigraphy of the Davie 

Ridge and DRIEZ areas was described and subsequently in Chapter 6, ages were 

assigned the principal seismic markers incorporating a wide array of data. Given the 

parallel, continuous nature of the stratigraphy on the Davie Ridge, there is no 

evidence for major syn-sedimentary motion on the MDRF. Either the fault 

displacements evidenced, particularly to the south of the MDRF (Fig. 9.7; 9.8) 

occurred post-deposition or at relatively slow rates concomitantly with pelagic 

rainout.

Additional relative timing constraints are supplied by the recognition of anomalous 

deep sea and sinuous channels and also the initiation of contouritic deposition on the 

eastern flank of the Davie Ridge shoulder, which shall be discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 10. However, the results of the interpretation of these contouritic deposits are 

that there were at least two significant phases of movement on the MDRF; in the 

Upper Oligocene-Lower Miocene and the intra Mid Miocene. Furthermore, the 

presence of west-east oriented deep sea channels; the GLOW Deep, the GLOW Snake 

and the Tanzania Channel (Fig. 9.9) imply a deep sea location on a low angled slope. 

It is generally accepted that deep sea channel formation is a feature confined to the 

low angles of the continental slope and rise as sediment is transported from the shelf 

to the abyssal plain. These features therefore did not initiate and form on top of a 

ridge elevated >lkm above the seafloor.

The earliest possible age of initiation of this channel development is constrained by 

the age of the oldest stratigraphy it cuts through. However, this may over-estimate the 

channel age. For the GLOW Deep, this is Mid Miocene, the GLOW Snake is Upper 

Miocene and the Tanzania Channel is Lower-Mid Oligocene (Fig. 9.9). As it is highly 

unlikely that the Davie Ridge underwent km-scale uplift post deposition of the most 

recent sediments, it is inferred that there must have been deposition on the Ridge 

concomitant with gradual uplift interspersed with faster rates. The Tanzania channel 

was probably initiated sometime post Lower-Mid Oligocene with consistent, 

physically constrained flow entrained and eroding/bypassing the canyons, while the
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background pelagic sedimentation kept pace. Based on the contouritic evidence an 

accelerated phase of uplift on the MDRF occurred in the Upper Oligocene to Lower 

Miocene, leading to a basal erosive disconformity on the east of the Davie Ridge 

(Chapter 11). After this, there was possibly gradual uplift as the GLOW Deep and the 

Tanzania Channel were also initiated. However, it is likely that there was increased 

uplift in the south of the study area relative to the north as the motion on the MDRF 

meant the GLOW Deep and the Tanzania Channel were no longer accessible to the 

turbidity currents originating on the shelf. Deflected northwards, they were able to 

pass through the Tanzania Channel and outwards to the Somali Abyssal Plain, further 

incising the base of the Tanzania Channel. A second phase of accelerated uplift is 

proposed in the intra-Mid Miocene in Chapter 11, based on contouritic evidence.

Though not conclusive (this might be related to the intensification of bottom currents 

rather than slope creation) this proposed uplift activity tallies well with other lines of 

evidence. The youngest stratigraphic unit on the Davie Ridge; DR I/l is defined by its 

base erosionally truncating the underlying reflectors indicating footwall uplift was 

relatively recent.

As discussed previously, the MDRF was most likely a Jurassic-Cretaceous basement 

offsetting normal fault which has been reactivated along the same plane. Based on the 

interpretations presented here, it is proposed that the reactivated extensional motion 

and subsequent uplift of the Davie Ridge shoulder initiated in the Mid-Oligocene and 

has been continuing until recently, with two significant increases in motion at the 

Upper Oligocene-Lower Miocene and intra Mid Miocene evidenced.

In the DRIEZ, extensional faulting was initiated in the Mid Miocene, based on 

synsedimentary evidence. This phase prevailed until post-Base Pliocene when a 

compressive phase began to reactivate many of the originally normal faults and 

exhibit the typical ’harpoon’ like structure of inversion tectonics. The synclines 

created as a result of this rifting form significant depressions in the seafloor and a thin 

fill has been accumulating that indicates they are of recent origin. The orientation of 

the faults in the DRIEZ in a curved, NW-SE direction indicates there may be some 

underlying control from the NW-SE basement offsetting faults interpreted fi*om the 

gravity data in Fig. 9.5d that may have been splays from the Davie Ridge. The sites of
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these fauhs may be weaker and easier to reactivate than the MDRF and that is why 

they are experiencing inversion rather than the MDRF. The complete interpreted lines 

that traverse the DRIEZ and DR are located in Appendices 2-4.
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9.3.2. The SeaGap Fault Zone

The SeaGap Fault Zone or SeaGap Fracture Zone is a prominent N-S bathymetric 

feature in the mid continental slope of Tanzania (Fig. 9.10a) and as can be seen in Fig. 

9.3 and 9.4, it is also a significant gravity high. The name is thought to arise from the 

‘SeaGap’ contractors who acquired the AGIP 1976 survey offshore Tanzania and first 

surveyed a significant fault zone on the eastern-most edge of the seismic coverage of 

that survey (Fig. 9.11). It forms a prominent bathymetric high and considerable 

barrier to sediment transport from the continental shelf Extending over 250km and 

approximately 30km wide it is bound to the east and west by major faults (Fig. 9.12).

A slope analysis performed using the ARCGIS 3D analyst toolbox on GEBCO 

bathymetric data (Fig. 9.10b) indicates the orientation and steepness of the slopes on 

both the SeaGap and Davie Ridge. The slopes of the west side of the SeaGap 

bathymetric feature are 2-5° west in a slightly NNW-SSE orientation. In contrast the 

slopes of the east side of the Davie Ridge are much narrower and steeper, particularly 

towards the south, but do not cover as great an areal extent as the SeaGap FZ.
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Figure 9.10: The bathymetric expression of the SeaGap Fault Zone, a) Bathymetric map with the 

GLOW survey lines overlain (Contour interval 50m) and b) a slope analysis of the same GEBCO 

data. The marked slopes of the narrow shelf, the western side of the SeaGap and the eastern side 

of the Davie Ridge (the MDRF) are the most remarkable features. Also of note is the SW-NE 

trending channel feature extending from north of the SeaGap to the abyssal plain and the 

secondary N-S feature between the SeaGap and Davie Ridge features in the very south of the 

study area. Please not e the scales of figure a and b are not exactly the same, refer to the coastline 

in black for reference).
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Figure 9.11: The deeper structure of the SeaGap Fracture Zone as imaged by the TZ-AGIP Lines 

1976 a) TZ-3 exhibits a flower structure at its eastern-most extent, b) TZ-1 exhibits strike slip 

faults with various splays bisects the Kitunda Block area and a series of extensional faults to the 

east mark the boundary with the Kerimbas Basin (c) the location of the SeaGap Fracture Zone 

and Davie Ridge Faults for the study area as published in Nicholas et al. (2007).
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Post Oligocene Structures of the SeaGap Fault System

The deep roots of the SeaGap Fault System are beyond the limit of the seismic 

resolution of the GLOW seismic data. However, both the gravity interpretation (Figs. 

9.5, 9.12c) and the easternmost extent of TZ-1 (Fig. 9.11) indicate likely sharp 

transition from a gravity low to gravity high, inferred as a faulted basement boundary 

that currently demarcates the SeaGap Fracture Zone from the Kerimbas Basin. To the 

west however, the structure of the system varies significantly along strike and does 

not exhibit a consistent stratigraphy or bathymetric expression, probably due to 

variable fault movement within the zone and the influx of continentally derived 

sediments ponding against the barrier of the SeaGap to the west. Left lateral W-E 

transfer faults offset the individual horsts into five distinct segments. The location of 

each segment (A-E) is shown in Fig. 9.12b and will be discussed in turn in the 

following sections.
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Figure 9.12: The segmentation of the SeaGap Frac ture Zone in the study area; a) The structural 

inte rp retation of the seismic and multibeam data is shown, b) the zones A-E of the SeaGap FZ 

are highlighted and c) the SeaGap Fracture zone structural inte rp retation has remarkable 

agreement with the underlying interpreted basement structure. See legend on Fig. 9.6.
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SeaGap Segment A

Figure 9.13: The bathymetric expression of SeaGap segments A-C as recorded for GLOW Lines 

2 (no seismic data), 4 and 9. Location shown in Fig. 9.19b.

Segment A is identifiable only from interpretation of multibeam bathymetric data 

(Fig. 9.13). Unfortunately, the seismic data that traversed this section was of too poor 

quality for use in this study (GLOW Lines 2 and 3). Two distinct ridges in NW-SE 

orientations were observed on the bathymetry of GLOW Line 2-3. The westernmost 

ridge is 10km wide and relatively flat on top. The slightly rounded nature of the ridge- 

edge indicated a possible reverse slip movement. A channel or interior fault is located 

on the surface of the ridge and the eastern boundary has a relatively medial slope. A 

small sub-basin appears to be located between the two ridges of segment A. The 

easternmost ridge exhibits a more asymmetric profile, with a steeper western face and 

a more shallowly dipping eastern dip surface. This appears to dip gently into the 

Kerimbas Basin. Comparing the locality of these two ridges with the underlying 

basement structure (Fig. 9.12c), the position is comparable with that of the northern 

bifurcation of the basement SeaGap structure. The asymmetry of the eastern part of 

Segment A indicates greater displacement on the west bounding fault.
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SeaGap Segment B

Segment B of the SeaGap Fault Zone is only traversed by GLOW Line 4 (Fig. 9.14). 

It displays two faults, a reverse fault oriented NW-SE uplifting the ridge relative to 

the coastal basin and an E-W strike slip fault. As the bounding fault of segment A is 

correctable with the bounding fault of segment B, they are assumed to be part of the 

same system, however the eastern ridge of Segment A is not seen continuing south. 

The stratigraphy of the ridge observed in segment B is similar to that of segment C, 

thus the same structure has been offset by this left-lateral strike slip fault.

SeaGap Segment C

Segment C of the SeaGap Fault Zone is probably the most distinct on the basis of its 

prominent bathymetric profile (Figs. 9.10, 9.13 and 9.14). However, there is some 

bias shown here as it is traversed by two seismic lines compared to just one line 

traversing the other segments. It is bound by the E-W transfer fault (that is also 

coincident with the Mid-SeaGap Channel), the NW-SE trending SeaGap reverse fault 

and a south facing extensional fault. Within the uplifted structure individual fault 

slivers may be identified. At least two phases of reverse motion within the ‘pop-up’ 

may be identified. Following movement of the fault and unconformity was created 

against which younger sediments onlap. Significant fault drag along the fault plane 

leads to the development of the bowed reflectors and ‘harpoon’ like geometry.

The nature of the folded strata and reverse faults characterise a positive flower 

structure. An array of NNW-SSE striking normal and reverse faults is imaged on TZ- 

3 (9.12b). ‘Horsetail fans’ or ‘splays’ are displacements located along strike slip faults 

that may be dissipated along arrays of curved faults that link to the main faults. In 

profile, the geometry of these splays converge downwards at depth to produce a 

characteristic geometry in profile known as a flower structure (Harding 1985; 

Christie-Blick & Biddle 1985). The ‘pop-up’ is defined by the high-angle reverse 

faults, which likely merge at depth with other faults beneath to define a flower 

structure. Below the point of fault convergence the SeaGap Fault is likely a vertical 

fault that extends downwards into basement and is hence the root of the flower 

structure as well as the locus of deformation accommodating regional strain.
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Figure 9.14: Seismic and bathymetric profiles of SeaGap segments B and C imaged by a) NW-SE 

GLOW Line 4 with unconformities emphasised by bold yellow lines b) W-E GLOW Line 9, c) 

locations of inset figures, d) 3-D multibeam expression of SeaGap segment C illustrating complex 

seafloor morphology and e) a plan bathymetric image of GLOW Line 4. Strike slip faults are 

illustrated by half-white/red symbol and inferred on the basis of harpoon geometries on either 

side of the fault indicating inversion. There is some evidence of fault drag on the Kerimbas 

Basin/SeaGap boundary. To the west of the SeaGap normal faults create the accommodation 

space for the Coastal Basin to develop.
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SeaGap Segment D

Segment D (Nexus) of the SeaGap Fault Zone exhibits substantially different 

structural features than the other segments (Fig. 9.15). It is predominantly a right 

lateral strike slip transfer fault system, striking SW-ENE which offsets the main 

SeaGap Fault Zone, which in turn continues further south as segment E. Segment D is 

imaged by GLO W Lines 25, 26 and the end of GLOW Line 29 and 31. 

Bathymetrically, to the west the smooth seafloor of the Kitunda Block appears to 

extend laterally into this zone.

The SeaGap FZ is indicated at this locality by the presence of an abrupt discontinuity 

of seismic stratigraphy across the Mikindani Bay Fault (MBF), numerous faults 

bifurcating from a central node and elements of normal and reverse slip on the faults 

therein (Fig. 9.15). The surface expression of this segment indicates a mixed 

orientation of individual fault slivers. There are at least two flower structures 

interpreted with significant associated uplift and folded strata can be seen near to 

reverse faults. The principal bounding fault between the Kitunda Block to the east and 

the SeaGap Fault Zone is the curved Mikindani Bay fault (Fig. 9.15). To the east of 

this fault the SeaGap Fault Zone comprises mainly SW-NE striking reverse faults. 

The reverse faults are in a right stepping en-echelon pattern, trending 15-40 degrees 

oblique to the orientation of the trace of the MBF. The MBF is assumed to be parallel 

to the trace of the deeper root but this is unproven. Some folding is apparent in this 

area. The folds are ~5km long and 25-45degrees oblique to the nearby reverse faults. 

The east of this segment is bound by a steeply dipping normal fault with a component 

of right lateral strike slip movement.
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Figure 9.15: The expression of the SeaGap Fault Zone in Segment D (Location Fig. 19b) observed 

on bathymetry and multibeam bathymetry. Below are the interpreted GLOW Lines 25 and 26 

(Locations shown on the above figures. There is clear partition of compression and extension, 

with the area to the east of the Mikindani Bay Fault experiencing plentiful normal and reverse 

faulting and flower structures are evident. On the eastern extent of the imaged data, the regime is 

clearly extensional into the Kerimbas Basin.
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Segment D of the SeaGap Fault Zone is a major transfer fault system. Assigning ages 

to the timing of this fault system is quite difficult. As there are no significant breaks in 

the type of sedimentation and no obvious syn-sedimentary wedges, the evidence of 

fault movement points to post-depositional faulting rather than syn-sedimentary. The 

Mikindani Bay Fault and canyons system is thus a very important regional transfer 

fault that extends into both the onshore and offshore realm.

Segment E

Segment E of the SeaGap Fault Zone is imaged by GLOW Line 7 which is the most 

southerly extent of the survey (Fig. 9.16). Located between shelf sediments to the 

west, and the Kerimbas Basin/DRIEZ to the east, the SeaGap Fracture Zone extends 

into this area. Two major strike-slip faults abut either edge of this system and the 

tilted blocks within are less disturbed. Phases of rotation and onlap of younger 

sediments can be seen in these blocks via the unconformities highlighted in yellow in 

Fig. 9.23, but the majority of the strain appears to be taken up by the bounding strike 

slip faults. The western flower structure is a small wedge located between the 

continental shelf facies on the west and the downthrown SeaGap Fracture Zone facies 

on the east.

The fault blocks within this system appear to have similar facies to the Kerimbas 

Basin facies and exhibit similar bathymetric and structural relief. Thus it is interpreted 

that the strike-slip motion of the SeaGap fault zone is disturbing these sediments, 

tilting and creating fault drag adjacent to the reverse faults, located on the western 

sides of the blocks.
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junction with the DRIEZ deposits. Progressive compression on originally normal faults has led to 
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yellow). The faults bounding this zone are interpreted as major strike slip faults.
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Tectonics of the SeaGap Fault System

The SeaGap fault system has several features characteristic of a partitioned strike slip 

fault system with transpressional elements, including (1) a relatively straight fault 

trace, (2) positive flower structures, (3) regionally extensive en-echelon folds and 

faults, (4) abrupt changes of seismic stratigraphic facies across the fault system and 

(5) varying normal to reverse separations along a single fault. Regionally consistent 

structural patterns enable the interpretation of a right-lateral slip setting for the 

SeaGap fault system. A combination of shortening and strike-slip faulting associated 

with a restraining bend in this region has formed the partitioned ‘pop-ups’ of the 

SeaGap Fracture Zone (SGFZ), which has been squeezed up between the main trace 

of the main Kerimbas Fault and the Coastal Fault. These NNW-SSE strike-slip faults 

accommodate contraction simultaneously with dextral-strike slip motion and are 

subsequently crosscut by a series of SW-NE trending transfer faults.

In zones where strike-slip faults are continuous, the strike of the faults may vary 

locally from a simple linear trend to a curved trend. In this area, the curvature of the 

fault plane creates zones of localised shortening as the two sides of the bend converge 

called restraining bends (Harding 1974; Christie-Blick & Biddle 1985). The above 

features illustrate the characteristics of a large restraining bend in the SeaGap Fault 

Zone. These localised ridges have been uplifted in response to a combination of 

dextral motion and compression across a portion of the fault that has a slightly 

different strike to that of the main fault.

As described above there are five semi-continuous fault segments (A-E) 

accommodating dextral strike slip motion along the Sea Gap Fault Zone. As indicated 

by the interpretations above, the displacement, uplift and deformation on this fault 

zone is decreasing southwards. The tendency for the SeaGap Fault Zone to diverge 

and converge creates a characteristic braided pattern in plan view. The faults that most 

closely follow the direction of plate movements predominate, grow longer and assume 

steeper dips.

In summary, the SeaGap structure probably originated as a horst ridge feature related 

to an extensional phase during the mid-Miocene that led to the creation of the
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Kerimbas Basin, and which has since been obhquely inverted during recent 

shortening. During the mid Miocene, the SeaGap Fault was a steep, normal fault, 

dipping to the east. In this extensional phase of the margin, a ridge developed and an 

unconformity was formed within the ridge sediments. Pelagic sedimentation 

continued to occur and concurrently, contourites developed on the newly created 

slope. Deformation and uplift are at a maximum at segment C, as indicated by the 

north -south decrease in structural and bathymetric relief Similarly the adjacent 

coastal basin depocentre is deepest at this point as a result of westerly dipping splays. 

It represents an aggrading, asymmetric sediment wedge which thickens towards the 

ridge. However, there is considerable uncertainty in these interpretations as the area is 

not well imaged by seismic data.
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Coastal Basin

In contrast to the compression that characterizes the SeaGap Fault Zone, the coastal 

basin, located adjacent to the SGFZ in the north, shows evidence of extensional 

faulting and sediment accumulation (Fig. 9.17). Seismic profiles across the basin 

indicate it formed as a pull-apart basin located above inactive upward splaying faults, 

accommodating extension and forming a graben. Some west-dipping splays presently 

are inactive and are overlain by wedge shaped strata that thicken towards the uplifted 

ridge. This geometry suggests the pull-apart basin initially formed in an extensional 

step-over prior to the unconformity at the base of the first post-rift sediments.

A similar tectonic setting of a pull-apart basin bounding a strike slip ridge is located 

in Fiorland, along the southernmost part of the alpine fault in southwest New Zealand 

(Barnes e t  a l .  2005). These relationships indicate how large strike slip faults typically 

evolve very rapidly and that localized strike slip basins and uplifts develop along 

different parts of the fault zone over different timescales.
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accommodatio n space for the post-rift sediments to accumulate. A reef is evident on the shoulder 

of one of these hangin g -walls on Line 4. The steepness of the coastal basin implies there may be 

some structural control and a coast parallel n ormal fault is inferred.
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OA.The strike-slip partitioned system of the southern 

Tanzanian margin.

The southern Tanzanian margin is a mature, 1200km-long, dextral strike slip fault 

zone presently accommodating 90-95% ( 3.3+/-0.3mm/yr) of the relative motion 

between the obliquely converging Rovuma and Somalia microplates (interpreted from 

data presented in Stamps e t  a l .  (2008)). The fault zone has a long and complex 

history.

The margin may be classified as a block of Proterozoic basement that has experienced 

many tectonic phases and it is important to understand or be aware of the role played 

by pre-existing structures. The margin has been a 1) normal extensional fault, 2) 

dextral strike slip fault, 3) transform margin, 4) experiencing stabilisation, 5) normal 

extensional fault and 6) transpressional strike slip fault zone. A brief summary of the 

elements 1-5 shall be given below and a more detailed analysis shall be provided of 5 

and 6 which refer to the post -Eocene structural evolution in this study.

9.4.1. Pre-Oligocene Inherited structural elements 

Gondwana Break Up: W-E extension

Based on interpretations of gravity data, it is proposed here that the SeaGap FZ, 

Ruvuma Saddle and Davie Ridge were basement horsts which formed at this time, 

though with considerably less relief than the Masasi Spur. However, it would explain 

the high positive gravity anomalies observed in these areas. Similarly, the Kerimbas 

basin, located between the SeaGap and Davie horsts was initiated as a graben at this 

time and the basin fill probably represents a syn-rift accumulation. In conclusion, a 

schematic structural map for the Gondwana breakup stage is shown in Fig. 9.18. The 

dominant structural features are SW-NW facing extensional faults offset by W-E 

trending transfer faults.
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Figure 9.18: Schematic W-E extension during the breakup of C ondwana to form basement highs 

and lows.

Seafloor Spreading in the West Somali Basin and Strike Slip Motion on the 

Davie Fracture Zone

The proposed location of the spreading axis of the newly created West Somali Basin 

occurs to the northeast of the study area (Fig. 9.4) and appears to approximately 

coincide with the location of the major submarine channel; ‘the Tanzania Channel’. 

Therefore the portion of the DFZ studied here refers to the last phase of this strike slip 

motion and hence the youngest section of this ancient fossil transform margin. 

Unfortunately, based on the stratigraphic framework previously established, the 

GLOW seismic data images Recent to Mid Cretaceous sediments, therefore no study 

of this phase of movement could be made based on the GLOW data. However, it is 

important for studying younger tectonic events to understand the inherited structural 

features and evolution of the main structures of the East African margin.

A summary schematic structural diagram of the dextral strike slip phase of the DFZ is 

shown in Fig. 9.19. In the absence of data relating to the SeaGap, it is inferred that it 

also experienced dextral strike-slip motion as the continental crust also experienced 

some stretching. In a converse situation, reflecting the 90° switch in spreading 

direction, the stretching of the continental crust would mean that transfer faults have 

become normal extensional faults, and the normal extensional faults would have 

become strike-slip transfer faults. The fill of the Kerimbas and Coastal Basins was 

probably a second ‘phase of syn-rifit’ material.
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Figure 9.19: Cartoon schematics of structural elements during strike slip motion on the Davie 

Ridge.

Stabilisation

There is no documented movement on the DFZ at this time. As the sedimentary 

successions for the Lower Cretaceous -  Ohgocene on GLOW seismics are relatively 

uniform and laterally continuous, it is assumed that the SG and DFZ did not display 

any significant bathymetric features on the seafloor at this time. It is inferred therefore 

that these ‘post-rift’ sediments were draped over the basement horsts if exposed and 

the syn-rift fill of the basins to give a relatively uniform seafloor profile.

9.4.2. The post-Oligocene structural evolution of the south 

Tanzanian margin

Though it is difficult to assess the relative timing of faulting, some attempts can be 

made from the cross-cutting relationships in the faults and fault intersections directly 

mapped in the seismic and multibeam data. After the stabilisation of the margin came 

to an end the first interpreted motion was normal faulting on the NNE-SSW striking 

MDRF in the Upper Oligocene -  Lower Miocene. Another phase of relative uplift of 

the Davie Ridge shoulder occurred in the Mid Miocene and extensional faulting was 

initiated in the DRIEZ, with syn-sedimentary wedges forming. In the Mid-Upper 

Miocene the SeaGap Fracture Zone experienced significant strike slip motion with 

positive uplift in this zone with the relative sag of the Coastal and the Kerimbas
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Basins. It is inferred from the DRIEZ stratigraphy that a transpressional regime was 

initiated in the area post-Base PHocene as there is very httle fill in the structurally 

created synforms. Subsequently, there was a slight change in the stress orientation and 

a NW-SE dextral transpressive regime was initiated. The diagnostic features of a 

dextral transpressive strain ellipse can all be found in a structural map of the 

Tanzanian margin (Fig. 9.20). There is very strong control being exerted on the recent 

structural regime by the pre-existing basement zones of weakness (Fig. 9.5). The 

structural evolution of the margin since the Oligocene will be discussed in more detail 

in Chapter 11.
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10. The Southern Tanzanian Continental 

Margin: Oceanographic Regime and 

Sedimentary Response.
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10.1. Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to present the seabed topography and architecture of various 

gravity and bottom current features that occur on the slope, canyons and channels of 

Southern coastal Tanzania. The importance of these essential sediment pathways in 

terms of mass transport of sediment from onshore to the Somali Basin shall be 

discussed. It is also of particular relevance to the present day structural elements that 

are expressed on the seafloor.

The morphology and sedimentation of the southern Tanzanian continental margin, 

western Indian Ocean is investigated here using multibeam bathymetry, 2-D seismic 

profiles and sediment cores as detailed in Chapter 3.

Four major factors can be thought of as potential controls on sediment dispersal along 

the southeast Tanzanian continental margin: (1) morphology of the upper continental 

margin; (2) wave regime, wind-driven circulation and the equatorial currents over 

time; (3) influence of major currents; and (4) sediment supply. These factors interact 

on various scales to produce a unique regional sediment dispersal pattern.

In this section the seafloor sedimentary processes of the Tanzanian continental margin 

are described and interpreted. Understanding the interplay between different 

sedimentary processes has benefited from the study of sediment distribution and 

processes map which covers the entire margin from the continental shelf to the 

continental rise. The margin is classified overall as a fine grained clastic slope apron 

and the controls on sand distribution within the system are discussed, particularly in 

relation to a system with complex seafloor topography.
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10.2. Morphology and physiology of the study area

The main factor that controls how the sedimentary margin is divided into the 

constituent shelf, continental slope, continental rise and abyssal plain is the slope of 

the seabed. Global bathymetric data was downloaded from the GEBCO database and 

a slope analysis performed using the 3D analyst functions of ARCGIS. The result was 

a map of the margin which contours the values of slope. Colours were assigned to 

discrete groups of value and the result is shown in Fig. 10.1.

The Tanzanian continental shelf is very narrow (24km near Kilwa to less than 3km 

near Pande) and the adjacent slope extremely steep (Fig. 10.1). The slope is 

interrupted by a number of structural features and numerous submarine canyons 

dissect the entire surveyed area, from the shelf to the abyssal plain (Fig. 10.2).

The upper continental slope can be divided into two sections based on the steepness of 

their slopes. The first section (Upper Continental Slope A) occurs from approximately 

-100 to -1500m where the slope steepens rapidly, between 4° and 18°. The second 

section (Upper Continental Slope B) occurs from -1500m to -2500m with an average 

slope is 2 °, excepting local topographic features. The lower continental slope 

develops between -2500m and -4000m with a gentler gradient of -0.7° while the 

continental rise has an average slope of <0.5° before passing into the subhorizontal 

Somali Abyssal Plain. Within the survey area, the Somali Abyssal Plain is not 

surveyed.

The bathymetric map of offshore Southern Tanzania clearly mimics the palaeo-strike- 

slip fault associated with the right lateral drift of Madagascar relative to Africa. The 

Davie Ridge is a prominent bathymetric expression, extending for over 800km in a N- 

S direction. Similarly, a prominent ridge is present approx. 80km offshore and 

striking almost parallel to the coast, the SeaGap Fracture Zone (discussed in more 

detail in Chapter 9).
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Figure 10.1: A slope analysis performed of the study area with gradients assigned discrete values 

and colours. The SeaG ap and Davie Ridge areas are depicted by their steep slopes interrupting 

the continental slope.
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Figure 10.2. Classification of the Tanzanian Continental M argin. N.B. The darkest blue 

represents the continental rise.
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10.3. Oceanographic Regime of the Study Area

The area offshore southern Tanzania and northern Mozambique is situated in the 

transitional zone separating the Indian Ocean into separate Southern and Northern 

regimes (Morales e t  al.  1996). Although a crucial gateway for the interaction of 

thermohaline current, eddy formation and warm, saline surface water masses, 

stratification of the water mass along the Tanzanian margin is not widely discussed in 

the literature. The circulation pattern of the present area offshore Tanzania appears to 

be characterised by strong oceanographic dynamics controlled by the exchange of 

water masses through the Mozambique Channel and north of Madagascar. Although 

the International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) define the northern limit of the 

Mozambique Channel as the Rio Rovuma/Ruvuma River, for the purposes of this 

study it is reasonable to consider the study area part of the northernmost extent of the 

Mozambique Channel.

Current Name Depth

EACC
East Afrv^an Coastal Current 500m
 _________

1000m

Surface EACC
Eddies
(MC « Mozambique Current^

Intermediate ' AAIW
Antarctic Intermediate Waler

1500m

NEMC
lADW
North Aniianttc Deep Water

cold
SECDeep

2500m

SEMC

^ g u l g h a;
CURRENT

Figure 10.3: Oceanographic stratification of the southern Indian Ocean. The study area is shown 

boxed. Inset is a summary of the current flows from surface to deep waters in the area. (Adapted 

from di Marco (2010), Van Aken (2004); Harlander (2009); Ridderinkhof & de Ruijter (2005))
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10.3.1. Stratification of bottom and surface water

The stratified water mass offshore Tanzania is composed primarily of less dense, 

warmer surface waters such as the predominantly southward flowing East African 

Coast Current (EACC) floating on top of denser, colder waters such as the Antarctic 

Intermediate Water (AAIW) and the deeper north flowing North Atlantic Deep Water 

(NADW). The Mozambique Channel has been extensively studied and is of interest to 

this study primarily because the Davie Ridge is a prominent bathymetric feature that 

appears to exert hydrographical control on the direction and nature of the current 

flow. It is possible that this also extends into the study area offshore southern coastal 

Tanzania, as the Kerimbas Basin still provides a narrow conduit, not dissimilar to the 

Mozambique Channel.

Surface Waters - EACC

The South Equatorial Current (SEC), driven by the Southeast Trades flows west 

across the Indian Ocean towards Madagascar. It supplies the western boundary 

currents east of Madagascar within the latitude range 12-25°S (Schott & McCreary 

2001). At 17 °S the flow bifurcates and flows northward as the Northeast Madagascar 

Current (NMC), and southward as the Southeast Madagascar Current (SMC) 

(Swallow e t  al .  1988; Schott & McCreary Jr 2001). The NMC flows northwest around 

the northern tip of Madagascar at Cape Amber where it again bifurcates into the 

northward East African Coastal Current (EACC) and a southward flow into the 

Mozambique Channel; previously described as the ‘Mozambique Current’ (MC).

From the literature the exact location of the NMC bifurcation is not entirely clear, it 

would appear to travel to the north of the Comores and split west of the Seamounts 

around 12°S, perhaps when it encounters the topographic high of the Davie Ridge. It 

is therefore reasonable to assume that the surface waters travelling in the study area 

are part of the EACC.

Running northwards throughout the year, between latitudes 11°S and 3°S, the flow of 

the EACC depends strongly on the monsoons in the area (Swallow 1991). It appears 

that most of the water in the upper SOOdbar of the NMC goes into the EACC, while
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below 300dbar there is an excess westward transport that probably goes into the 

Mozambique Channel.

The remainder of the northern branch of the SEC passing Madagascar turns 

southward near the African coast and becomes the previously named Mozambique 

Current (MC). The MC can now be shown to consist not of a continuous current but a 

series of eddies up to 300km in diameter that reach the channel bottom and propagate 

southwards overall (Ridderinkhof & Ruijter 2003). The eddies display a strong 

southward transport in the western side of the channel and northward in the eastern 

and are strongly influenced by the topography within the channel, particularly by the 

Davie Ridge (Ridderinkhof & Ruijter 2003; Harlander e t  a l  2009).

Intermediate Water (AAIW)

Within the Mozambique Channel, the deep Mozambique Undercurrent has been 

detected flowing north and carrying elements of North Atlantic Deep Water and 

Antarctic Intermediate Water toward the equator along the continental slope (de 

Ruijter e t  al.  2002). There is no reported intermediate water for the Tanzanian margin, 

but it can be assumed for the purposes of this study that the Mozambique 

Undercurrent leaves the Mozambique Channel in the vicinity of the study area and 

mixes with intermediate water from the North Indian Ocean.

Deep Water (NADW)

The North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) is a cold, dense deep water mass which 

flows eastwards from the Atlantic south of South Africa and north along the African 

coast. Van Aken e t  a l .  (2005) recently proved that the core of the NADW is not 

constrained by the topographic height of the Davie Ridge (slightly over 2500m) as the 

vertical extension of the NADW extends to depths of 2000m. Elements of the 

northern inflow of this deep undercurrent have been observed as far north as 10°S 

(Wyrtkie 1971).Thus the NADW enters the Somali Basin between Africa and 

Madagascar. This is supported in recent studies by Ridderinkhof & Ruijter (2003) 

who detected components of Antarctic Intermediate Water (AIW) and North Atlantic 

Deep Water (NADW) at 1500m and 2500m depth respectively.
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While recently, hydrographic studies and mooring analysis have revealed the nature 

of major anticyclonic features in the Mozambique Channel, the nature of the bottom 

currents in this dynamic channel is of critical interest here for the study of margin 

deposition since the Eocene. The progrodation and elongation of mounded drift 

contourites are governed by the morphology of the margin, the bottom currents and 

the Coriolis force consequently. Winds, current and ocean dispersal rates in the 

Cenozoic and implications of the resulting depositional architecture are discussed 

here.
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10.3.2. Interaction between bathymetry and current activity in 

the Mozambique Channel

It is probable that the bathymetry of the Mozambique Channel has a key role in the 

behaviour of the eddies that pass through the Mozambique Channel (Quartly 2009). 

However, a lack of i n  s i t u  observations makes it difficult to make definitive 

statements in terms of the depth penetration of the currents. The origin of the eddies is 

questionable. They may be pre-formed eddies from the NMC moving over the 

confines of the Davie Ridge (depth 2500 m, width 300km (Quartly 2009)). or are 

generated in situ by the pinching off of the instabilities of an eastward current that 

penetrates across the Davie Ridge (Ridderinkhof & de Ruijter 2003).

These eddies tend to keep to the African coast, which produces the appearance of a 

semi-permanent flowing Mozambique Current. The mid-channel islands of Bassas da 

India and lie Europa help restrict the route taken by these currents. South of those 

islands there is less topographic constraint. A number of hydrographic surveys have 

come across anticyclonic features in this region, with diameters of the order of 200 

km (de Ruijter e t  al.  2002).

The Davie Fracture Zone forms a prominent ridge extending southwards from 

Madagascar, such that depths on the ridge are only ~ 1000m, whereas the values a few 

hundred kilometres further west are ~5000m. A local rise (to within 500 m of the sea 

surface) also exists at 45.8°E, 27.2°S, which could well inhibit switching of the 

current between the eastern and northern sides of this mound.

10.3.3. Transport in the water column above the Davie Ridge.

Ridderinkhof & de Ruijter (2003) provide a good assessment of current strength and 

flow in the narrowest part of the Mozambique Channel at latitude of approx 17°S. The 

strong current events have a large influence on the transport in that during the events 

there is a strong southward transport at the western side of the channel and an 

opposing northward transport at the eastern side. The occurrence of strong current 

events is described without seasonal variability. The mean transport is 7.2 Sv
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southwards. It is of note that the strongest currents occur southwards in the middle of 

the channel, in what was termed the Lacerda Basin by Mougenot e t  a l .  (1986) and 

appears very similar to the Kerimbas Basin within this study area.

Of particular interest in relation to the depositional architecture and sediment 

transport on the Tanzanian margin, is the discovery of the Mozambique Undercurrent, 

a persistent and surprisingly strong current at great depths (1500m and 2500m) 

against the African continental slope. Combined with the northward flowing Agulhas 

Undercurrent further south, it indicates the presence of a continuous northward 

flowing undercurrent against the African continent that reaches at least as far as 17°S. 

Components of Antarctic Intermediate Water (AIW) and North Atlantic Deep Water 

(NADW) were discovered at 1500m and 2500m depth respectively.

In summary, the expected oceanographic regime overlying the study area comprises a 

predominantly northward flowing current against the slope.
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10.4. Sedimentary Processes on the Tanzanian Continental 

Margin

The understanding of the interplay of between different sedimentary processes on the 

Tanzanian margin has remained poor. Descriptions of sediment facies distribution 

acting across the entire margin are described, classification within a model attempted 

and controls on sand distribution discussed. Similarly, there has been a marked 

increase in the understanding of the interactions between bottom currents and 

pelagic/hemipelagic sedimentation in the continental slope and rise settings and on 

prominent bathymetric features such as the Davie Ridge.

10.4.1. Pelagic/Hemipelagic Sedimentation

As described in Chapter 5, the majority of the present day sedimentation on the deep 

offshore realm is pelagic/hemipelagic sedimentation, and may be considered the result 

of background sedimentary processes. This continuous accumulation consists of the 

settling of dead planktonic organisms, windblown terrigenous dust, and fine grained 

suspended terrigenous material. The sediments tend to occur across large areas of the 

slope and rise.

The seismic character of hemipelagic/pelagic sediments are continuous, flat, relatively 

thin, low-amplitude reflectors that mimic the seabed topography (Fig. 10.4). This 

facies is interpreted is flat-lying pelagic/hemipelagic drape on the slope/rise. If cored 

they would possibly yield a character of interbedded marls, oozes and clays (similar to 

DSDP 241 on the Davie Ridge) with some intercalations of fine grained turbidites in 

the abyssal plain.
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Figure 10.4: Hemipelagaic/Pelagic seismic facies from the Davie Ridge area..

10.4.2. Downslope Processes

Sediment gravity flows appear to be relatively infrequent but important events on the 

southeastern Tanzanian continental margin. The narrow yet steep continental shelf in 

the north of the study area means that regular debris flows would be expected. 

However, no mass debris flows have been observed in this study. Unusually, there do 

not appear to be any major sediment slides or debris flows associated with the SeaGap 

Fracture Zone or the Davie Ridge. This may indicate a marked stability of the slopes 

or perhaps that these structures have only recently formed such steep slopes and have 

not yet experienced slope failure.
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10.4.3. Alongslope processes (bottom currents)

As discussed in section 10.3 the dominant deep water current in the study area is the 

northward flowing NADW (less than 2000m). However in the Mozambique Channel, 

in the vicinity of the localised bathymetric high of the Davie Ridge, it can be shown 

that eddies relating to the northern flowing Mozambique Undercurrent (1500m -  

2500m) have a predominantly southward flow on the western side of the ridge and a 

dominantly northern flow on the eastern side of the ridge. These currents are 

responsible for smoothing the fine grained seafloor sediments (originally deposited as 

hemipelagic/pelagic) into a variety of bedforms. These include erosional bedforms 

such as moats and channels (discussed in more detail in Section 10.5) and 

depositional bedforms such as sediment waves, contourites and drifts. The distinction 

between contourites, turbidites and sediment waves is often complex.

Contourites

The deposits controlled by deep water bottom currents (contour currents) resulting 

from thermohaline circulation in the oceans form accumulations known as contourite 

drifts. The occurrence of contouritic drifts seem to develop during periods with 

medium intensity bottom currents, regardless of sea level and during periods of low to 

moderate turbidite contribution (otherwise the latter would mask the former). This 

would imply that they commonly form as part of the highstand system tract and 

during falling sea level (Faugeres e t  al.  1993).

Contourite drift dimensions are comparable to deep-sea fans constructed by turbidity 

currents and related processes and range in size from small patch drifts (< 100km in 

area) to giant elongate drifts (>100,000km in area). A good review of the seismic 

characteristics of contouritic drifts and the contrast with turbiditic deposits is given in 

Faugeres e t  al.  (1999). There is some evidence of the two types of deposit being 

closely interbedded and associated with one another, making it quite difficult to 

differentiate between the two. For the purposes of this study the very recent to present
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deposition is primarily considered. Further work needs to be carried out to elucidate 

the sedimentary input of varying turbiditic and contouritic pulses.

The ‘Davie Drift’ is a contouritic facies located in the Mozambique Channel on the 

Davie Ridge identified by Virlogeux (1987); Raillard (1990) and further discussed in 

the literature by Faugeres e t  al .  (1998) and Stow e t  a l .  (1998). Although the location 

of their figure, (shown here in Fig. 10.5) was not shown in the published literature, it 

is likely to be part of the MAC AMO 1983 survey. The Davie drift was imaged on the 

eastern flank of the Davie Ridge by Glow Line 19, which has the greatest easterly 

extent over the Davie Ridge.
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Figure 10.6: The evolution of contouritic drift facies on the eastern side of the Davie Ridge, as shown on GLOW Line 19.





The ‘Davie Drift’ is a plastered/separated active drift (moat-levee) elongated against 

the Davie Ridge and prograding westward. Unft)rtunately the only seismic data that 

traverses the Davie Drift is GLOW Line 19 (Fig. 10.6), although unpublished data is 

referred to in Faugeres e t  a l  (1999). The succession observed in GLOW 19 is 

however, remarkable in that it displays the progression fi*om the onset of vigorous 

bottom current -sediment interaction through to the effects of the slowing down of 

this current to the present day deposition.

Mounded contourite drifts commonly lie on a relatively flat, major erosion surface 

which is the same age over all its extent, referred to as a basal erosive discontinuity 

(B.E.D) (Faugeres e t  a l.  1999). As can be seen in Fig. 10.6, the B.E.D. marks a 

change in the style of facies deposition on the eastern side of the Davie Ridge 

sometime in the Mid-Upper Oligocene (as it lies above the Mid Oligocene seismic 

marker). The sediments below the BED correspond to the Davie Ridge seismic units 

described in Chapter 5 as DR II and III. Above the BED, the seismic facies is 

composed of parallel, continuous, high frequency reflectors in a wave-like geometry, 

with the axes progressively shifting westwards.

Thus, this major erosion surface is interpreted as representing a hiatus corresponding 

to the initiation of active bottom water circulation in the area. It is then overlain by 

contourite drift deposits that accumulate due to the slowing down of this circulation. 

The succession of migrating sediment waves can be seen prograding westwards 

(upslope) and was built during Mid Oligocene-Lower Miocene time by a northward 

flowing current.

A second disconformity truncates the top of the migrating sediment wave facies. A 

period of erosion took place in which chaotic facies were deposited in a wedge like 

morphology against the slope. There are two possible causes for this; (a) it may relate 

to a further intensification of the bottom water circulation or (b) there may have been 

instability on the slope, either hydrodynamic in origin or tectonic. The research 

question referring to the interaction of sedimentation and tectonics on the seafloor 

may be answered by interpreting the timing associated with the development of this
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wedge. This chaotic wedge is interpreted as being initiated approximately during the 

Mid Miocene. This age is interpreted from the age assigned to the underlying DR II 

and III in Chapter 7.

Above the disconformity bounding the top of the chaotic wedge, there are three 

distinct seismic facies which appear laterally equivalent and to pass into one another 

without any faulted contacts. The central facies (blue in Fig. 10.6) comprises a mound 

of tightly formed sediment waves, the axes of which are prograding slightly 

westwards, though not as steeply as the underlying facies. Located between this 

sediment wave mound and the Main Davie Ridge Fault is a predominantly well 

stratified, parallel series of reflectors that thicken and onlap the sediment wave 

mound. The MDRF is likely a location of a channel/ moat and thus this package may 

represent an overflow or levee associated with it. The geometry of this deposit may 

have been created by accommodation space increasing to the east relative to the west 

as the homogeneous layers were being deposited. If a fault was located between it and 

the sediment wave mound, it may have been considered syn-sedimentary faulting. 

However, there is an alternative explanation. Space may have been created here for 

the overbank deposits to accumulate by the pre-existence of the mound formation, 

creating a significant barrier to sediment flowing downslope.

Located to the west of the sediment mound is a well defined, parallel, high frequency, 

stratified sequence of reflectors. It is predominantly the same thickness though it 

exhibits slightly thinner edges, at which moats appear to be located. The slightly 

lenticular geometry to this overall remarkably planar feature indicates a drift confined 

by the sides of a moat along which the bottom currents are constrained and the 

sediment wave mound. It is thus considered a mounded confined drift based on the 

characteristics defined in Faugeres e t  al .  (1999).

The Davie Drift is an important record of the interplay between physical slope 

creation (and associated mechanisms) and bottom current circulation and sedimentary 

processes. Using this interaction, the timing of onset of vigorous bottom water 

circulation and/or slope creation may be attributed to the Mid Miocene.
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10.5. Turbidity Current Pathways (TCPs)

The means by which sediment is transported from the shore and margin to the deep 

sea have not been studied for the southern Tanzanian coasthne. Turbidity Current 

Pathways (TCPs) originate as a series of canyons on the shelf break, before passing 

downslope into a main feeder canyon or channel (Wynn e t  a l .  2000).

The sediment derived from the Tanzanian continental margin is transported 

downslope to the deep abyssal plain via V-shaped canyons on the shelf and rise which 

distribute their load into the structurally bound Kerimbas Basin either directly or via 

channels. The structural impediments include the SeaGap Fracture Zone and the 

Davie Ridge. It seems most likely that the turbidite currents from the margin ‘pond’ in 

the Kerimbas Basin, then flowing north along the confined Kerimbas before finally 

traversing through a channel that dissects the Davie Ridge in the north of the study 

area and down into the Somali Abyssal Plain. Recent work undertaken (Bourget e t  a l .  

2009). on a large deep sea channel; the ‘Tanzania Channel’ revealed the presence of 

terrigenous material 800km from the shoreline, in a feature that appeared on 

bathymetric maps to connect to a channel on the northern Davie Ridge within this 

study area, thus the name Tanzania Channel was also assigned to it. The term ‘the 

Kerimbas TCP’ is introduced here to include canyons, channels and turbidite plains of 

the Tanzanian margin.
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10.5.1. Terminology

The terminology used in studying submarine mass wasting pathways are often diverse 

and confusing. The terminology used in this study will be that utilised in the review 

paper by Wynn (2007).

Distinction between the characteristics of channels and canyons are not always clear, 

for a number of reasons; (1) channels tend to merge upslope into canyons; (2) They 

are morphologically highly variable (e.g. Mayall e t  al.  2006), having either a V- or U- 

shape in cross-section and either with or without depositional margins (levees) and (3) 

different authors use terms such as ‘fan valley’ or ‘valley’ in place of channel.

Canyons typically occur on the upper slope and connect directly to the shelf edge; 

they are generally narrow and V-shaped, incised into lithified rock or sediment and 

display greater cross-sectional areas and higher axial gradients than channels. 

However, the dividing line between canyon and channel is blurred. Channels, and 

their flanking levees, are commonly referred to as channel-levee systems (Flood & 

Damuth 1987). These often coalesce and overlap to form channel-levee complexes, 

which are the building blocks of many major submarine fans.
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10.5.2. Canyons on the shelf/slope

Submarine canyons are common features on continental margins worldwide (Popescu 

2004). On the southern Tanzanian coast, at least twenty canyons are observed 

indenting the slope and shelf (Fig. 10.7 & 10.8). It has been suggested that breaching 

the shelfbreak marks the evolution in canyon development from youthful to mature 

(Farre e t  a l .  1983). Thus the canyons observed were mostly considered mature based 

on the location of the shelfbreak being position at 500m (Section 5.1). However, as 

the relief is well preserved on the seafloor for the majority of the canyons observed 

here, they may be considered part of a relatively recent major shelf-indenting episode

The Kitunda Block area is marked by well defined v-shaped canyons interspersed by 

relatively smooth expanses. They are singular features that extend to the shallowest 

depth of seismic data and are not fed by many tributaries, indeed the main source 

appears to be directly from spatially connected rivers onshore. Shelf indented canyons 

are commonly associated with the path of a river during lowstand times, as is well 

documented in various continental margins. In many instances the canyon head is not 

imaged by the GLOW data (Fig. 10.8). Thus, it is possible the canyon head is located 

upslope on the shelf or indeed that the canyon continues to cut into the shelf deposits 

as far as the modem coastline and reach the river mouths, as is the case in the Zaire 

Canyon and River (Droz e t  al.  1996; Babonneau e t  al.  2002).

These canyons are most likely developed in areas of high sediment delivery from 

major rivers onshore and act as main conduits for transferring river born sediments 

towards the deep sea. Despite the essential role these canyons play in delivering 

sediment to the abyssal plain and fan systems, no attention has been paid to their 

structure and evolution.

This section aims to describe in some detail the morphology and structure of the V- 

shaped canyons in offshore Tanzania and attempts to define the sedimentary 

processes and main controls that influenced their development. In order to build a
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complete picture of the evolution of the continental margin, the source and delivery of 

sediment from onshore to offshore is considered.
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Figure 10.8: Unprocessed muitibeam data used in this study. Identification of seabed 

morphologies, canyon features and fault orientations was achieved by viewing the raw data in 

Fledermaus viewing package. Multibeam data was also attained in areas where seismic data was 

not recorded or of poor quality.
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General Morphology

In total, over twenty well defined, mature canyons are observed downcutting into the 

Tanzanian shelf, largely in an ENE-WSW orientation and extending for over thirty 

kilometres before merging into flatter bottomed channels on the lower continental 

slope (Fig. 10.7, 10.8). They are named where possible after nearby localities onshore, 

bays or rivers. The canyons generally consist of an erosional major trough with steep 

flanks (up to 25 degrees). Many of the V-shaped canyons in the Kitunda Block area 

show a relative lack of collapsed walls and slumped material indicating a lack of 

regular sediment failures downslope. Indeed the overall lack of sinuosity in these 

canyons indicates the lack of mid-slope canyon failure. The morphological features, 

orientation and gradients of the canyons along the shelf vary significantly.

V-shaped canyons are characterised in seismic sections by their characteristic 

morphology and central thalweg, and the truncation of adjacent seismic reflectors. 

The exact location of the likely convergence of the canyons cannot be ascertained. 

However, it is likely that the canyons merge into U-shaped channels downslope, 

before spilling into the Kerimbas Basin turbiditic pathway.
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Kilwa -Pande Area Canyons

Offshore the Kilwa Peninsula, the shelf is very narrow (<3km) before dropping into 

the upper slope. The best imaged canyon is probably Kiswere canyon which can be 

seen from the multibeam data, is parallel to GLOW Line 9. In cross section (Line 24 

in Fig. 10.9) it can be seen to have significant slumping on the south side.

I s • . .
KISWERE CANYON I _ “

•SsTWTT
~450m

Figure 10.9: Seismic profiles o f the Kiswere Canyon from an oblique angle (GLO W  Line 9a-c) to 

a perpendicular profile (GLO W Line 24).
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Kiswere to Likonga Canyons

The location, multibeam data and seismic profiles of the canyons occurring between 

Kiswere and Lindi on GLOW Lines 8 and 24 are shown in Fig. 10.10.

As can be seen in Fig. 10.7, the shelf/upper slope in this area is traversed by well 

spaced W-E oriented v-shaped canyons. Some comparison of the sedimentary 

structure of the canyons between the upslope and downslope can be made. Kiswere 

appears to be the most mature canyon while Likonga, the youngest is barely indenting 

the shelf sediments. There is some evidence however of some structural control in the 

underlying sediment. Rotated fault blocks have been infilled and Likonga canyon is 

part of a new phase of incision. The rounding on the sides of the canyons may be 

taken as a sign of winnowing from currents and indicate they are not the most recent 

canyons developed on the slope.
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Figure 10.10: The location of GLOW Lines 8, 9, 24 and the names of nearby rivers attributed to 

the canyons on the TWTT map of the seafloor and inset the multibeam data.
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Figure 10.11: Compilation of the canyons located between Kiswere and Likonga on GLOW 

Lines 8 and 24. (Scale bars are 0.5s TWTT and 5000m in horizontal distance.
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Kitunda Block Canyons

The Kitunda Block is defined as that area on the continental slope bound by the 

Lukuledi Canyon to the north and the Likonde Canyon to the south (Fig. 10.12).

Figure 10.12: Canyons present on the shelf/slope and inset; the multibeam i magery of the 

Kitunda Block displaying the high nu m ber of v -shaped canyons.
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Figure 10.13: Very mature Lukuledi canyon with significant slum ps, terraces and a developing 

meander on bathymetric profiles. High am plitude contrast on the channel floor is interpreted as 

sand-rich channel fill.
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Sedimentary Structure of the Canyons.

As observed in this study, the majority of the canyons imaged on the continental shelf 

and slope have relatively abrupt walls of a major valley and a centrally located axial 

thalweg. Thus, it is inferred that they were not formed by a previous cycle of erosion, 

but are part of the same single phase of slope incision. In come cases there is partial 

infilling of the canyon following the initial erosion stage leading to slump 

development. It may be assumed that erosion of the flanks is ongoing today associated 

with the functioning modern axial thalweg. Thus, a vigorous canyon development 

phase was initiated recently and continues to this day. In the seismic data obtained 

there is no evidence of earlier widespread canyon development. It is not clear when 

exactly this phase of canyon development initiated. Canyon development is likely to 

have occurred at the same time as sediment was aggrading nearby.

The major river systems including the Lukuledi River (and probably the Ruvuma, 

though it is not well imaged here) have been effected by erosion; perched terraces 

were created by major failures inside the major valley and developing meanders 

nearby lead to instability and widening of the canyon. Thus they have likely been 

subject to a polyphased evolution. Many submarine canyons evolved over long time 

periods from repeated erosional events of varying magnitude (Shephard 1981).

Controls on canyon development

Canyon evolution has been shown to be most active when sediment influx to the slope 

is greatest (Watson & Coakley 1996). Hypercynal currents generated by the river 

input can also enhance sediment transport along the sea bottom (Normark & Piper 

1991; Mulder & Alexander 2001). Considering the location of the study area north of 

one of the largest African rivers (Ruvuma) and adjacent the Lukuledi River, one of 

the largest in Tanzania, the possible effect of the river sediment supply should be 

taken into consideration. However, the vast majority of the canyons observed are not 

spatially connected to large rivers. There is no independent indication of the age of 

these incisions though the lack of fill indicates they were active until after the last 

lowstand. A large number of tributaries were developed. However, no braided
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channels have been developed as they almost all traverse the slope in a W-E direction. 

This indicates that there is a high amount of sediment influx, travelling perpendicular 

to the margin down a considerable slope.

It is well established that the evolution of submarine canyons may be governed by a 

predominant structural control, especially along active continental margins (Shephard 

1981). The southern Tanzanian canyons exhibit broadly similar geometry and 

orientations. A number of factors indicate a possible structural control over the 

evolution of canyons during the last lowstand. Firstly, the orientation of the canyons 

changes from W-E in the Kilwa area to WSW-ENE in the Kiswere-Likonga canyons 

to SW-NE in Kitunda. Secondly, the rivers onshore exploit known structural 

lineaments which are often themselves reactivated from older structures, thus this 

exploitation could easily continue offshore. Thirdly, the substrate beneath; the shelf 

and slope vary considerably in nature, probably due to the imbrication of the slope 

with the SeaGap Fracture Zone. The structural geology is discussed in more detail in 

Chapter 10 and from the evidence provided there it can be seen that there are a 

number of W-E oriented strike-slip faults oriented sub-parallel to the recent canyons 

developed on the shelf and slope, thereby creating instability in a preferred direction 

and influencing the canyon development.

The Tanzanian canyons are spatially connected (directly and indirectly) to the rivers 

onshore. The canyons represent the upper end of the turbidity channel pathway and 

act as gateways for transferring sediments between the shelf and the deep basin. High 

river discharge in the vicinity of the canyons, even for the development of the 

youngest canyons, suggests a quasi-continuous river -  canyon - channel -  

turbidite/fan system has been operating in this part of the margin since the last 

lowstand, ensuring highly effective transfer of the terrigenous sediment towards the 

deep sea. It is interesting to note that these canyons have not been isolated from feed 

river systems as is usually the case during a highstand. The amount of terrigenous 

sediment passing outwards has not been quantified but the high amounts proposed 

here would suggest significant uplift and erosion of the hinterland.
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10.5,3. Deep Sea Channels

The deep sea channels observed in this study area can be considered the middle 

section of the sediment transfer on this margin, transferring material from the canyons 

to the Kerimbas Basin (Mid and South SeaGap Channels) and through the Davie 

Ridge to the abyssal plain (The Tanzania Channel). A number of relict channels are 

preserved on its elevated seafloor of the Davie Ridge and will also be discussed here; 

GLOW Deep (inactive channel) and the GLOW Snake (inactive deep sea sinuous 

channel).

The deep sea channels are fed by terrigenous material with a large-volume mixed 

(but dominantly fine grained) sediment load and high frequency or semi continuous , 

low density turbidity currents, some of which may be hypercynal at times of peak 

fluvial discharge.
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The Mid and South SeaGap Channels

The Mid and South SeaGap Channels are the main feeder channels for the majority of 

canyons located on the shelf and .slope between Kilwa and Mchinga. Due to the 

topographic barrier the SeaGap Fracture Zone provides, these channels are active and 

provide an active transfer nick point for the sediment avulsing through.

MId-SeaGap Channel

South-SeaGap Channel

MId-SeaGap Channel

South-SeaGap Channel]

Figure 10.14: The SeaGap Fracture Zone; bathymetry and 3-D view of the Mid- and South 

SeaGap channels

Unlike the canyons observed on the shelf, the deep sea channels are not symmetric, 

clean indentations. The Mid Sea Gap Channel has a very steep, fault controlled 

northwestern flank. It is traversed by GLOW Lines 9 and 4, but primarily by GLOW 

line 4, which shows a good cross-sectional profile.
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The ‘GLOW Deep’

Figure 10.15: Bathymetric profiles in 2D and 3D of the 'GLOW Deep' Channe l , located in the 

south Davie Ridge.

The ‘GLOW Deep’ is a U-Shaped channel traversed by GLOW Lines 4 and 5. It 

exhibits a slight meander. It is 12km wide at its widest and almost 3km wide at the 

base. There is very little slumped material or canyon wall collapse. However, it is 

located on a structural high, to the east o f the Main Davie Ridge Fault (MDRF) and 

therefore is inactive (i.e. no longer located on the abyssal plain floor, channelling 

sediment through to the abyssal plain).

There are two possible reasons that this almost 1km channel may be located here 

almost 300m above the seafloor in the adjacent Kerimbas Basin. This channel may 

have incised into the continental rise and with the gradual uplift o f the Davie Ridge, 

the currents flowing through it switched off and it became a relict channel. The 

channel has not been positioned at its current location for long enough to experience 

slumping and sediment infill from instability on the channel walls. Another possibility 

is that this channel initially downcut into sediment on the continental rise, but it 

wasn’t as deep as it is presently. As the Davie Ridge gradually began to uplift the 

currents and sediment pulses kept the base level o f this canyon low and kept incising 

as the Ridge was uplifting. Thus it was eroding and experiencing sediment bypass as
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the Ridge was aggrading. Eventually, the sediment pathway shut off and probably 

diverted north to find a less obtructed path.
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Figure 10.16: Seismic profiles of the GLO W Deep Channel. Glo w Lines 4 and Line 5.
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The ‘GLOW Snake’

The GLOW Snake is a relict sinuous channel located in the middle of the Davie 

Ridge, as located within our survey. The potential origin of the GLOW Snake at this 

locality are similar to those explained for the previous ‘GLOW Deep’. In this case 

however, the channel does not incise the underlying strata as much, and the presence 

of the meander indicates some wall collapse and slumps. The GLOW Snake can be 

traced though the Davie Inner Extensional Zone, meaning this feature was present 

when both the Davie Ridge and the DRIEZ formed the same low angled continental 

rise through which a deep sea channel meanders. Thus it was formed pre-movement 

on the MDRF.
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Figure 10.17: Bathymetric profiles in 2D and 3D o f the 'GLOW Snake' Channel , located in the 

mid Davie Ridge.
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The Tanzania Channel

The Tanzania Channel was first reported by Bourget e t  al.  (2009). It is a wide 

bottomed rectilinear channel located NE of the survey area, on the edge of the Somali 

Abyssal Plain over 800km from the coast.. It was proposed that the deep and wide 

morphology was most similar to the Northwest Atlantic Mid-Ocean Channel 

(NAMOC) located in the Labrador Sea, the longest and widest deep sea channel in the 

world (Droz & Mougenot 1987; Hesse e t  al.  1987). Unique at low latitudes, their 

existence is not controlled by glaciogenic material from the ice sheets but most likely 

from sedimentological and climatic responses to tectonic uplift. Based on GEBCO 

bathymetric charts the channel discovered to the north of the Davie Ridge in this 

study area, corresponds to the westernmost extent of the Tanzanian Channel and thus 

shares the same name.

In GLOW Line 5, the Tanzania Channel is over 10km wide at the top and 4km wide 

at the base (fig. 10.18). Reaching up to 400m bathymetric depth, it is the only channel 

observed with significant infill. Forty five metres of high amplitude, possibly sandy 

facies are deposited on the floor of the channel, pinching out towards the edges. There 

has also been some slumping on the southern flank of the channel.
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Figure 10.18: Seismic profile across the Tanzania Channel. GL O W  Line 5.

Figure 10.19: 3D and 2D maps of the Tanzania Channel.

The Tanzania Channel is a multisourced channel with an efficient source and feeder 

system and frequent and/or large volumes of sediment supply (Bourget e t  al.  2009).

As has been shown previously, the Davie Ridge forms a significant barrier to 

terrigenous sediment traversing from the shelf to the abyssal plain, most turbiditic
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sediment in the Kerimbas Basin appears to travels through the Tanzania Channel in 

the north of the Davie Ridge before passing onto the Somali Abyssal Plain.
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10.6. Discussion and Conclusions

Studying the sedimentary processes on the margin completes the study of onshore to 

offshore sediment transfer. The contouritic model is poorly studied and understood 

but appears to have the best applicability to the eastern Davie Ridge. The initiation of 

intense bottom water circulation during the Mid Miocene concurs with the known 

global ‘Mid-Miocene climatic optimum’ associated with increased production of cold 

Antarctic deep waters and a major growth of the East Antarctic ice sheet.

Based on the interpretation of contouritic facies observed in GLOW Line 19, the 

energy of bottom water currents appears to have decreased substantially since the 

Miocene. It is interesting to note that the oceanographic model for this area predicts a 

strong northerly component on the east wide of the Mozambique Channel and a 

strong southerly component in the west, particularly in the middle of the Lacerda 

Trough/Kerimbas Basin (Ridderinkhof & de Ruijter 2003). Although the best display 

of contouritic facies is located on eastern flank of the Davie Ridge, we do not observe 

similar bedforms on the west flank of the Davie Ridge.

It is worth noting that were eddies still confined around the topography of the Davie 

Ridge as far north as our study area, then a strong southerly component on the east 

side and northerly component on the west side is expected. Indeed the facies we 

observe here indicate little or no sediment-bottom water interaction west of the Davie 

Ridge and a westward prograding contouritic mound on the eastern flank of the Davie 

Ridge, associated with a strong northerly flow. Thus, it may be the case that the 

bottom water currents are not consistent from the Mozambique Channel to this 

locality offshore Tanzania.

Sediment is transferred from the coast, via a fluvial network to v-shaped canyons that 

are located very close to the coast. Both rivers and canyons (utilising the structural 

features present) mimic the underlying structural trend. The origin of the phase of 

incision into the canyon is open to interpretation. The fresh incised canyons on the
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narrow shelf indicate either a significant drawdown in base level or a marked increase 

in fluvial discharge. There are three possible options discussed below;

a) Doming of the hinterland and EARS development led to increased 

rainfall, a corresponding increase in erosion, increase in slope from 

hinterland to shelf and an increase in fluvial discharge.

b) The Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) at the height of ice-sheet advance, 

(20,000 years before present) was the last major global drawdown of sea 

level.

c) The uplifted shoulders of the EAR led to a change in the monsoonal 

patterns; longer wet seasons and shorter dry seasons were prevalent and 

during wet phase interglacials is when fluvial discharge is at a 

maximum.

Unfortunately it cannot be stated conclusively here which option is most likely. 

However, there is no evidence of sea level dropping so low so as to expose the shelf 

leading to canyon incision (i.e. development of a subaerial unconformity). A base 

level fall below a major topographic break such as the shelf edge would lead to fluvial 

downcutting but also sediment starvation and soil development on interfluve areas. 

Thus option b may be discounted as a sole mechanism.

There are possibly elements of all three options of canyon development in 

combination together. Geochemical analysis of the small amounts of sediment at the 

base of the canyons might give some indication of their origin. There is however, a 

general lack of sediment infill or slump features indicating the canyons are still very 

active with sediment bypass the most common feature, probably due to a high 

sediment influx. Both options a and c indicate the uplifted shoulders of the EAR may 

have led to increased fluvial discharge. As the Malawi Rift on the western side of the 

Tanzania craton initiated rifting 8-9Ma, the canyons may be inferred to be younger 

than this Upper Miocene age.

Turbiditic sheets are deposited in the Kerimbas Basin as part of the TCP and find their 

way to the abyssal plain through the Tanzania Channel. It seems likely that 

progressive uplift of the Davie Ridge area (possibly due to movement on the MDRF) 

led to the abandonment of the GLOW Deep, then the GLOW Snake. Sediment is now
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actively funnelled through the Tanzania channel to flow down the slope and rise 

towards the Somali Abyssal Plain.
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11. The geological evolution of the Southern 

Tanzanian Margin since the Cretaceous
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11.1. Introduction

The chapters previous to this have contributed variously to the creation of a robust 

age-controlled stratigraphy in south Tanzania for the first time. Based on 

sedimentological interpretation of seismic facies, correlations to pre-existing data, 

nearby wells, onshore field control and original sediment sampling data a margin 

wide geological evolution is proposed here.

A number of key time slices are modelled based on the stratigraphical, 

sedimentological and structural interpretations. These time slices are usually bound by 

regional unconformities and are 1) Lower-Mid Cretaceous, 2) Mid Cretaceous to 

Eocene-Oligocene, 4) Eocene-Oligocene to Upper Oligocene/Lower Miocene, 5) intra 

Mid-Miocene to Mid/Upper Miocene, 6) Mid/Upper Miocene to Base Pliocene, 7) 

Base Pliocene to Present.

Due to the highly graphical nature of this work the results of the syntheses are shown 

in a series of diagrams in Enclosure F illustrating the chronostratigraphic, 

sedimentological, structural and palaeogeographic evolution of the margin since the 

Lower Cretaceous.
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11.2. End Lower Cretaceous

During the Permian to Jurassic break up of Gondwana, W-E extension dominated the 

margin and the structural fabric of the margin was composed of normal faults that 

created the Ruvuma and Manadawa Basins onshore and the Kerimbas, Coastal Basins 

onshore. Basement highs included the Ruvuma Saddle, SeaGap and Davie Ridge. 

Strike slip motion along the Davie Ridge was initiated in the Late Jurassic and 

continued until the Mid Cretaceous.

At this time, dextral motion is coming to an end along the major strike slip faults; the 

Main Davie Ridge Fault and it is inferred to have been taking place along the 

Kerimbas Fault, bounding the SeaGap basement high. The creation of oceanic crust in 

the Indian Ocean has led to N-S ocean spreading and consequently, the Davie Ridge 

is a strike slip transform margin, separating the newly created oceanic crust on the 

east from the stretched continental crust on the west.

Onshore, fluvial successions dominate the depositional environment, and a thick 

succession of fluviatile sands in the Makonde Sandstone was deposited over the 

Ruvuma and Mandawa Basins. Deltas and marginal marine deposits are present along 

the coastline of this time. As the shoreline did not fall below the shelf, fluvial bypass 

and/or incision is inferred to have occurred along the shelf. The coastline reached as 

far inland as Lake Kitere, where Cenomanian-Turonian fauna were found (Kent et al. 

1971).

Offshore, the sediment mass balance is inferred to be in favour of deep sea marine 

fans and high density turbidity currents This corresponds to the base of the seismic 

unit DR III, however it is not very well imaged in the GLOW data, occurring at the 

extent of resolution. The bounding surface of this time slice is the Mid-Cretaceous 

maximum regressive surface.
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11.3. Mid Cretaceous to End Eocene

Tectonic quiescence dominated the margin from the Mid Cretaceous to the Eocene- 

OHgocene. Thermal sag and a shelf wide transgression took place on this passive 

margin enabling a thick accumulation of homogenous clays to be deposited on the 

margin, known as the ‘Kilwa Group’ (Nicholas e t  a l .  2006)

The Aptian Albian Kihuluhulu Formation transgressed over the Lower Cretaceous 

Makonde sandstones and the forced highstand deposits of the Kilwa Group stepped 

progressively eastwards. Comprising homogenous mid-slope clays and thin turbiditic 

sands, the Kilwa Group has remarkable lateral continuity extending from Kilwa to 

Lindi (Nicholas e t  al.  2006) and possibly as far as Mozambique where Key e t  al.  

(2008) have reported on the lithological similarities.

In the transition zone, sand and carbonate mixed facies accumulated at the shoreline 

and were trapped, leading to evidence of backstepping sands in some localities. 

Carbonate ramps continued to develop in the margin, particularly near Pande and 

Kitunda. Their development continued through the E-0 marker so it is inferred that 

they were not subaerially exposed. The shoreline was located further west than today 

but experienced a large scale base level fall initiated in the late Eocene. The shelf 

environment shrank rapidly.

The facies observed in the GLOW seismic stratigraphy indicate semi-parallel 

turbiditic flows and an overall coarsening up and onset of channelling and slightly 

more chaotic, mudflows. There are no major breaks in deposition and there is no 

evidence of any major existing seafloor morphology at this time.

This unit is the late falling stage systems tract and the Eocene-Oligocene seismic 

marker is the Maximum Regression Surface. It is coincident with the major Oi 

glaciation.
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11.4. Upper Oligocene to Lower Miocene

Onshore the Lower-Upper Ohgocene unconformable surface represents a widespread 

hiatus across the shelf that corresponds with the global fall in sea level that occurred 

during the Eocene -  Oligocene transition. The overlying sediments are recognised as 

the ‘Tipuli formation’ defined in this study. Base early Miocene clays in Kitunda and 

Ras Mmongo, near Lindi are overlain by Lower Miocene poorly consolidated sandy 

marls and harder calcarenites.

In the transition zone and shelf area seismic data, the Upper Oligocene to Lower 

Miocene seismic marker is readily identifiable as the correlative conformity, 

bounding the marine deposits formed during forced regression of the shoreline. The 

overlying reflectors onlap gently as the sea level began to rise. The Lower-Mid 

Miocene clays onlap and begin to transgress beyond the Upper Oligocene to Lower 

Miocene basal surface of forced regression (BSFR). This is seen particularly in the 

Kitunda Block.

Offshore, sediment mass balance switched in favour of deep sea sands. Turbiditic 

facies that are flat-lying and parallel but becoming sandier to the top and with an 

onset of channelling are recorded in the DRIEZ and DR zones. It is inferred that 

turbidites coming off the shelf were flowing largely perpendicular to the shelf and 

towards the abyssal plain via the deep sea channels.

This period marks the first period of extension in the study area, with extensional 

motion on the MRDF indicated. The basal erosive discontinuity was formed on the 

eastern flank of the Davie Ridge as a slope was created from movement on the fault 

and the onset of intense bottom water circulation was initiated. A strong northerly 

flow with sediment waves migrating northwestwards was inferred.This period marks 

the earliest possible age of initiation of the deep sea channels; the GLOW Deep, the 

Tanzania Channel and the GLOW Snake. It is inferred therefore that the Davie Ridge 

did not have a large surface expression at this time, in order for a meandering channel 

to form on the abyssal floor. There was also minor movement in the Coastal and 

Kerimbas Basins, as sediments are seen to gently diverge east and onlap to the west. It 

is inferred that they represent syn-sedimentary deposits formed as the eastern normal
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faults were subsiding at a greater rate than the western faults, leading to a half-graben 

tectonic pattern.

11.5. Lower to Mid Miocene

After a brief hiatus in the Lower Miocene, there was subsidence and sedimentation 

recorded onshore in the study area. A laterally continuous facies was deposited in the 

Lindi-Mchinga area, capped by a Mid Miocene coral reef limestone and benthic 

packstone. South of the Lukuledi Fault, a thicker sedimentary succession but of 

different litho- and bio-facies are recorded. Significant accommodation space was 

created by a series of W-E trending normal faults that enabled significant thicknesses 

of Mid Miocene facies to be accumulated on the downthrown side to the south.

In the transition zone and shelf area, the Lower -  Mid Miocene represents an early 

transgressive systems tract. The Lower -  Mid Miocene clays onlap the Upper 

Oligocene -  Lower Miocene (BSFR) and transgress beyond, leading to a healing 

phase appearance in some places. Some reef mounds continue to develop at this time.

Turbiditic facies are observed offshore, but there is an observed increase in sand and 

channelling towards the top of this seismic unit. While there is no marked activity in 

the offshore realm it is inferred that motion continued on the main offshore faults that 

was initiated in the Lower Miocene.

11.6 Mid to Upper Miocene

The intra Mid Miocene marks a major unconformity across the margin and the end of 

consistent sedimentation onshore. Sporadic Upper Miocene sediments are recorded 

and appear strongly localised. Continued creation of accommodation space in the 

Ruvuma Basin led to the accumulation of thicker Mid-Upper Miocene facies than 

further north.

In the transition zone and shelf, the base is the intra Mid Miocene Maximum Flooding
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Surface (MFS). It is correlatable with the Mid Miocene cHmatic optimum during 

which the Lower-Mid Miocene warm phase peaked at 15-17Ma and was followed by 

a gradual cooling (Zachos e t  al.  2001). The Mid - Upper Miocene highstand tract 

(HST) is a condensed section close to the shelf margin. In strike lines, some slight 

downcutting and channelling is visible. There are plentiful downlaps onto small scale 

regressive surfaces. It is inferred that deposition is not entirely homogenous in the 

shelf and Kitunda Block Area.

Offshore, the strong contrast between semi-continuous turbiditic flows and deep 

mudflows, channelling and slumps due to instability on the shelf provide the intra mid 

Miocene seismic marker. Overlying this intense channelling and redeposition 

package, a hemipelagic/pelagic sedimentary is dominant.

A second phase of uplift took place on the MRDF in the Mid Miocene and a chaotic 

wedge of eroded and redeposited material was deposited in the east. Extension 

continued in the DRIEZ. Subsidence continued to the east of the Kerimbas Basin, 

leading to onlap to the west and divergence to the east. The SeaGap Fracture Zone 

experienced uplift to the west leading to tilting of reflectors and a significant hiatus. 

This indicated that it was possibly uplifted above the seafloor. The coastal basin 

continued to subside at this time also.

11.7, Base Pliocene to Present

Onshore, outcrops of Pliocene and younger sediments only occur in a handful of 

locations (Ras Bura, Likonga/Mitonga, Mikindani, Mbanja).The Mbanja Quarry has 

been previously described as Pleistocene in age. However, some evidence has been 

provided here to potentially reassign it to a Miocene age. Further work is required to 

resolve this issue.

It is a period of erosion and redeposition onshore the margin. Numerous rivers and 

canyons carry material from the hinterland offshore which have been imaged via 

multibeam and in the GLOW seismic data.
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In the transition zone/shelf area, there is a condensed sequence observed, as the Base 

Pliocene marks an early regressive sequence. There has been some development of 

reefs in the shelf as imaged by GLOW Line 4.

The MDRF underwent another phase of extension during the latest Plio-Pleistocene as 

DR I/l records a phase of uplift and erosion on the shoulder of the Davie Ridge. 

Compression is leading to inversion of previously extensional faults in the DRIEZ. 

Similarly, the SeaGap area is partitioned and appears to be experiencing variable 

levels of uplift and reverse faulting. The dominant NW-SE extension on the MDRF 

corresponds to the fault motions indicated by earthquake data.

Significant amounts of terrigenous material are transferred from the coast, via 

vshaped canyons to the abyssal plain. It is inferred that both rivers and canyons are 

exploiting the underlying structural trends. The majority of the canyons appear 

relatively recent and don’t exhibit significant infilling or slump features (although 

some of the older structures, and now rivers appear to have older features). It is 

proposed there that the uplift of the Tanzanian craton at 8-9 Ma (the date of rift onset 

for the Malawi Rift in the western branch) would have led to significant erosion and 

hence, these canyons may be younger than this date. Further work is required on this 

however. Turbidites funnel through the Kerimbas Basin and find their way to the 

abyssal plain via the Tanzania Channel.
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Appendix I: GLOW Seismic Cruise 2009 Navigation Data

Line Number& Segment End or start of Line Shotpoint X Y

Line SP X Y

4A SOL 1 571642.706 9011915.1

4A EOL 707 585240.6859005873.933

4B SOL 1 585324.883 9005836.899

4B EOL 742 600207.422 8999267.858

4C SOL 1 600287.941 8999234.485

4C EOL 939 618979.803 8990917.6

4D SOL 1 619089.559 8990871.196

4D EOL 888 636750.659 8983064.137

4E SOL 1 636801.8598983041.842

4E EOL 162 639976.061 8981635.46

4F SOL 1 643848.516 8979933.179

4F EOL 635 656403.4028974348.133

4G SOL 1 656478.3348974312.811

4G EOL 716 670590.798 8967647.182

4H SOL 1 670656.505 8967600.809

4H EOL 711 683625.8428959341.906

41 SOL 1 683711.6228959288.036
41 EOL 800 696529.891 8951120.338
4J SOL 1 696650.298 8951044.131
4J EOL 1000 714886.196 8939370.676

4K SOL 1 714946.381 8939335.302
4K EOL 699 727832.463 8931080.138
4L SOL 1 727901.7298931037.307

4L EOL 702 740815.576 8922774.39
4M SOL 1 741181.64 8922521.223

4M EOL 717 754043.061 8914315.377

4N SOL 1 754146.8728914250.113
4N EOL 692 766918.9348906026.079

40 SOL 1 766993.55 8905975.736

40 EOL 814 781727.996 8896555.567

4P SOL 1 781798.963 8896510.745
4P EOL 752 795115.782 8887156.912

4Q SOL 1 795188.394 8887093.594

4Q EOL 832 808877.4578874591.327

Line SP X Y

5A SOL 1 798744.1678876548.638

5A EOL 718 795488.4858892474.204

5B SOL 1 795477.9828892531.478

58 EOL 923 792315.4248912251.498

5C SOL 1 792287.721 8912449.103

5C EOL 1024 788625.519 8934431.217

5D SOL 1 788607.8098934508.828

5D EOL 720 785715.523 8950272.688

5E SOL 1 785693.949 8950326.342

5E EOL 707 779804.152 8981702.344

5F SOL 1 782911.483 8966149.242

5F EOL 707 779804.152 8981702.344
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5G SOL 1 779788.2368981783.614

5G EOL 897 776601.487 9001039.781

5H SOL 1 776578.568 9001172.736

5H EOL 887 773438.372 9020285.254

51 SOL 1 773415.253 9020394.226

51 EOL 712 771076.7039035223.327

5J SOL 1 771064.328 9035295.336

5J EOL 97 770873.929037334.534

Line SP X Y

7A SOL 1 810120.2458873943.974

7A EOL 648 795791.109 8871581.258

7B SOL 1 795703.255 8871565.388

7B EOL 714 779987.222 8869678.757

7C SOL 1 779915.921 8869673.787

7C EOL 709 764192.917 8868099.721

7D SOL

7D EOL

7E SOL 1 743817.425 8866062.78

7E EOL 857 725424.319 8864245.363

7F SOL 1 725307.3378864229.517

7F EOL 540 714080.243 8863091.896

7G SOL 1 714007.1468863083.122

70 EOL 33 713290.869 8863008.191

7H SOL 1 697870.8138861466.721

7H EOL 709 682455.234 8859938.983

71 SOL 1 682369.375 8859928.369

71 EOL 915 662390.396 8857879.088

Line SP X Y

8A SOL 1 662766.5728857912 364

8A EOL 843 650862.685 8871712.989

8B SOL 1 650819.0518871757.414

88 EOL 710 640292.252 8884207.284

8C SOL 1 640215.8568884288.684

8C EOL 714 629647.1838896330.916

8D SOL 1 629565.321 8896430.737

8D EOL 715 619327.1958908359.121

8E SOL 1 619276.25 8908429.323

8E EOL 710 608903.4318920391.264

8F SOL 1 608848.781 8920457.771

8F EOL 895 595945.6448935327.004

8G SOL 1 595894.597 8935389.793

8G EOL 440 589518.574 8942777.002

8H SOL 1 593470.3888938665.186

8H EOL 1152 579810.324 8954524.596

81 SOL 1 579656.903 8954655.756

81 EOL 383 574263.2568960469.555

Line SP X Y

9A SOL 1 572961.898960326.463

9A EOL 483 582934.158 8961555.703

98 SOL 1 584856.2768961816.887
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9B EOL 1185 610433.7818964955.139
9C SOL 1 610528.9898964965.924
9C EOL 519 622570.058966424.315
9D SOL 1 626485.211 8966916.716
9D EOL 737 642222.292 8968850.884
9E SOL 1 642301.052 8968861.654
9E EOL 887 660923.8398971124.337
9F SOL 1 661042.917 8971140.433
9F EOL 891 680397.026 8971579.05
9G SOL 1 680479.4258971578.668
9G EOL 676 694893.833 8971804.143
9H SOL 1 694050.461 8971972.429
9H EOL 704 709873.226 8971971.503
91 SOL 1 709988.612 8971972.724
91 EOL 711 726845.243 8972195.341
9J SOL 1 726925.8428972196.716
9J EOL 891 746726.798 8972504.179
9K SOL 1 746880.69 8972506.893
9K EOL 899 766555.599 8972718.499
9L SOL 1 766672.885 8972723.23
9L EOL 139 769628.3318972758.234
9M SOL 1 775532.886 8972940.13
9M EOL 680 789765.5698973084.151

Line SP X Y

10A SOL 1 789430.869 8972922.465
10A EOL 605 787177.404 8986000.55
10B SOL 1 787159.8528986107.662
10B EOL 710 784261.985 9001784.9
IOC SOL 1 784246.031 9001862.483
10C EOL 88 783929.044 9003712.921

Line SP X Y

11A SOL 1 783757.0289003243.787
11A EOL 916 763816.974 9003294.734
11B SOL 1 763725.292 9003293.491
11B EOL 598 751005.7899003385.979
li e SOL 1 751928.227 9003430
li e EOL 689 736864.867 9003499.433
11D SOL 1 736784.2 9003498.064
11D EOL 181 732756.7639003492.077

Line SP X Y

12A SOL 1 733051.2489003696.887
12A EOL 757 743199.716 8945156.979
12B SOL 1 734605.551 8994593.67
12B EOL 951 738173.791 8974244.62
12e SOL 1 738189.725 8974154.169
12C EOL 587 740481.783 8960931.482
12D SOL 1 740435.888 8961206.526
12D EOL 757 743199.716 8945156.979
12E SOL 1 743213.78 8945066.53
12E EOL 142 743765.8088942099.566
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Line SP X Y

13A SOL 1 743795.721 8942481.097
13A EOL 798 761118.3618942326.823
13B SOL 1 761186.0898942326.356
13B EOL 731 777242.172 8942208.453

Line SP X Y

14A SOL 1 776255.0188942158.493
14A EOL 716 776042.083 8957762.311
14B SOL 1 776038.924 8957832.422
148 EOL 721 775731.884 8973357.409
14C SOL 1 775723.284 8973436.78
14C EOL 195 775699.5688977609.04

Line SP X Y

15A SOL 1 775742.365 8976920.768
15A EOL 520 786943.5 8978806.591
158 SOL 1 786994.892 8978817.283
158 EOL 75 788559.9678979064.044

Line SP X Y

16A SOL 1 788359.371 8980198.097
16A EOL 961 792299.087 8959868.575
168 SOL 1 792318.5088959772.505
168 EOL 634 794967.9318946073.791
16C SOL 1 794978.402 8946007.3
16C EOL 717 797963.5918930749.937
16D SOL 1 797977.647 8930676.035
16D EOL 457 799650.604 8920872.318

Line SP X Y

11J SOL 1 773421.554 8927641.202
11J EOL 736 757222.7718926801.041
17! SOL 1 806957.247 8929413.515
17! EOL 763 790436.045 8928540.15
17J SOL 1 790187.0538928531.017
17J EOL 761 773608.2758927649.055
17K SOL 1 757123.93 8926796.19
17K EOL 531 745444.6748926205.484

Line SP X Y

ISA SOL 1 745880.58 8925166.218
ISA EOL 705 743440.6698940497.32
1S8 SOL 1 743430.127 8940565.618
188 EOL 108 743040.392 8942862.143

Line SP X Y

19A SOL 1 742917.422 8942239.639
19A EOL 912 755000.022 8958385.373
198 SOL 1 755090.607 8958513.865
198 EOL 858 769610.7088969156.333
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19G SOL 1 769724.694 8969214.562

19G EOL 742 783961.0048976672.036
19H SOL 1 784058.51 8976724.82

19H EOL 708 797719.739 8983867.508

191 SOL 1 797776.783 8983896.592

191 EOL 738 811343.024 8991020.137

19J SOL 1 811411.151 8991056.501

19J EOL 514 820902.2 8996080.637

Line SP X Y

20A SOL 1 568657.324 9010523.48

20A EOL 950 589111.987 9011710.925

20B SOL 1 589231.1 9011714.349

20B EOL 557 601185.726 9012432.623

Line SP X Y

21A SOL 1 599650.931 9015005.348
21A EOL 214 596327.409 9011467.751

21B SOL 1 597578.577 9012837.671

21B EOL 632 587799.953 9002429.769

21C SOL 1 587741.194 9002367.243

21C EOL 710 577127.0328991028.379
21D SOL 1 577077.487 8990978.721

21D EOL 195 574013.1828987826.059

Line SP X Y

22A SOL 1 575206 856 8986708.932
22A EOL 823 593046.409 8986617.509
23A SOL 1 593641.629 8986643.746
23A EOL 258 599280.03 8986609.709

Line SP X Y

24A SOL 1 595157.3528987170.865
24A EOL 588 595889.853 8974412.835
24B SOL 1 595896.949 8974320.674
24B EOL 712 596774.839 8958600.626

24C SOL 1 596783.7848958519.516

24C EOL 710 597773.444 8941978.87
24D SOL 1 597780.5428941894.078
24D EOL 713 598674.467 8926387.313

24E SOL 1 598681.513 8926285.934

24E EOL 735 599630.068 8909864.7
24F SOL 1 599633.408 8909748.586
24F EOL 418 600154.68900539.785

Line SP X Y

25A SOL 1 599088.132 8902765.304

25A EOL 823 616582.3868902717.218
25B SOL 1 616681.0668902718.745
25B EOL 895 635950.505 8902629.829

25C SOL 1 636036.3948902629.508
25C EOL 725 652251.54 8902576.421

25D SOL 1 652395.891 8902570.288
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25D EOL 683 667319.788 8902495.595
25E SOL 1 667423.954 8902493.273
25E EOL 904 687112.257 8902462.006
25F SOL 1 687185.369 8902461.631
25F EOL 648 701293.915 8902286.86

Line SP X Y

26A SOL 1 701869.681 8903600.058
26A EOL 868 684516.079 8908118.244
26B SOL 1 684448.516 8908133.332
26B EOL 740 668937.642 8912079.251
26C SOL 1 668870.087 8912097.995
26C EOL 670 654549.625 8915784.848
26D SOL 1 654485.7078915801.705
26D EOL 837 636646.5 8920251.398

Line SP X Y

27A SOL 1 637565.1078920463.646
27A EOL 726 624852.6138911179.042
27B SOL 1 624786.65 8911131.347
278 EOL 718 612523.9228902127.311
27C SOL 1 612454.327 8902075.921
27C EOL 279 607608.903 8898529.902

Line SP X Y

28A SOL 1 603188.878 8918511.225
28A EOL 689 612917.7568907166 738
288 SOL 1 612968.738 8907105.761
288 EOL 1084 628548.631 8889013.976
28C SOL 1 628588.6548888967.755
28C EOL 630 637496.198 8878605.632

Line SP X Y

29A SOL 1 627766.564 8880748.529
29A EOL 777 638067.6298894709.143
298 SOL 1 638104.359 8894758.768
298 EOL 708 647600.911 8907660.743
29C SOL 1 647661.5698907745.287
29C EOL 272651493.7858912899.943

Line SP X Y

30A SOL 1 651603.109 8884802.663
30A EOL 633 642627.0718895401.085
308 SOL 1 642559.766 8895476.921
308 EOL 706 630222.2658910017.67

Line SP X Y

31A SOL 1 673864.05 8893959.358
31A EOL 748 673172.109 8910618
318 SOL 1 673167.2338910747.062
318 EOL 468 672774.664 8921000.086
31C SOL 1 673442.632 8919938.853
31C EOL 768 658734.049 8932391.69
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31D SOL 1 658679.3588932434.317

31D EOL 735 643328.4538945438.864

31E SOL 1 625632.598 8960288.275

31E EOL 25 625238.336 8960613.933

31F SOL 1 625163.5098960678.682

31F EOL 823 608732.6018974476.847

31G SOL 1 608599.28 8974593.323

31G EOL 896 590206.442 8989963.295

31H SOL 1 590080.332 8990075.994

31H EOL 881 571609.473 9005570.616

311 SOL 1 571549.108 9005622.32

311 EOL 703 575434.644 9022268.119

31J SOL 1 575473.265 9022339.915

31J EOL 344 580099.194 9030761.719
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Appendix III: GLOW Sampling Stations 1-20

Extracted form the GLOW Cruise Report, (2009) by the Shipboard Party
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GLOW A

Piston coreCTD
Time (GMT)

Latitude 

Longitude 

Piston penetration (m)

Piston core/CTD/planklon net notes
This plankton net was taken to commemorate Charles 
Danwln’s 200th birthday. The first scientific 
observations he took on the Beagle voyage were of 
plankton he collected by lowering a bucket over the 
side of the ship.

- 7 ^  - f
< I
i' ■ '
^  I '

Plankton net
Time (GMT) 

Latitude 

Longitude 

Depth of net (m)

Depth ot water (m)
No. ot specimens 

for DNA

06:43
-10.02337
53.04742
500
4624
19

Specimens from which DNA was extracted:
A1 Globoquadrina conglomerata
A2 Gtobigerinoides conglobatus
A3 Globigerinoides tritobus
A4 Globigerinella siphonifera
A5 Globigerinoides triiobus
AS Globigerinoides triiobus
A7 Globigerinella caiida!siphonifera'?
A8 P ulleniatina obliquiloculata
A9 Globigerina bulloides
A10 Hastigerina pelagica
A ll Globigerinella siphonifera
A12 Globigeriiwides triiobus
A13 Glotx>rotalia menardii
A14 Globigerinoides ruber
A15 Globigerinoides conglobatus
A16 Globigerinella siphonifera
A17 Globigerina bulloides
A18 Globigerinoides rut>er
A19 G. cong/omera/a/juvenile Pulleniatina?

Some of the contents of the plankton net

Globigeritioides tritobus from press release
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GLOWB

Piston core
Time (GMT) 

Latitude 

Longitude 

Piston penetration (m)

CTD
01:30
-10.652 43
41.77227

Piston core/CTO/plankton net notes
A CTD core was also taken, with 14cm penetration. 
This core was bagged in 0.5cm intervals initially (0 
-4cm), then 1cm intervals (4-14cm). Small 
subsamples were bagged from 0-0.5cm, 4-Scm. 13 
-14cm.

Plankton net
Time (GMT) 

Latitude 

Longitude 

Depth ot net (m)

Depth ot water (m)
No. ot specimens 

for DNA

jovqC]
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GLOW 3

Station GLOW 3
North of Tanzania channel

Date 20/02/2009

Latitude -8.845

Longitude 41.483 
Bathymetry gQQg  
depth (m)

Box core Time (GMT) 

09:13
Box latitude 

-8.84498
Box longitude 

41.482907
Penetration (cm) 

44cm
Colour (Munsall) 

Hue 2.5Y, 5/3

Surface description Tubes and burrows; burrows ranging from 2 
-3mm in diameter; small calcareous tubes; 
angular shell fragments; some surface cover of 
algae; a phyllodocid worm.

Sediment ty pe Coarse foram sand with some clay

Layers At 20-26cm deep, very coarse sediment layer, 
with burrows, and a darker colour of hue 7.5Y, 
3/3. This layer turned out to be rich in 
menardilform forams.

Coreoftsets c < c o < 
(A, B. C, D, In cm) -o , - 1 +o , - 1

Notes None 

Blozone PT1b/N22

Age 0-0.65 Ma

Key foram species present Key (oram species absent

T. truncatulinoides; Pulleniatina T. tosaensis
predominantly or all dextral; P. finalis
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GLOW 4

Station GLOW 4
Tanzania channel

Date 20/02/2009 

Latitude *8.893
Longitude 41.493
Bathymetry o-i-rn 
depth (m)

n

Box core Time (GMT)  

11:40
Box latitude

-8.89300
Box longitude 

41.49298
Penetration (cm) 

29cm
Colour (Munsall)

Hue 2.5Y, 5/3

Surface description Tubes, no burrows; shell fragments, and a few 
large 1cm) stone fragments.

Sediment type Coarse foram sand with some clay 

Layers Dug OUt

GLOW BX

Core offsets c  q o 
(A. B. C. D. In cm)

Notes None

Biozone M l4 (possibly Ml3b if G. lenguaensis is 
absent in this area)/uppermost N17b

Age 5.82-6.00 Ma (possibly as old as 6.2 Ma)

Key toram species present

G. nepenthes, G. extremus, D. altispira, G. 
venezuelana. S. seminulina, G. 
piesiotumida, P. primalis, N. dutertrei, G. 
praesiphonifera, G. conglobatus, O. 
universa

Absence of G- tumida and G. lenguaensis 
indiĉate Zone Ml 4 (possibly M13b, If G. 
lenguaensis Is absent in this area, which 
would have to be tested stratigraphically). 
Secondary markers are P. primalis, G. 
conglobatus and G. piesiotumida. Age 5.82 
-6.00 Ma (possibly as old as 6.2 Ma).

Key toram species absent
G. dehiscens, $. dehiscens, G. tumida, G. 
lenguaensis
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GLOWS

Station GLOW 5
Tanzania channel

Date 20/02/2009 

Latitude >8.902

Longitude 41.495
Bathymetry 0 0 7 . 1  

depth (m)

3ox core Time (GMT )

17:21
Box latitude 

-8.90167
Box longitude 

41.49507
Penetration (cm ) 

50cm
Colour (Munsall) 

Hue 2.5Y, 5/3

Surface description Tubes, no burrows; biack plant debris

Sediment type Coarse foram sand with some clay; apparently 
with pockets of water

Layers From 42-50cm, much sandier and coarser.

Core offsets , ,  -7 c  c
(A. B. C, D, In cm ) - I  I , - ' , - 0 , - 0

Notes None 

Blo2one PT1 b/N22

Age 0-0.65 Ma

Key foram species present Key foram species absent

T. truncatulinoides, P. finalis, dextral P. T. tosaensis
obliquiloculata

GLOW BX
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GLOWS

Piston core
Time (GMT)

Latitude 

Longitude 

Alston penetration (m)

>lston core/CTO/plankton net notes

Plankton net
Time (GMT) 

Latitude 

Longitude 

Depth ot net (m)

Depth of water (m)
No. ot specimens 

tor DNA

16:10
-8.90182
41.49493
500
3371
14

CTD
14:26
-8.90157
41.49493

i

I
I
O

I

I

i

le iro t'a iu n JdsQ C]

Specimens from which DNA was extracted:
B1 Orbulina universa
B2 Orbulina universa
B3 Globigerinella siphonifera
84 Globigerinella siphonifera (green)
B5 Globigerinella calida (orange)
B6 Globigerinoides saccuiifer
B7 Globorotalia sp.
B8 Globigerinella siphonifera (orange)
B9 Globigerinoides trilobus
BIO Globigerinella siphonifera (orange)
B11 Hastigerina pelagica
B12 Neogloboquadrina dutertrei
B13 Globigerinella calida
B14 Candeina nitida ??

A ptiyll(xl(x:id worm from ttie plankton net

A fisti from the plankton net
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GLOW 6

Station GLOW 6
Tanzania channel

Date 20/02/2009 

Latitude -8.888 

Longitude 41.504
Bathymetry o r to 'i 
depth (m)

loinrif *•••

Box core Time (GMT)

19:51

I «;

Box latitude 

-8.88828
Box longitude 

41.5038

Surface description Tubes, no burrows; black plant debris

Sediment type Coarse foram sand with some clay 

Layers Core Slumped so profile not possible

Penetration (cm) 

41cm
Colour (Munsall)

Hue 2.5Y, 5/3

Core offsets «
(A, B. C, D, In cm)

Notes Cores B and D slumped, with some loss of 
sediment.

Biozone PT1b/N22

Age 0-0.65 Ma

Key foram species present Key foram species absent

T. truncatuUnoides, P. finalis, dextral P. T. tosaensis
obliquiloculata. Many fragments and large 
quartz grains.
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GLOW?

Station GLOW 7
Southern Seagap

Date 21/02/2009

Latitude -9.365

Longitude 40.611 
Bathymetry  
depth (m)

Box core Time (GMT)

05:31

Surface description Clay-rlch

Box latitude

-9.36458
Box longitude

40.61133
Penetration (cm)

47cm
Colour (Munsall) 

Hue lOYr, 4/4

Sediment type Coarse foram sand but with a high clay content 

Layers DUQ OUt id
Core offsets « o c o 

(A. B, C, D. In cm)

Notes None 

Blozone PT1b/N22

Age 0*0.65 Ma 

Key foram species present

T. truncatulinoides, P. finalis, dextral 
PuUeniatina. Sample from the outside 
contains many B. adamsi and B. digitata, 
some of which are picked

Key foram species absent
T. tosaensis
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GLOW?

Piston core CTD 
Time (GMT) 07:41 

Latitude -9.365 
Longitude 40.611 

Piston penetration (m) See note

Piston core/CTO/piankton net notes
Technical Issues with piston corer meant that no
sediment was retained
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GLOWS

Station GLOW 8

Southern Seagap

Date 21/02/2009 

Latitude -9.357

Longitude 40.591
Bathymetry  
depth (m)

Box core Time (GMT) 
10:02

Box latitude
*9.35693

Box longitude
40.59122

Surface description Some burrows visible on surface; 
unconsolidated

Sediment type Foram-rich Clay 

Layers Dug OUt

Penetration (cm) 

47cm
Colour (Munsall)
Hue 2.5Y, 5/3

Core oftsets o  a  o  c.
(A. B. C, D. In cm)

Notes Nice Clean sample for forams 

Blozone PT1b/N22

Age 0-0.65 Ma

Key foram species present
T. truncatufinoides, B. adamsi, P. finalis, $. 
excavata, B. digitata. Nice clean sample.

Key toram species absent
T. tosaensis
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GLOWS

Piston core CTD 
Time (GMT) 12:42 

Latitude -9.3574 
Longitude 40.95145 

Piston penetration (m) 4.2

Piston core/CTD/plankton net notes
Sample from base of core contained P. finalis and T. 
truncaiulinoides but not T. tosaensis, indicating an 
age of 0-0.65 Ma (PT1a/N22).

Core split into 4 sections: 110.108,109 and 93 cm.
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GLOW 9

Station GLOW 9
Seagap bottom

Date 21/02/2009

Latitude -9.258

Longitude 40.383 
Bathymetry 
depth (m)

Box core Time (GMT) 

18:20
Box latitude 

-9.25822
Box longitude

40.3833

Surface description Very tiny burrows; tubes; shell fragments

Sediment type Foram sand with marked amounts of clay 

Layers Dug OUt

Penetration (cm)

47.5cm
Colour (Munsall)

Hue 2.5Y, 5/3

Core offsets „  ^ o ^  r, 
(A. B. C, D. In cm)

Notes Site Is GLOW 11 In ship’s log. 

Bloione PT1 b/N22

Age 0-0.65 Ma 

Key foram species present

P. finalis, dextral Pulleniatina, B. adamsi; rare 
T. tnincatulinoides; rare coral fragments

Key foram species absent
T. tosaensis
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GLOW 9

Piston coreCTD
Time (GMT)

Latitude 

Longitude 

Iston penetration (m)

Iston core/CTD/plankton net notes

■lankton net
Time (GMT)16:50

Latitude-9.25252
Longitude40.37797

Depth ot net (m)500
Depth of water (m)2670
No. of specimens 

tor DNA 4

Specimens from which DNA was extracted:
Cl Globigerinoides conglobatus

Hastigerina pelagica ??
C3 GlolMrotalia scituia

Neoglolx)q uadrina dutertrei

A battle in the plankton

Planktonic forams face many dangers
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GLOW 10

Station GLOW  10

Seagap bottom

Date 21/02/2009 

Latitude *9.240

Longitude 40.350
Bathymetry 9 7 ^ 9  

depth (m)

Box core Time (GMT)
20:37

UttpiX,

Box latitude
-9.23983

Box longitude
40.34973

Penetration (cm)
24cm

Colour (Munsall) 
Hue 2.5Y, 5/3

Surface description Very tiny burrows; tubes

Sediment type Coarse foram sand with some clay; sediment 
adhered to bottom of app aratus was clay

Layers Sediment coarsened near the bottom of the 
core

Core ottsets n i n c i 
(A. B, C. D. in cm) U, - I , -  I

Notes Site is GLOW 12 in Ship log.

Biozone M13a/N16; sediment stuck to underside is also 
M13a/N16, but with L Miocene and possible M- 
Miocene reworked elements

Age 8.58-9.82 Ma, with possible older reworking

m

Key toram species present
Top of box core is Recent - G. adamsi. 
Base of box core proper: G. obliquus, S. 
seminuUna, G. praemenardii, G. detiiscens, 
D. altispira, N. acostaensis, G. merotumida, 
G. nepenthes', sm all piece of amfc>er with 
plant inclusions; many coral fragments; 
sarKly; very abundant benthics; fragmented 
and infilling.
Sediment stuck to underside of base • D.
altispira, G. praesiphonifera, O. universe, G. 
obliquus, $. seminuUna, G. venezuelana, G. 
rutyer, S. kochi, G. merotumida, G. bulloides, 
G. detiiscens, G. nepenthes, G. insueta, P. 
mayeri] also a small number of G. 
conglobatus (2 found), presumed 
contaminants; corals, sand and shells.

Key foram species absent
Base of box core proper: Pulleniatina 
primalis; good G. plesiotumida

Sediment stuck to underside of base: P.
primalis

Presence of N. acostaensis and absence of 
G. plesiotumida indicate Zone M l3 a. This 
accords with the absence of P. primalis.
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GLOW 13

Station GLOW  13

South flank of GLOW deep

Date 22/02/2009

Latitude -10.016

Longitude 41.697 
Bathymetry 
depth (m)

Box core Time (GMT)

09:09

GLOW Deep »>te13

4 1 « ! J  4l,a9i 4 ir 0 8  41.72

Longitude

Box latitude

-10.01575
Box longitude

41.6966

t

penetration (cm)

33cm
Colour (Munsall)

Hue lOYr, 5/4

Surface description Tubes; plant debris; shell fragments

Sediment type Foram sand and clay

Layers 2-3cm - very thick clay (30-40% clay); at 3cm 
and 9cm, concentrations of ferrugineous 
nodules (but not in a coherent layer) with much 
mica - see lower photo; at 9cm also a change 
in colour to 10Y 4/1 linked to evidence of 
burrows

Core offsets 
(A. B. C. 0, In cm)-3, -3, -4, -2 

Notes None

Biozone PL1 (uppermost Miocene)/N18

Age 5.54-5.82 Ma

Key foram species present

S. seminulina, S. koohi, G. tumida, G. 
plesiotumida, G. sacculifer, G. limbata 
( picked), D. altispira, G. siphonifera, P. 
primalis. “crispy” P. praespectabilis, G. 
nepenthes, G. venezuelana, S. 
paenadehiscens. Possible G. dehiscens 
(rare; heavily encrusted)

Overlap of G. tumida and G. nepenthes 
indicates Zone PL1. Presence of S. kochi 
and absence of S. dehiscens indicates 
lowermost part of Zone. Age 5.54-5.82

Key foram species absent
Sphaeroidinella, possibly G. dehiscens
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GLOW 13

Piston core CTD
Time (GMT) 14:52 

Latitude -10.01583 
Longitude 41.6966  

ston penetration (m) 3.19

ston core/CTO/plankton net notes
ore catctier had S. seminulina, G. nepenthes. S. 
ochi, D. altispira, P. primalis, M. lobata, N. 
umerosa, N. acostaensis, G. venezuelana, G. 
bliquus, G. tumida, G. hexagonus, D. tripartita s.s; 
idicating PL1/N18, 5.54-5.82 Ma. 
ore is in 3 sections: 109,110 and 100cm. An earlier 
Iston core attempt at this site (at 1124 GMT) failed.

lankton net
Time (GMT) 

Latitude 

Longitude 

Depth of net (m)

Depth of water (m)
No. of specimens 

tor ONA

13:39
-10.01378
41.68737
500
2493
14

Specimens from which DNA was extracted:
D1 Hastigerinella digitata ??
D2 Hirsutella hirsuta
D3 Hastigerina pelagica
D4 Hastigerina pelagica
D5 Hastigerina pelagica
D6 Glotx)rotalia scitula
D7 Hastigerinella digitata
D8 Hastigerina pelagica
D9 Hastigerina pelagica
DIO Globigerinella slphonifera
D ll Hastigerina pelagica
D12 Hirsutella hirsuta
D13 Hirsutella hirsuta
D14 Hirsutella hirsuta

- 4 . . - v

Hastigerina pelagica with triradiate spines

A squid from the plankton net
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GLOW 14

Station GLO W  14

South flank of GLOW deep

Date 22/02/2009

Latitude -10.004

Longitude 41.695 
Bathymetry 
depth (m)

GLOW Deep 14

I

Id

9
O

A \  W l

Longiteide

Box core Time (GMT)

17:30
Box latitude 

-10.00415
Box longitude

41.69455

Surface description Tubes; some small burrow; some surface 
cover of algae

Sediment type Foram sand with some clay 

Layers 12-13cm - Whiter and coarser

Coreottsets , i c i n 
(A, B. C, D, In cm) - l , U

Notes Penetration varied; core was not level 

Blorone PT1b/N22

Age 0-0.65 Ma

Penetration (cm) Colour (Munsall) 

46 to 50 Hue 2.5Y, 5/3

OLOW B X

Key toram species present

Top of core; G. tumida, G. conglobatus, H. 
hirsuta, M. menardii, T. truncatulinoides, P. 
finalis, G. siphonifera, S. dehiscens

Key toram species absent
T. tosaensis

Base of core: ditto
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GLOW 14

Time (GMT) 

Latitude 

Longitude 

Piston penetrotlon (m)

Piston core
19:51 
-10.00392 
41.694 6  
1.28

CTD

Piston core/CTD/plankton net notes
Core is In 2 sections: 110 and 18 cm.
Bottom of piston core contained ttie same Recent 
assemblage of forams as the box core, including P. 
finalis but not T. tosaensis, indicating an age of 
PT1b/N22, 0-0.65 Ma.
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GLOW 15

Station GLOW 15
Pleistocene transect

Date 02/03/2009 

Latitude -9.013

Longitude 39.822
Bathymetry ̂qqc 
depth <m)

Box core Time (GMT)  

05:49
Box latitude

-9.01238
Box longitude

39.8217
Penetration (cm) 

43
Colour (Munsall)

Hue 2.5, 5/4

suriace description Burrows Of various sizes; woody; very clay- 
rich; fragments of shells; visible forams; 
ferruginous

Sediment type Foram sand with some clay

Layers Dug out. Oxidation layer to ~ 10cm; gets 
coarser nearer the bottom

Core offsets q 7 n  7 
<A. B, C. D. In cm)

Notes

Blozone

Penetration Is an average; the level was 
slanting
Stratigraphlcally equivalent to PT1 b/N22

Age 0-0.8 Ma 

Key foram species present

Pulleniatina all dextral, pink G. nit>escens,
G. hexagonus, P. finalis, B.digitata, B. 
adamsi (several specimens), G. tumida, M. 
menardii, G. conglobatus, S. dehiscens.
The assemblage appears Holocene, 
especially given the presence of B. adamsi; 
lack of T. truncatulinoides means zone 
marker is not present. One small possible T. 
tosaensis, but may be juvenile T. 
truncatulinoides.

Key foram species absent
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Piston core CTD 
Time (GMT> 04:32

Latitude -9.01273
Longitude 39.82195

Piston penetration (m) 4.67

Piston core/CTO/plankton net notes
Forams from core catcher indicate PT1b/N22 (0-0.65 
Ma), with T. truncatulinoides, P. finalis, G. tumida, P. 
obliquiloculata (ail dextrai), T. crassaformis, G. 
menardii, G. conglobatus, G. trilobus, G. sacculifer, 
S. siplionifera, N. dutertrei, G- ruber (none pinl<), H. 
hirsuta] no sign of T. tosaensis. Piston core is in 5 
sections, 4 of 110 cm and 1 of 27cm.

Plankton net
Time (GMT)

Latitude

Longitude

Depth ot net <m)

Depth of water (m)
No. ot specimens 

for DNA

G LO W  15

S»w»rry (PSO]

S

P

g
S ? VJ li BJ iS JC

Terrc«ra!ure j(3eg C)
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GLOW 16

Station GLOW 16
Pleistocene transect

Date 02/03/2009
Latitude -8.975

Longitude 39.732 
Bathymetry  
depth (m)

3ox core Time (GMT) 

11:48
Box latitude

-8.97495
Box longitude

39.7321
Penetration (cm)

48-53
Colour (Munsall! 

Hue 2.5Y, 4/4

Surface description Some tutjes, Small burrows

Sediment type Silty, fine sand, toram sand, some clay 

Layers Dug OUt

Core offsets 
(A. B. C. D. In cm)

Notes

-2, -4, -4, -4

Blozone PT1 b/N22

Age 0-0.65 Ma

Key foram species present

Sample from base of box core contained T. 
truncatulinoides, P. finalis, N. dutertrei, G. 
conglobatus, S. dehiscens, G. siphonifera, 
G. tn’lobus, O. universa, G. tumida, G. 
conglomerata and G. bulloides. Also much 
black plant debris and some angular shell 
fragments up to 5mm.

Key toram species absent
T. tosaensis
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GLOW 16

Time (GMT) 

Latitude 

Longitude 

'Iston penetration (m>

Piston core
13:29
-8.97553
39.73265
5.40

CTD

'Iston core/CTD/plankton net notes 
-orams from bottom of core suggest PT1 b/N22 (0 
0.65 Ma), with T. truncatuUnoides, P. finalis, dextral 
=. obliquiloculata, T. crassafonnis, G. congiomerata, 
3. sacculifer, G. trilobus, O. universa, N. dutertrei, G. 
vber {not pink), S. excavata, G. menardii and G. 
umida. Piston core is in 5 sections, 4 of 110cm and 
I of 100cm.

’ lankton net
Time (GMT)

Latitude 

Longitude 

Depth of net (m)

Depth of water (m)
No. of specimens 

for DNA

11:06
-8.96292
39.72975
500
1288
19

Specimens from which DNA was extracted:
El Hirsutella hirsuta
E2 Truncorotalia crassaformis
E3 Globigerinoides trilobus (empty?)
E4 Hastigerina pelagica
E5 Neogloboquadrina dutertrei
E6 Hirsutella hirsuta
E7 Candeina nitida
E8 Candeina nitida
E9 Globigerinoides sacculifer
E10 Globorotalia scitula
E ll Candeina nitida
E12 NeoglotMQuadrina dutertrei
E13 Candeina nitida
E14 Orbulina universa
E15 Neogloboquadrina dutertrei
E16 Hirsutella hirsuta
E17 Hirsutella hirsuta
E18 Candeina nitida
E19 Globigerinoides trilobus
JY1 ptero|X)d

Cricket on deck at GLOW 16

A watchful forward defensive
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GLOW 17

Station GLOW 17
Pleistocene transect

Date 02/03/2009
Latitude -8.967

Longitude 39.700 
Bathymetry 
depth (m) '

Box core Time (GMT)  

15:52
Box latitude 

-8.96737
Box longitude 

39.70033
Penetration (cm)

42.5
Colour (Munsall) 

Hue 2.5, 4/4

Surface description Tubes and burrows (one large ~ 2cm); stone 
found 10cm down with shells andother shell 
fragments towards bottom.

Sediment ty pe Silty foram sand with some clay 

Layers Dug OUt

Core offsets c q  7  c 
(A. B. C, D, \n cm)

Notes Penetration is an average; the level was 
slanting

Blozone PT1b/N22

Age 0-0.65 Ma

Key foram species present

Base of box core contained T. 
tmncatulinoides, P. finalis, G. menardii, G. 
tumida, O. universa etc; also pteropods.

Key foram species absent
T. tosaensis
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GLOW 17

Piston core CTD 
TimeiGMT) 17:04 

Latitude *8.96728 
Longitude 3 9.70042 

Piston penetration <m> 4.35

Piston core/CTD/plankton net notes
Forams suggest PT1b/N22 (0-0.65 Ma), with dextral 
P. obliquiloculata, T. truncatulinoicles, P. finalis, G. 
tumida, G. flexuosa, O. universa, G. conglomerata,
G. trilobus, N. dutertrei, G. conglobatus, S. excavata, 
G. hexagonus, G. ruber {not pink), etc. Lovely 
preservation, some specimens still with some spines. 
Core Is In 4 sections, 3 of 110cm and 1 of 105cm.
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GLOW 18

Station GLOW 18

Pleistocene transect

Date 02/03/2009

Latitude -8.938

Longitude 39.635 
Bathymetry *qq 
depth (m)

Box core Time (GMT)

18:53
Box latitude

-8.93778
Box longitude

39.63465
Penetration (cm)

54.5
Colour (Munsall)

Hue 2.5Y, 3/3

Surface description Shell fragments (increasing down core);
terrigenous material; burrows/tubes

Sediment ty pe Foram sand and ciay

Layers Dug out. Very coarse sand/shell layer at 5 
-10cm depth

Core ottsets n  c o o c G t: 
(A, B. C. D. In cm)

Notes

Biozone PT1b/N22

Age 0-0.65 fŷ a

Key foram species present

Base of box core contains P. finalis, dextral 
P. obliquiloculata, G. conglobatus, G. 
conglomerata, G. rut>er (not pinl<), G. 
trilobus, G. siphonifera, N. dutertrei, G. 
adamsii, G. sacculifer, G- tumida, G. 
menardii, G. ungulata. There were 
apparently no T. truncatuUnoides or T. 
crassaformis, perhaps tjecause of the 
shallow depth of this site. The sample was 
very coarse turbidite, with many fragments of 
shell and coral, and a high ratio of benthic to 
planktonic forams.

Key foram species absent
T. tosaensis
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GLOW 18

Piston core CTD 
Time <GMT) 20:05 

Latitude -9.93775 
Longitude 39.63487 

Piston penetration (m) 4.55

Piston core/CTD/plankton net notes
Forams suggest PT1b/N22 (0-0.65 Ma), with T. 
truncatulinoides, dextral P. obliquiloculata, G. tumida, 
T. crassafonnis, G. conglobatus, G. menardii, G. 
trilobus, O. universa, N. dutertrei, G. ungulata, G. 
menardii. Quite a few benthics and sheli fragments. 
Piston core is in 5 sections, 4 of 110cm and 1 of 
approx 1 cm (penetration above is an approximation)
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GLOW 19

Station GLOW  19

Kitunda block: Tjeerd’s bench

Date 06/03/2009 

Latitude *10.000

Longitude 40.199
Bathymetry ggg 
depth (m)

Box core Time (GMT)

10:33
Box latitude 

-9.99948
Box longitude 

40.19892
Penetration (cm) 

42.5
Colour (Munsall)

Hue 2.5Y, 4/4

surta(» description Tut)es; a few very small burrows; a few ampula 
shell fragments

Sediment type Foram sand with clay

Layers Dug out. From 2cm downwards, colour
changes to hue 16Y, 4/1, and the sediment is 
clay-rich with a much thicker texture

Core offsets ^ o Q Q
(A. B. C. D. In cm) 'O- *°

Notes

Blozone

Age 1.98-3.11 Ma

Key foram species present Key foram species absent
In base of box core, G. obliquus, G. cf D. altispira, S. excavata
fistulosus, G- cfadamsi, O. universa, G.
conglobatus, G. siphonifera, G.
trilobus/sacculifer, G. tumida, G. ruber, H.
hirsuta, H. pelagica, M. menardii, N.
dutertrei, S. dehiscens\ also one discoloured
specimen of T. truncatulinoides, which could
be out of place as its presence conflicts with
the more abundant G. obliquus. Lots of
fragments, perhaps indicating sediment drift,
but forams are well-preserved.
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GLOW 20

Station GLOW 20
Kitunda block: Deeper side

Date 06/03/2009 

Latitude -10.037
Longitude 40.164
Battiymetry 
depth (m)

Box core Time (GMT> box latitude Box longitude Penetration (cm) Colour (Munsall)

12:00 -10.0371 40.16412

Surface description NO burrOWS Or tUbeS

Sediment type Foram sand with clay

Layers Dug out. Coarsens towards bottom, though this 
was mainly observed in the sediment on the 
outside of the tx)x corer.

43-47 Hue 2.5Y, 4/4

[01.0W J8X 

20 JLMM* i

Core onsets „  „
(A. B. C. D, In cm) -O, - I

Notes Penetration varied as core was slanting 

Biozone PT1/N22

Age 0-1.88 Ma

Key foram species present Key foram species absent

T. truncatulinoides (Zone fossil for T. tosaensis
PT1/N22), T. crassaformis, H. pelagica, M.
menardii, G. congfobatus, O. universa; P.
obliquiloculata are present but very rare,
precluding a quick assessment of coiling
direction that might further nan-ow the date.
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GL0W21

Station GLOW 21
Kitunda block: Shallower side

Date 06/03/2009

Latitude -10.042

Longitude 40.167 
Bathymetry * - 9 7  

depth <m)

Box core Time (GMT)

12:57
Box latitude 

-10.04165
Box longitude 

40.16657

Surface description One large burrow (2-3cm) and some small 
ones.

Sediment type Foram sand with clay

Layers Dug out. No obvious heterogeneity.

Penetration (cm) Colour (Munsall)

44-50 Hue 2.5, 4/4

|r.LOW(BX

»
Coreottsets « ^ -o  .0 4 * ;

(A, B. C. D. In cm)

Notes

Blozone PT1

Age 70-0.8 Ma

Key foram species present Key toram species absent

Lots Of fragments. Glassy preservation. S. 
excavata, P. finalls, G. conglobatus; no T.
Iruncatulinoides (key Zone fossil for PT1)
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GLOW 22

Station GLOW 22
Dick’s outcrop

Date 06/03/2009 

Latitude *9.848

Longitude 40.579
Bathymetry .<oc7 
depth (m)

Box core Time (GMT)

18:19
Box latitude Box longitude Penetration (cm) Colour (Munsall)

-9.84817 40.57933 21 Hue 2.5Y, 4/4

Surface description Small burrows; tubes; shell fragments

Sediment type Foram sand with clay

Layers Dug out. More clay below 10cm, then gets 
sandier towards txjttom.

Core ottsets c q i 
(A. B. C. D. In cm) '

Notes

Blo2one PL1

Age 4.39-5.49 Ma

(GLOW I BX 
2 ?

Key toram epecied present Key foram species absent
Overlap of G. tumida and G. nepenthes G. dehiscens, G. plesiotumida
indicates Zone PL1; additional markers
include presence of S. kochi and S.
dehiscens and absence of G. dehiscens,
giving age range of 4.53-5.49 Ma. Also
contains D. altispira and T. crassaformis.
Also contains G. fistulosus s.s.; these are 

not extreme forms, but are occurring well 
before their first cwcurrence according to 
Wade etal. In prep.

Compared with the piston core base, 
which was surveyed in more detail, It has 
better-developed G. fistulosus and better- 
developed P. praespectabilis, suggesting it 
may be slightly younger within same zone.
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GLOW 22

Piston core CTD 
Time (GMT) 20:19 

Latitude -9.84832 
Longitude 40.57943 

Pleton penetration (m)

Piston core/CTD/plankton net notes
Excellent preservation. Same Zone fossils as box 
core base, age = 4.53-5.49 Ma. Has M. limbala, M. 
pseudomiocenica, D. altispira, S. paenedehiscens, S. 
seminulina,C. nitida (quite common), G. cffistulosus 
of Bolli & Saunders, T. crassula. P. praecursor, P. cf 
praespectabilis, G. obliquus, G. extremus, G. 
sacculifer inc strongly cancellate forms. Lots of silt 
and volcanic glass shards.
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Waypoints

Field
Survey
and Year WP X Y ELEVATION(M) FT
2009_579 579 519843 8851059 201 2009_ 659.4488
2009_580 580 502952 8839221319 2009_ 1046.588
2009_578 578 542253 8862918 119 2009_ 390.4199
2009_577 577 579812 8919362 51 2009_ 167.3228
2009_576 576578387 8922781 6 2009_ 19.68504
2009_575 575 573957 8923748 10 2009_ 32.8084
2009_574 574 5518528929586 125 2009_ 410.105
2009_572 572 542006 8921377 259 2009_ 849.7375
2009_571 571 544306 8923368 188 2009_ 616.7979
2009_570 570 544326 8923474 197 2009_ 646.3255
2009_569 569 544475 8923716 218 2009_ 715.2231
2009_568 568 550131 8928904 106 2009_ 347.769
2009_567 567551170 8930325 96 2009_ 314.9606
2009_566 566 551979 8932932 65 2009_ 213.2546
2009_565 565 552508 8934334 49 2009_ 160.7612
2009_564 564 5529068934809 54 2009_ 177.1654
2009_563 563 553172 8935080 58 2009_ 190.2887
2009_562 562 5553828954535 124 2009_ 406.8241
2009_561 561 555459 8954548 121 2009_ 396.9816
2009_560 560 555559 8954567 116 2009_ 380.5774
2009_559 559 555864 8954625 103 2009_ 337.9265
2009_558 558561835 8953923 91 2009_ 298.5564
2009_557 557562125 8953968112 2009_ 367.4541
2009_556 556562298 8954028122 2009_ 400.2625
2009_555 555 564293 8953148 115 2009_ 377.2966
2009_554 554 564656 8952896 105 2009_ 344.4882
2009_553 553 565226 8953232 782009_ 255.9055
2009_552 552565545 8953502 64 2009_ 209.9738
2009_551 551 565873 8953713 83 2009_ 272.3097
2009_550 550 565968 8953842 94 2009_ 308.399
2009_549 549566130 8953943 108 2009_ 354.3307
2009_548 548 565909 8958239 13 2009_ 42.65092
2009_547 547558710 8955106 32 2009_ 104.9869
2009_546 546549787 8955718 93 2009_ 305.1181
2009_545 545 547966 8959568 119 2009_ 390.4199
2009_544 544 547508 8961809 116 2009_ 380.5774
2009_543 543547667 8963017 99 2009_ 324.8032
2009_542 542 547863 8963687 76 2009_ 249.3438
2009_541 541 547838 896467750 2009_ 164.042
2009_540 540 572206 8894613 11 2009_ 36.08924
2009_539 539 567638 8884318 35 2009_ 114.8294
2009_538 538 582057 8870273 194 2009_ 636.4829
2009_537 537582478 8875400 2009_
2009_536 536 5824458875760 2009_
2009_535 535 582381 8875589 242 2009_ 793.9633
2009_534 534 582432 8875803 2009_
2009_533 533 582528 8875933 2009_
2009 532 532 582258 8909326 2009 0
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2009_531 531 5823558879066 251 2009_ 823,4908
2009_530 530 583447 8881885 196 2009_ 643.0446
2009_529 529583557 8881821200 2009_ 656.168
2009_528 528589005 8884857 139 2009_ 456.0367
2009_527 527590623 8892693 24 2009_ 78.74016
2009_526 526 589741 8889833 61 2009_ 200.1312
2009_525 525 589415 888983174 2009_ 242.7822
2009_524 524 588498 8886406132 2009_ 433.0709
2009_523 523 588430 8886434 123 2009_ 403.5433
2009_522 522 588414 8886439121 2009_ 396.9816
2009_521 521588401 8886438117 2009_ 383.8583
2009_520 520 5883598886419 107 2009_ 351.0499
2009_519 519588322 8886417101 2009_ 331.3648
2009_518 518 5882568886428 92 2009_ 301.8373
2009_517 517 588213 8886434 88 2009_ 288.7139
2009_516 516 588027 8886514 78 2009_ 255.9055
2009_515 515 587943 8886604 68 2009_ 223.0971
2009_514 514 590942 8883838 112 2009_ 367.4541
2009_513 513 593582 8882773 96 2009_ 314.9606
2009_512 512 595520 8881120 932009_ 305.1181
2009_511 511 588348 8873412 243 2009_ 797.2441
2009_510 510 581300 8869650 5 2009_ 16.4042
2009_509 509 5476388965021 65 2009_ 213.2546
2009_508 508 547030 8966433 116 2009_ 380.5774
2009_507 507 543444 897892299 2009_ 324.8032
2009_506 506543654 8978727 108 2009_ 354.3307
2009_505 505 543684 8979283 116 2009_ 380.5774
2009_504 504 541376 8980351 112 2009_ 367.4541
2009_503 503542014 8982414 122 2009_ 400.2625
2009_502 502 538827 8986360 120 2009_ 393.7008
2009_501 501537514 8989313 98 2009_ 321.5223
2009_500 500534714 8996419 49 2009_ 160.7612
2009_499 499534841 8999577 48 2009_ 157.4803
2009_498 498 5732898933624 78 2009_ 255.9055
2009_497 497 573825 8933623 73 2009_ 239.5013
2009_496 496574037 8933657 83 2009_ 272.3097
2009_495 495 574039 8933656 83 2009_ 272.3097
2009_494 494 574039 8933656 82 2009_ 269.0289
2009_493 493 574041 893365782 2009_ 269.0289
2009_492 492 574045 893365183 2009_ 272.3097
2009_491 491 574046 8933649 83 2009_ 272.3097
2009_490 490574802 8932768 88 2009_ 288.7139
2009_489 489 574172 8934054 78 2009_ 255.9055
2009_488 488 574227 8934285 65 2009_ 213.2546
2009_487 487 570845 8945388 99 2009_ 324.8032
2009_486 486 573026 8950318 18 2009_ 59.05512
2009_485 485 5727438949877 58 2009_ 190.2887
2009_484 484 572187 8949536 66 2009_ 216.5354
2009_483 483 5718908949322 72 2009_ 236.2205
2009_482 482571583 8949097 82 2009_ 269.0289
2009_481 481 571244 8948841 92 2009_ 301.8373
2009_480 480 5732238948932 86 2009_ 282.1522
2009_479 479 574263 8935170 83 2009_ 272.3097
2009 478 478 5742588934699 69 2009 226.378
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2009_477 477 574241 8934780 62 2009_ 203.4121
2009_476 476 574231 8934354 72 2009_ 236.2205
2009_475 475576011 8932208 68 2009_ 223.0971
2009_474 474 578159 8934173 13 2009_ 42.65092
2009_473 473 577756 8933141 37 2009_ 121.3911
2009_472 472 577850 8931212 45 2009_ 147.6378
2009_471 471564751 8924857 63 2009_ 206.6929
2009_470 470 562870 8924929 108 2009_ 354.3307
2009_469 469 562569 8925755 108 2009_ 354.3307
2009_468 468 560084 89300825 137 2009_ 449.4751
2009_467 467 559263 8931339 134 2009_ 439.6325
2009_466 466 559229 8931640122 2009_ 400.2625
2009_465 465 555856 8938315 102 2009_ 334.6457
2009_464 464564278 8940160 23 2009_ 75.45932
2009_463 463 563326 8940941 13 2009_ 42.65092
2009_462 462 562917 8941324 4 2009_ 13.12336
2009_461 461 562008 8941806 9 2009_ 29.52756
2009_460 460 5581038941404 25 2009_ 82.021
2009_459 459 557323 8940681 24 2009_ 78.74016
2009_458 458555864 8938476 112 2009_ 367.4541
2009_457 457 5667228921131 45 2009_ 147.6378
2009_456 456 566635 8921075 45 2009_ 147.6378
2009_455 455 566590 8921047 46 2009_ 150.9186
2009_454 454566351 8920631 48 2009_ 157.4803
2009_453 453 566338 8920603 48 2009_ 157.4803
2009_452 452 5663308920590 48 2009_ 157.4803
2009_451 451 566316 892056448 2009_ 157.4803
2009_450 450 566266 892038352 2009_ 170.6037
2009_449 449 566256 8920318 56 2009_ 183.727
2009_448 448 565884 8919580 67 2009_ 219.8163
2009_447 447 565876 8919570 67 2009_ 219.8163
2009_446 446 565800 8919473 68 2009_ 223.0971
2009_445 445 565784 8919450 68 2009_ 223.0971
2009_444 444 565772 8919431 69 2009_ 226.378
2009_443 443 565756 8919410 69 2009_ 226.378
2009_442 442 565739 8919375 69 2009_ 226.378
2009_441 441 565726 8919352 69 2009_ 226.378
2009_440 440 565718 8919338 69 2009_ 226.378
2009_439 439 565712 8919328 68 2009_ 223.0971
2009_438 438 565683 891928867 2009_ 219.8163
2009_437 437 565619 8919198 65 2009_ 213.2546
2009_436 436 565596 8919169 66 2009_ 216.5354
2009_435 435 565556 8919122 66 2009_ 216.5354
2009_434 434 565510 8919067 68 2009_ 223.0971
2009_433 433 565499 8919052 67 2009_ 219.8163
2009_432 432565490 8919037 672009_ 219.8163
2009_431 431 565928 8915981 2009_ 0
2009_430 430 565319 8918741 58 2009_ 190.2887
2009_429 429 565307 8918715 58 2009_ 190.2887
2009_428 428 563917 8915024 2009_ 0
2009_427 427564528 8912262 175 2009_ 574.147
2009_426 426 564369 8913480 159 2009_ 521.6535
2009_425 425 564502 8914748 85 2009_ 278.8714
2009 424 424 563435 891508384 2009 275.5906
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2009_423 423 5654598918977 63 2009_ 206.6929
2Q09_422 422 566754 8922499 37 2009_ 121.3911
2009_421 421 566153 8923960 53 2009_ 173.8845
2009_420 420 5740908923502 31 2009_ 101.706
2009_419 419 574050 8923560 20 2009_ 65.6168
2009_418 418 5739708923522 19 2009_ 62.33596
2009_417 417 580472 8904738 94 2009_ 308.399
2009_416 416 613855 8839702 171 2009_ 561.0236
2009_415 415 6234268829338 83 2009_ 272.3097
2009_414 414 623932 8828966 65 2009_ 213.2546
2009_413 413 6258528823174 131 2009_ 429.79
2009_412 412 6336608827737 61 2009_ 200.1312
2009_411 411 638991 8832760 21 2009_68.89764
2009_410 410634377 8857644 222009_ 72.17848
2009_409 409 6319088858215 78 2009_ 255.9055
2009_408 408 596568 8872871 84 2009_ 275.5906
2009_407 407 595190 8870011 120 2009_ 393.7008
2009_406 406 595186 8869988 125 2009_ 410.105
2009_405 405595379 8869823 1202009_ 393.7008
2009_404 404 595640 8869554 103 2009_ 337,9265
2009_403 403 596189 8869343 74 2009_ 242.7822
2009_402 402 588280 8858147 95 2009_ 311.6798
2009_401 401 5901658859749 85 2009_ 278.8714
2009_400 400 593254 8860226 57 2009_ 187.0079
2009_399 399 605425 8867061 36 2009_118.1102
2009_398 398 609097 8866262 19 2009_ 62.33596
2009_397 397 620198 8865236 44 2009_ 144.357
2009_396 396621333 8864121 4 2009_ 13.12336
2009_395 395621358 8864140 8 2009_ 26.24672
2009_394 394 610301 8866512 31 2009_ 101.706
2009_393 393 605533 886706141 2009_ 134.5144
2009_392 392604107 8867992 28 2009_ 91.86352
2009_391 391595421 8869733 122 2009_ 400.2625
2009_390 390 5779098929737 272009_ 88.58268
2009_389 389577855 8929698 21 2009_ 68.89764
2009_388 388 577835 8929576 5 2009_16.4042
2009_387 387 5782988928544 22009_ 6.56168
2009_386 386578298 8928544 3 2009_ 9.84252
2009_385 385 577196 8923618 6 2009_19.68504
2009_384 384577192 8923570 5 2009_ 16.4042
2009_383 383 5767728922954 242009_ 78.74016
2009_382 382 5954408894946 2009_ 0
2009_381 381567782 8923031 13 2009_ 42.65092
2009_380 380 580356 8913926 32 2009_ 104.9869
2009_379 379578325 8899633 10 2009_ 32.8084
2009_378 378 577597 8898575 3 2009_9.84252
2009_377 377 579349 8900489 3 2009_9.84252
2009_376 376 5792538900086 3 2009_ 9.84252
2009_375 375 579215 8900049 3 2009_9.84252
2009_374 374 572642 8884296 5 2009_ 16.4042
2009_373 373574836 8879963 2 2009_ 6.56168
2009_372 372573747 8878875 10 2009_ 32.8084
2009_371 371 581059 8892682 145 2009_ 475.7218
2009 370 370580711 8892615 87 2009 285.4331
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2009_369 369 580842 8892700 112 2009_ 367.4541
2009_368 368 580888 8892684 1272009_ 416.6667
2009_367 367580900 8892685 129 2009_ 423.2283
2009_366 366 5809058892683 132 2009_ 433.0709
2009_365 365 580957 8892687138 2009_ 452.7559
2009_364 364 580994 8892676 1402009_ 459.3176
2009_363 363 581009 8892680 142 2009_ 465.8793
2009_362 362 581034 8892684143 2009_ 469.1601
2009_361 361 5823158873014 226 2009_ 741.4698
2009_360 360 537340 8940241108 2009_ 354.3307
2009_359 359 540520 894150653 2009_ 173.8845
2009_358 358 544506 8939315 76 2009_ 249.3438
2009_357 357 544797 8939211 102 2009_ 334.6457
2009_356 356 546075 8936473 121 2009_ 396.9816
2009_355 355 5460868936379 117 2009_ 383.8583
2009_354 354 546233 8935951 124 2009_ 406.8241
2009_353 353 549398 8904363 2009_ 0
2009_352 352548685 8936107 63 2009_ 206.6929
2009_351 351 549070 8936071 58 2009_ 190.2887
2009_350 350554342 8935759 2009_ 0
2009_349 349 564975 8935410 2009_ 0
2009_348 348 552093 8935385 58 2009_ 190.2887
2009_347 347 5539428934743 137 2009_ 449.4751
2009_346 346556347 8933546 143 2009_ 469.1601
2009_345 345 557434 8932857 1242009_ 406.8241
2009_344 344 579676 892182729 2009_ 95.14436
2009_343 343 5242238926663 201 2009_ 659.4488
2009_342 342 568738 8924024 492009_ 160.7612
2009_341 341 5801978914393 48 2009_ 157.4803
2009_340 340 580095 8915114 68 2009_ 223.0971
2009_339 339 580079 8915271 77 2009_ 252.6247
2009_338 338 581108 8909024 75 2009_ 246.063
2009_337 337581217 8908870 53 2009_ 173.8845
2009_336 336 581239 8908738 432009_ 141.0761
2009_335 335 5811978908695 33 2009_ 108.2677
2009_334 334 5802678906444 14 2009_ 45.93176
2009_333 333 578617 8899892 6 2009_ 19.68504
2009_332 332 5787778899961 9 2009_ 29.52756
2009_331 331 567093 8955783 63 2009_ 206.6929
2009_330 330 556437 901172110 2009_ 32.8084
2009_329 329 563053 8953908 125 2009_ 410.105
2009_328 328 5603208954186 7 2009_ 22.96588
2009_327 327 559644 8954469 9 2009_ 29.52756
2009_326 326555387 8954219133 2009_ 436.3517
2009_325 325 553530 8953979 98 2009_ 321.5223
2009_324 324 560152 8970237 922009_ 301.8373
2009_323 323 560797 896949990 2009_ 295.2756
2009_322 322 565575 8960116 16 2009_ 52.49344
2009_321 321 565578 8960123 20 2009_ 65.6168
2009_320 320562102 8967422 96 2009_ 314.9606
2009_319 319 5589128972323 105 2009_ 344.4882
2009_318 318 558396 8974292 114 2009_ 374.0157
2009_317 317 552617 8973253 160 2009_ 524.9344
2009 316 316 5414139871180 149 2009 488.8451
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2009_315 315 532283 8976726 232 2009_ 761.1549
2009_314 314488465 9055150 368 2009_ 1207.349
2009_313 313 488614 9055234 3672009_ 1204.068
2009_312 312 514665 9055793 155 2009_ 508.5302
2009_311 311 514388 9055948 117 2009_ 383.8583
2009_310 310 477514 9054617 204 2009_ 669.2913
2009_309 309476897 9049218 170 2009_ 557.7428
2009_308 308476120 9046460184 2009_ 603.6745
2009_307 307478089 9042957 142 2009_ 465.8793
2009_306 306 478109 9041723 166 2009_ 544.6194
2009_305 305480319 9038542 158 2009_ 518.3727
2009_304 304 480461 9038638173 2009_ 567.5853
2009_303 303 519171 9019419 972009_ 318.2415
2009_302 302 480336 9038579 1542009_ 505.2493
2009_301 301 481197 9038136 149 2009_ 488.8451
2009_300 300 484863 9036410 114 2009_ 374.0157
2009_299 299 487336 9031022 106 2009_ 347.769
2009_298 298 488348 9026232 822009_ 269.0289
2009_297 297 490163 9023813 91 2009_ 298.5564
2009_296 296 491029 9024569 89 2009_ 291.9948
2009_295 295491697 9024231 119 2009_ 390.4199
2009_294 294 508112 9014774 164 2009_ 538.0577
2009_293 293508139 9014740164 2009_ 538.0577
2009_292 292508179 9014574 162 2009_ 531.4961
2009_291 291 508180 9014515 161 2009_ 528.2152
2009_290 290 508193 9014354 160 2009_ 524.9344
2009_289 289 508292 9014239 163 2009_ 534.7769
2009_288 288 508367 9014124165 2009_ 541.3386
2009_287 287 508456 9014017 167 2009_ 547.9003
2009_286 286 509011 9013985 151 2009_ 495.4068
2009_285 285 509046 9013987 1512009_ 495.4068
2009_284 284509850 9014275141 2009_ 462.5984
2009_283 283 510137 9014457 1432009_ 469.1601
2009_282 282510186 9014486 144 2009_ 472.4409
2009_281 281 511033 9014865 1562009_ 511.811
2009_280 280 512597 9015988 155 2009_ 508.5302
2009_279 279514512 9017892132 2009_ 433.0709
2009_278 278 515058 9018808 1202009_ 393.7008
2009_277 277 529082 9026702 75 2009_ 246.063
2009_276 276 489588 9055424 395 2009_ 1295.932
2009_275 275506924 9054259 258 2009_ 846.4567
2009_274 274 5072379054000 239 2009_ 784.1207
2009_273 273 507236 9054002236 2009_ 774.2782
2009_272 272 507234 9053973 240 2009_ 787.4016
2009_271 271 507234 9053977 2382009_ 780.8399
2009_270 270 510624 9056068 190 2009_ 623.3596
2009_269 269 510624 9056068 190 2009_ 623.3596
2009_268 268 514433 9055898 130 2009_ 426.5092
2009_267 267514669 9055796 151 2009_ 495.4068
2009_266 266 522610 905891947 2009_ 154.1995
2009_265 265 555935 9011931 22009_ 6.56168
2008_1_0 1_0 546948 9027904 2008_ 0
2008_1_3 1_3 532253 9032702 2008_ 0
2008 1 4 1 4 533524 9031816 2008 0
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2008_1_5 1_5 534921 9030154 2008_
2008_1_6 1_6 536958 9027646 2008_
2008_1_7 1_7 556178 9011628 2008_
2008_2_2 2_2 534127 9003076 2008_
2008_2_7 2_7 543835 8978718 2008_
2008_5_5 5_5 587478 8913766 2008_
2008_5_6 5_6 587067 8912824 2008_
2008_6_4 6_4 578319 8928565 2008_
2008_6_6 6_6 574352 8934996 2008_
2008_8_1 8_1 576746 8923176 2008_
2008_8_2 8_2 5779238922492 2008_
2008_8_3 8_3 579282 8922574 2008_
2008_8_4 8_4 579766 8922006 2008_
2008_8_6 8_6 5803638913846 2008_
2008_9_3 9_3 577532 8897258 2008_
2008_9_4 9_4 577488 8897396 2008_
2008_9_5 9_5 5813938909084 2008_
2008_9_6 9_6 581167 8908676 2008_
2008_9-7B 9-7B 580427 8906446 2008_
2008_9_8 9_8 581427 8906446 2008_
2008_10_1 10_1 5790498899396 2008_
2008_10_4 10_4 580471 8905622 2008_
2008_10_6 10_6 579191 8900366 2008_
2008_10_7 10_7 577709 8899196 2008_
2008_11_1 11_1 593199 8860262 2008_
2008_11_3 11_3 588328 8858214 2008_
2008_11_5 11_5 587271 8857336 2008_
2008_11_6 11_6 586601 8856614 2008_
2008_11_7 11_7 582309 8855366 2008_
2008_11_8 11_8 5845278854044 2008_
2008_11_10 11_10 598684 8844596 2008_
2008_12_2 12_2 572329 8883824 2008_
2008_12_3 12_3 589527 8889086 2008_
2008_12_4 12_4 589937 8889808 2008_
2008_12_6 12_6 582554 8875602 2008_
2008_14_4 14_4 621760 8865598 2008_
2008_14_5 14_5 621614 8865286 2008_
2008_14_7 14_7 623162 8863454 2008_
2008_15_1 15_1 641424 8850505 2008_
2008_15_2 15_2 643796 8850718 2008_
2008_15_3 15_3 648387 8853000 2008_
2008J9 19531402 9032572 2008_
2008_20 20 532235 9032600 2008_
2008_21 21 532234 9032600 2008_
2008_22 22 534040 8995014 2008_
2008_23 23536057 8993048 2008_
2008_24 24 540324 8905042 2008_
2008_25 25 539790 8984302 2008_
2008_26 26 5381068982252 2008_
2008_27 27 536042 8980912 2008_
2008_28 28 5371088981234 2008_
2008_29 29 536350 8992242 2008_
2008_30 30 5346659001154 2008_
2008 31 31 535961 9016230 2008

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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2008_32 32536755 9018572 2008.

2008_33 33 536340 9022340 2008.

2008_34 34 537537 9025478 2008.

2008_35 35 544614 9029540 2008.

2008_36 36 556490 9011596 2008.

2008_37 37 556471 9011724 2008.

2008_38 38 556236 9011770 2008.

2008_39 39 556240 9011700 2008.

2008_40 40 556242 9011704 2008.

2008_41 41 556398 9012124 2008.

2008_42 42 543835 8978710 2008.

2008_43 43 5436498976674 2008.
2008_44 44 544376 8973116 2008.

2008_45 45 5449698972164 2008.
2008_46 46 551352 8973160 2008.

2008_47 47 552665 8973280 2008.

2008_48 48 552682 8973274 2008.

2008_49 49 557260 8974084 2008.

2008_50 50 558418 8974332 2008.

2008_51 51 558604 8975074 2008.

2008_52 52 558713 8976256 2008.

2008_53 53 560031 8980206 2008.

2008_54 54 560335 8983140 2008.

2008_55 55 558401 8974290 2008.

2008_56 56 558858 8972510 2008.

2008_57 57 559482 8971708 2008.

2008_58 58 559900 8970806 2008.

2008_59 59 5602038970170 2008.

2008_60 60 560483 8969472 2008.

2008_61 61 5608008969498 2008.

2008_62 62 561038 8969244 2008.

2008_63 63 564133 8964700 2008.

2008_64 64581468 8903394 2008.
2008_65 65 581649 8902450 2008.

2008_66 66 581625 8902466 2008.

2008_67 67 581575 8902570 2008.

2008_68 68580364 8903244 2008.
2008_69 69580335 8903242 2008.

2008 70 70 580498 8904738 2008

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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V.ii Towns

NAME X Y Elevation(m)
BAN DARI 624893 8827517 31
CHAWI 621461 8831750 162
CHUMO 505112 9054252 218
DIMBA 570252 8934054 115
End Kandarawe 479659 9039414 136
HINGIWALI 587076 887076 269
HOTELITATU 544671 8972631 165
K TRACK 582595 8871016 213
KANDAWALE 478270 9051048 180
KIBAONI 546729 8967725 140
KIJIWENI 573101 8950120 17
KIKANDA 531084 9231799 8
KILOLAMBWANI 574356 8935898 107
KIOMANGA 563864 8924672 102
KIPATIMU 491349 9062461 459
KIRANJERANJE 552309 8946956
KITAYA 628075 8821885 34
KITERETURN 6009678866114 22
KITOMANGA 539794 8923241 166
KITUNDA 590765 8893178 17
KITUNDA SECTION 580884 8892386 0
KITUNGULI 640714 8835412 31
KlUKULA 542777 8981429 96
KIWAJANI 550602 8867770 100
KIWAWA 540635 8984557 89
LIBOBE 595547 8861261 52
LIHIMILO 552667 8926820 165
LIKONGA 580457 8913547 114
LITEMBE 644570 8846065 22
LND 88 03 580676 8878386 246
LUKULEDI 1 573007 8875811 58
MANDAWA DOME TURN 544280 8973250 174
MAMBI RIVER 600684 8866184 33
MAMBULU QUARRY 581261 8908377 109
MANDAWA 547699 8964767 71
MARANJE 60959508833474 173
MAVIJI 5349348998845 40
MAYANGA 613385 8865156 136
MBWEMKURU RIVER 554436 8941556 25
MBWEMKURU 554516 8941305 34
MCHINGA 576131 8923229 25
MIHAMBIA WEL L 524530 8973315
MIHAMBWE 569698 8924312 38
MIHAMBIA TURN 540310 8985008 82
MIRUMBA 549294 8956491 80
MITEJA 528309 9049809 25
MITWERO 579632 8902643 95
MKARANGAMA 537077 8990180 91
MKUNDI 536031 8993109 89
MKWAYA TURN 568571 8881013 61
MMONGO 579229 8900410 43
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MNIYJA 590810 8860050 74
MNOLELA 580666 8869580 165
MPINGO 555371 8934773 124
MTANDANGO 527854 9056087 22
MTANDI 551317 8950216 73
MTANGE BRIDGE 572865 8894315 13
MTENDACHI 640636 8851175 53
MTOMKAVU 579907 8918602 60
MTUMBEI 4822389037261 140
MVULENI 572396 8942998 106
MYANGARA 540953 8941347 49
NACHUNYU 597686 8879393 56
NAMANYUNI 513854 9055889 115
NAMKAMBA 502297 9056883 255
NAMPUNGU 5823168882462 221
NAMUNDA 573075 8875599 64
NANGALOMBE 4783279041226 176
NANGOO 510336 8843649 269
NANGURUWE 615344 8838494 159
NAVANGA 588843 8885444 134
NDANDA 503237 8839959 296
NGANGA 5180688849507 227
NGONGO RIVER 569718 8889823 57
NGURUHAMBA 570537 8892220 12
NYANGAO 534116 8858370 148
NYENGEDI 548407 8867223 123
PANGABOl 595323 8881295 101
PYLONS 5784948881845 277
MAMBULU RIVER 5812048908506 40
MBANJA RIVER 580380 8906095 32
RAS TIPULI GEOBRECCIA 578938 8899859 33
RUSHUNG! 565932 8957986 6
SOUTH KITUNDA TRACK 571849 8878691 21
SINZA 528491 9049204 20
TANGAZA 644866 8842919 22
TDP 40A 540819 9894329 111
TENDAGURU 524919 8926643 215
TINGI 527836 9061879
TURN FOR MINGU 528439 9060371 20
TURN FOR PANDE 54028 8972191 157
TURN FOR KISWERE 550773 8953737 94
TURN FOR SUDI BAY 594775 8870409 114
TURN TO MNAZI 6368178856159 53
ZIWANI 635870 8856577 61
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V.ii Samples

TNZ-
09-
TNZ-
09-27
TNZ-
09-28a
TNZ-
09-28b
TNZ-
09-29
TNZ-
09-30
TNZ-
09-31
TNZ-
09-32
TNZ-
09-33
TNZ-
09-34
TNZ-
09-35
TNZ-
09-36
TNZ-
09-37
TNZ-
09-38
TNZ-
09-39
TNZ-
09-40
TNZ-
09-41
TNZ-
09-42
TNZ-
09-43
TNZ-
09-44
TNZ-
09-45
TNZ-
09-60
TNZ-
09-61
TNZ-
09-62
TNZ-
09-63
TNZ-
09-64
TNZ-
09-65
TNZ-
09-66
TNZ-
09-67
TNZ-

Sample
No.

Waypoi
nt X Y

Sto
P Lithology Area

27 317
5526 89732 
17 53 

5583 89742 
96 92 

5583 89742 
96 92 

5589 89723 
12 23 

5655 89601 
78 23 

5601 89702
52 37 

5535 89539
30 79 

5596 89544 
44 69 

5603 89541 
20 86 

5630 89539
53 08

6.1 LS Pande Quarry

28a 318 6.1 Grainstone Pande Quarry

28b 318 6.2 Echinoids Pande Quarry

29 319 6.2 Numm. LS Pande

30 321 6.3 Numm. LS Pande

31 324 6.5 Numm LS Pande

32 325 6.6 LS Pande

33 327 6.8 LS - LBF Kiswere

34 328 6.9 LS - LBF Kiswere

35 329 6.1 LS - LBF Kiswere

36
5669
99

89560
81 Clay Kiswere

37
5785
43

89001
56 8.1 Lepid LS Ras Tipuli

38
5785
43

89001
56 8.1 Sandy Calcarenite Ras Tipuli

39 333
5785
24

89001
95 8.3 Tsunamite Ras Tipuli

40 334
5801
73

89067
42 8.4Oyster Marl Mbanja Quarry

41
5811
04

89089
95 8.5 Benthic sand

Mitonga River 
Quarry

42
5811
04

89089
95 8.5 Coralline Micrite

Mitonga River 
Quarry

43 336
5812 89087 
39 38 8.5Green Clays

Mitonga River 
Quarry

44 337
5811
23

89091
69 8.5 Reef LS

Mitonga River 
Quarry

45 340
5800
01

89154
12 8.6 Green Clays Likonga

60 362
5809
40

88929
82

11.
1 Algal LS Kitunda

61 362
5809
40

88929
82

11.
1 Algal LS (sandy) Kitunda

62 363
5809
15

88929
79

11.
2 Oncoid LS Kitunda

63 364
5808
99

88929
77

11.
3 Kingfish LS Kitunda

64 370
5806
21

88929
14

11.
6b Clay Kitunda

65 372
5736
54

88791
77

11.
6c Clay Kitunda

66 373
5747
60

88802
41

11.
6d Clay Near Mkwaya

67 374
5726 88842 
42 96

11.
7 Pale grey clay Mkwaya

68 375 5791 89003 12. Lepid Sparry LS near R. Tipuli
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09-68
TNZ-
09-69
TNZ-
09-70
TNZ-
09-71
TNZ-
09-72
TNZ-
09-73
TNZ-
09-74
TNZ-
09-75
TNZ-
09-76
TNZ-
09-77
TNZ-
09-78
TNZ-
09-79
TNZ-
09-80
TNZ-
09-81
TNZ-
09-82
TNZ-
09-83
TNZ-
09-84
TNZ-
09-85
TNZ-
09-86
TNZ-
09-87
TNZ-
09-88
TNZ-
09-89
TNZ-
09-90
TNZ-
09-91
TNZ-
09-92
TNZ-
09-93
TNZ-
09-94
TNZ-
09-95
TNZ-
09-96
TNZ-
09-97
TNZ-
09-98

20 48 1

69 375
5791
20

89003
48

12.
2 Clay near R. Tipuli

70 376
5791
58

89003
85

12.
3 White benthic sand near R. Tipuli

71
5792
55

89007
86

12.
3b Green Clays

R. Mmongo 
Section

72
5792
55

89007
86

12.
3b Mangrove Leaves

R. Mmongo 
Section

73
5792
55

89007
86

12.
3b Green Clays

R. Mmongo 
Section

74 334
5801
73

89067
42

12.
4 OysterS Mbanja Quarry

75 334
5801
73

89067
42

12.
4 Mangrove Leaves Mbanja Quarry

76 334
5801
73

89067
42

12.
4 Brown Clay Mbanja Quarry

77 378
5775 88985 
97 75 

5775 88985 
97 75

12.
5 Clay (rip ups) Ras Bura

78 378
12.
5 Blue Clay Ras Bura

79 380
5802
61

89142
25

13.
2 Benthic sand

Base Likonga 
River

80
5796
59

89225
02

13.
3 Clay (Bottom)

Near Mchinga 
Turn

81
5796
59

89225
02

13.
3 Clay (Top)

Near Mchinga 
Turn

82
5796
59

89225
02

13.
3 Benthic foram sand

Near Mchinga 
Turn

83
5781
05

89250
29

13.
7 Oyster bed Mchinga School

84
5781
05

89250
29

13.
7 Algal bed Mchinga School

85
5781
05

89250
29

13.
7 Blue-grey clay Mchinga School

86
08/06/2

002
5785 89253 
51 54

13.
7b Green Clays

Past Mchinga 
School

87 388
5777
41

89298
74

13.
9 R.Tip facies

Past Mchinga 
School

88 389
5778 89296 
55 98 

6213 88641 
33 21

13.
1 Oyster bed

Past Mchinga 
School

89 396
14.
1 Clay Mikindani Area

90 399
6053
31

88673
60

14.
3 LS Mikindani Area

91 401
5900
71

88600
46

14.
5 LS Mikindani Area

92 402
5881
85

88584
46

14.
6 Lepid LS Mikindani Area

93 403
5960
95

88696
41

14.
7 Gastropod Marl Mikindani Area

94 404
5955
46

88698
52

14.
8 Shelly LS Mikindani Area

95 404
5955
46

88698
52

14.
8 Grey angular sst Mikindani Area

96 404
5955
46

88698
52

14.
8 Grey angular sst Mikindani Area

97 406
5950
92

88702
87

14-
Oct LS Mikindani Area

98 407
5950
96

88703
10

14.
11 LS Mikindani Area
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TNZ-
09-99
TNZ-
09-100
TNZ-
09-101
TNZ-
09-102
TNZ-
09-103
TNZ-
09-104
TNZ-
09-105
TNZ-
09-106
TNZ-
09-107
TNZ-
09-108
TNZ-
09-109
TNZ-
09-110
TNZ-
09-111
TNZ-
09-112
TNZ-
09-113
TNZ-
09-114
TNZ-
09-115
TNZ-
09-116
TNZ-
09-117
TNZ-
09-118
TNZ-
09-119
TNZ-
09-120
TNZ-
09-121
TNZ-
09-122
TNZ-
09-131
TNZ-
09-132
TNZ-
09-133
TNZ-
09-134
TNZ-
09-135
TNZ-
09-136
TNZ-
09-137

99 408
5964
74

88731
69

14.
12

Micritic framework 
LS Mikindani Area

100 420
5739
96

89238
00

15.
1 A lgal sparry LS Mbuyuni

101 420
5739
96

89238
00

15.
1 Benthic sand Mbuyuni

102 420
5739
96

89238
00

15.
1 Sst Mbuyuni

103 419
5739
56

89238
58

15.
1 Lepido. marl Mbuyuni Log

104 419
5739
56

89238
58

15.
1 Clay Mbuyuni Log

105 419
5739
56

89238
58

15.
1 Shall hash Mbuyuni Log

106 419
5739
56

89238
58

15.
1 Dinnerplate lepido Mbuyuni Log

107 419
5739
56

89238
58

15,
1

pink-orange 
bioclastic Is Mbuyuni Log

108
5645
54

89149
23

15.
2 LS Moka

109 426
5645
75

89137
79

15.
3 Reef ? LS Moka

110 427
5644
33

89125
61

15.
4 Mouldic reef Is Moka

111 460
5580
09

89417
03

16.
1 LS-LBF

Near Lake 
Mkoe

112 462
5628
23

89416
23

16.
3 Brown Clay

Near Lake 
Mkoe

113 463
5632
11

89413
14

16.
4 Bioclastic LS

Near Lake 
Mkoe

114 467
5591
69

89316
38

16.
6

A lgal manngrove 
tubes Ngomba Quarry

115 467
5591
69

89316
38

16.
6

Brown marl and 
carb cem Ngomba Quarry

116 467
5591
69

89316
38

16.
6

Fossil tubes and 
leaf Ngomba Quarry

117 467
5591
69

89316
38

16.
6 Gastropod Marl Ngomba Quarry

118 467
5591
69

89316
38

16.
6

Gastropod Brown 
Clay Ngomba Quarry

119 473
5777
57

89331
41

17.
1 Mouldic algal LS North Mchinga

120 477
5772
43

89347
81

17.
3 LS-LBF North Mchinga

121 482
5715 89490 
83 97

17.
5 Mouldic benthic LS North Mchinga

122 496
5740
37

89336
57

17.
8 Mouldic benthic LS North Mchinga

131 513
5935
83

88827
71

19.
1 LS reef sparite

Pangaboi (S. 
Kitunda)

132 516
5880 88865 
27 14 

5882 88864 
13 34

5882 88864 
56 28

5883 88864 
59 19

5884 88864 
98 06

19.
2 Carb cem sst Navanja Log

133 517
19.
2 Benthic csnd Navanja Log

134 518
19.
2 Blue Clay Navanja Log

135 520
19.
2

Fine white carb 
sand Navanja Log

136 524
19.
2 Sparite Navanja Log

137 529
5835
57

88818
21

19.
9 Sparite Naminda

522



TNZ-
09-138 138 529

5835
57

88818
21

19.
9 Bioclastic material Naminda

TNZ- 5661 89539 20.
09-143 143 549 30 43 8 LS-LBF (109m) Kiswere
TNZ- 5369 89538 20.
09-144 144 550 71 44 9 Clay(96m) Kiswere
TNZ- 5369 89538 20. LS-LBF (Below
09-145 145 550 71 44 9 clay) Kiswere
TNZ- 5632 8953220. Qtz grains in carb
09-146 146 553 26 31 12 cement Kiswere
TNZ- 5646 89528 20.
09-147 147 554 55 97 13 Bioclastic sparite Kiswere
TNZ- 5642 89531 20.
09-148 148 555 91 49 14 Shelly sparite Kiswere
TNZ- 5641 89536 20.
09-149 149 26 79 15 LS-LBF Kiswere
TNZ- 5639 89542 20.
09-150 150 329 60 08 16 LS-Shell hash Kiswere
TNZ- 5623 89539 20.
09-151 151 556 85 98 17 Sparite Kiswere
TNZ- 5618 89539 20.
09-152 152 558 35 23 18LS-LBF Kiswere
TNZ- 573989237 21.
09-160 160 466 57 48 11 Clay Mbuyuni Quarry
TNZ- 5739 89237 21.
09-161 161 466/576 57 48 11 gastropod Marl Mbuyuni Quarry
TNZ- 5739 89237 21.
09-162 162 466/577 57 48 11 Blue clay Mbuyuni Quarry
TNZ- 5739 89237 21.
09-163 163 466/578 57 48 11 Orange lepid marl Mbuyuni Quarry
TNZ- 5739 89237 21.
09-164 164466/579 57 48 11 Carb cem qtz sand Mbuyuni Quarry
TNZ- 5739 89237 21.
09-165 165 466/580 57 48 11 Benthic limetone Mbuyuni Quarry
TNZ- 5198 88510 22. Granitic gneiss Road to
09-166 166 579 43 59 1 basement Ndanda
TNZ- 5801 89067
09-167 167 334 73 42 Mbanja Marl
TNZ- 5801 89067
09-168 168 334 73 42 Mbanja Clay

523
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Enclosure B: Geological map with 
index to maps in Chapter 7.
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